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Abstract
Elements involved in biogeochemical cycles undergo rapid turnover at the oxic/anoxic transition of stratified lakes. Here, the presence or absence of oxygen governs abiotic and biotic
processes and their rates. Analyzing low-level oxygen concentrations at the transition from
oxic to anoxic conditions is therefore an important goal of analytical biogeochemistry. In the
past, it was difficult to precisely locate and investigate the oxic/anoxic interface due to a lack
of fast, drift-free sensors with submicromolar detection limit.
In this study, the oxic/anoxic transition was resolved down to 10 nmol L−1 oxygen levels
with a continuous profiling approach. As a tool for such investigations, the Profiling In situ
Analyzer PIA was developed. This online-controlled measurement and sampling-platform
provides a fast visualization of the fine structure of the oxic/anoxic transition and enables
targeted sampling. To support profiling of ionic gradients, robust field-ready potentiometric
ion selective sensors were developed in parallel by incorporating the recent improvements in
solid contact technology due to carbon nanostructured materials.
A first study demonstrates that common amperometric microsensors as well as microoptodes,
and thus two completely different oxygen sensing systems, allow a reliable resolution of
the fine structure of the oxic/anoxic interface down to the 10 nmol L−1 range by using the
oxygen free water column as in-situ calibration point and reducing the sensor-drift of the
amperometric system. The excellent match of the profiles in the submicromolar oxygen range
during parallel use corroborates that the observed patterns are caused by actual concentration
gradients and not by problems of the sensing systems or measuring principles. The highresolution oxygen profiles revealed hitherto unnoticed extensive submicromolar zones in
lakes with strongly differing vertical stratification. The zones extended up to several meters
and were found even below a steep oxycline. The spatial extension of this transition zone,
the considerable variability of the oxygen profiles and the strongly differing depths of the
oxic-anoxic interface were unexpected features of this lower boundary of the oxic zone.
In a second study, the high-resolution oxygen profiles allowed detailed sampling of the
oxic/anoxic-transition in order to investigate the associated cycling of redox-active nitrogen species as well as Mn, Fe, CH4 and H2 S. The associated redox-profiles showed that oxygen
indeed controls the biogeochemical cycling of N, Mn and CH4 in dynamic layers with low
to submicromolar oxygen concentrations. Below the steep oxycline in shallow Lake Rot, a
broad low oxygen zone was detected between 6 to 7.5 meters, within which the previously
overlooked oxygen-increase during daylight was comparable to the oxygen flux along the
ix

Abstract
oxycline. This zone clearly separated the reduction of N-components and the oxidation of Mn
and CH4 . N-components were reduced at low oxygen conditions directly below the oxycline,
while Mn2+ and CH4 oxidation occurred in parallel at the much deeper (true) oxic-anoxic
boundary at oxic conditions. The oxygen-increase in the low-oxygen zones found above the
oxic/anoxic interface could be well due to deep oxygenic photosynthesis below the oxycline.
In the absence of oxygenic photosynthesis, the broad submicromolar zone at the oxic/anoxic
interface detected at 150 to 160 m in the deep, dark hypolimnion of Lake Zug appears mainly
driven by transport and mixing processes. The kinetics of oxygen consuming processes might
further shape the submicromolar zone, since the rates of various oxygen consuming processes
should be affected by their different apparent half saturation constants. The data indicate
that a significant part of the redox-turnover of CH4 , Mn2+ and (most probably) NH4+ occurs in
parallel at submicromolar oxygen concentrations close to the oxic/anoxic interface.
The new evidence for an extended, heterogeneous and dynamic low-oxygen interface requires
further investigations at proper scales in order to further elucidate microbial pathways and
their significance for element cycling across the oxic/anoxic transition. Parts of the previously
described "suboxic" zones with missing O2 and H2 S might in fact belong to the realm of oxic
processes if characterized with submicromolar sensitivity, which expands the oxic zone with
respect to the location of previously investigated and described biogeochemical redox-cycling
significantly downwards.
The derived data demonstrate that the concepts established in this work are capable to
contribute to such a refined biogeochemical understanding of the oxic/anoxic transition
by enabling the fast visualization, sampling and interpretation of oxygen and associated
biogeochemical properties on refined scales.
The publication is available via DOI http://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-a-010289488.
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Zusammenfassung
Entlang der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht stratifizierter aquatischer Systeme werden Elemente biogeochemischer Stoffkreisläufe mittels vielfältiger Redoxreaktionen umgesetzt. Abiotische und biotische Umsatzraten und Prozesse werden hier von der An- oder Abwesenheit
von Sauerstoff bestimmt. Ein wichtiges Ziel der analytischen Biogeochemie ist deshalb die
Messung extrem niedriger Sauerstoffkonzentrationen am oxisch/anoxischen Übergang. Die
genaue Lokalisation und detaillierte Untersuchungen der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht
waren bisher schwierig, da es keine kontinuierlich messende Sauerstoff-Sensorik mit der
mindestens nötigen submikromolaren Messgenauigkeit bei gleichzeitig hoher Signalstabilität
gab.
In dieser Arbeit wurde die oxisch/anoxische Grenzschicht detailliert in hoher Auflösung und
mit einem Detektionslimit von 10 nmol O2 L−1 untersucht. Der dazu entwickelte interaktive
„Profilierende In Situ Analysator“ (PIA) visualisiert die Feinstruktur des oxisch/anoxischen
Überganges kontinuierlich und in Echtzeit und ermöglicht so gezielte Probenahme. Zudem
ermöglichten die durch die Verwendung nanostrukturierter Karbon-Materialien jüngst erzielten deutlichen Fortschritte in der Festkontakttechnik potentiometrischer ionenselektiver
Sensoren die Entwicklung robuster, feldgängiger Festkontakt-Sensoren zur PIA-gestützten
Messung von Ionen-Gradienten.
Zunächst wird gezeigt, daß die Feinstruktur der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht mit herkömmlichen optischen und amperometrischen Mikrosensoren bis in den 10 nmol O2 L−1
Messbereich zuverlässig aufgelöst werden kann. Dazu wurde der sauerstoffreie Teil der Wassersäule als in situ Rekalibrationspunkt genutzt sowie die Signaldrift des amperometrischen
Mikrosensors deutlich reduziert. Die gute Übereinstimmung der parallel mit den zwei prinzipiell unterschiedlichen Messystemen aufgenommenen submikromolaren Profile zeigt auf,
dass die beobachteten Strukturen aktuelle Konzentrationsgradienten darstellen und nicht
durch Probleme der Messysteme oder der Messprinzipien entstanden sind. Die hochauflösenden Sauerstoffprofile zeigen in drei unterschiedlich stratifizierten Seen bisher unbemerkte,
sich selbst unter einer steilen Oxikline bis über mehrere Meter ausdehnende Zonen mit
submikromolaren Sauerstoffkonzentrationen. Die räumliche Ausdehnung dieser Zonen, die
auffällige Variabilität der submikromolaren Sauerstoffprofile und die oft um mehrere Meter
und daher stark variierenden individuellen Tiefen der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht waren
unerwartete Eigenschaften dieses unteren Endes der oxischen Zone.
Die assoziierten Redox-Profile zeigen, daß die biogeochemische Umsetzung von redox-aktiven
xi
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N-Komponenten, Mn und CH4 durch die (submikromolare) Sauerstoffverfügbarkeit in diesen
dynamischen Schichten kontrolliert wird. Im Rotsee wurde direkt unter der steilen Oxikline
zwischen 6 und 7.5 m Tiefe eine ausgedehnte Zone mit stark variierenden, niedrigen bis
submikromolaren Sauerstoffkonzentrationen entdeckt, in welcher der zuvor nicht berücksichtigte Sauerstoffzuwachs während der Tageslichtperiode dem Sauerstofftransport entlang der
Oxikline entspricht. Diese Zone trennt die Reduktion von in sie hinabtransportierten bzw. dort
freigesetzten N Komponenten von der Oxidation von in sie hinauftransportiertem Mn und
CH4 . NO3– sowie freigesetztes NO2– und N2 O werden direkt unterhalb der Oxikline bei niedrigen Sauerstoffkonzentrationen reduziert. Dagegen erfolgt die (aerobe) Oxidation von Mn2+
und CH4 direkt an der deutlich darunter liegenden (wahren) oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht,
und zwar parallel im gleichen Tiefenhorizont. Neben Transport- und Mischungsprozessen
kann photosynthetische Sauerstoffproduktion den beobachteten Sauerstoffzuwachs oberhalb
der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht erklären. Diese bisher nicht berücksichtigte Sauerstoffproduktion durch Photosynthese tief unterhalb der Oxikline kann für einen signifikanten
Anteil der chemotrophen Oxidationsprozesse an der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht des
Rotsees verantwortlich zu sein.
Im trüben Hypolimnion des Zuger Sees kann in 150 bis 160 m Tiefe eine signifikante photosynthetische Sauerstoffproduktion ausgeschlossen werden. Die dort lokalisierten breiten submikromolaren Zonen an der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht werden daher durch Transportund Mischungsprozesse bestimmt sein. Weiterhin kann die Kinetik der sauerstoffzehrenden Prozesse zur Ausbildung dieser Zonen beitragen, da deren Umsatzraten z.B. je nach
Halbsättigungskonstanten zunehmend durch die abnehmende Sauerstoffverfügbarkeit beeinflusst werden sollten. Die Profile zeigen, dass im Zuger See ein signifikanter Anteil des
Redox-Umsatzes von CH4 , Mn2+ und (höchstwahrscheinlich) NH4+ bei submikromolaren
Konzentrationen stattfindet, und zwar parallel im selben Tiefenhorizont nahe der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht. Die neuen Einsichten zur Struktur, Dynamik und Heterogenität der
oxisch/anoxischen Grenze verlangen nach weiteren Studien zum besseren Verständnis redoxinduzierter mikrobieller Stoffwechselwege und deren Bedeutung für die lokalen Kreisläufe der
beteiligten Elemente. Teile der bisher durch die gleichzeitige Abwesenheit von O2 und H2 S
charakterisierten „suboxischen“ Zonen könnten sich durch hochauflösende Messungen mit
submikromolarem Detektionslimit als oxische Randzonen herausstellen. Dies könnte die oxische Zone mit Blick auf bisher als anaerob charakterisierte biogeochemische Umsatzprozesse
deutlich in die Tiefe verschieben. Die vorliegenden Daten zeigen auf, dass die in dieser Arbeit
begonnene schnelle Visualisierung, Beprobung und Interpretation von Sauerstoff und der assoziierten biogeochemischen Prozesse auf verfeinerten Skalen zu einem signifikant vertieften
biogeochemischen Verständnis der oxisch/anoxischen Grenzschicht beitragen kann.
The publication is available via DOI http://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-a-010289488.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Chemical gradients
Chemical gradients encode essential properties of aquatic environments. They are created
by the physical separation of sources and sinks and built up on different scales. Since the
biosphere has to be inhomogeneous from a physicochemical point of view, patchiness is a
constant feature of all ecological systems (Brune et al, 2000). Fluxes along these gradients may
control the supply of a limiting resource, determine the activity of e.g. consuming biota, and
lead in general to dynamic steady states (Gundersen and Jørgensen, 1990; Brune et al, 2000).
The interplay of both, physicochemical and biological forcing, establishes distinct habitats
within the aquatic environment (Murray et al, 1995).
Interfaces between such distinct habitats are zones of special interest, since they are often
the locus where biogeochemical cycles most visibly proceed. Interfaces establish where
two limiting resources are supplied from different directions. Microorganism as engines of
biological cycles may accumulate at such boundaries and enforce opposing gradients (Brune
et al, 2000; Kuypers et al, 2003).
Besides being traceable for sources and sinks, the associated chemical gradients encode
information about transport processes and turnover rates across different scales, spanning
from the system level down to the microbial level (Canfield et al, 2005). Given known gradients
and transport regimes, fluxes at such interfaces are relatively easily accessible through Fick’s
laws of diffusion or simple models of relevant transport processes like turbulent diffusion
(Jørgensen and Revsbech, 1985; Berg et al, 1998; Vogel, 1996). Production or consumption
rates of bulk or individual sources and sinks are quantifiable, expanding insight at multiple
scales.
Furthermore, most traditional techniques in biogeochemistry like e.g. incubation-experiments
are essentially “black box” approaches since assumptions about the actual microenvironment
where the processes ultimately occur are crucial to interpret the measured bulk conversion
rates (Holst et al, 2000). High-resolution in situ analysis of gradients facilitates to investigate
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these assumptions on their relevant scales and, if necessary, to modify them according to experimental information determined within the microenvironment (Holst et al, 2000; Jørgensen
and Revsbech, 1985).

1.2 The oxic/anoxic transition in the water column of lakes
Gradients of compounds used for biomass synthesis and those needed for respiration inflict a
principle difference on microbial life: Metabolic activity might be decreased or terminated by
e.g. nutrient limitation, but lacking energy substrates in form of terminal electron acceptors
(TEA) demand a different kind of microbial metabolism, eventually leading to a shift in the
composition of a microbial community (Brune et al, 2000; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009;
Froelich et al, 1979).
Since the greatest free energy gain is associated with oxic respiration, oxygen is the most
favorable abundant TEA for organic carbon mineralization (Canfield et al, 2005) (Fig. 1.1).
The modern oceans and most freshwater aquatic systems are largely well oxygenated and
most aquatic organisms can thus sustain an aerobic metabolism (Lam and Kuypers, 2011).
But decreasing oxygen availability inflicts successive thresholds for biological activity. Most
animals cannot sustain oxic respiration below ∼60 µmol L−1 (Keeling et al, 2010; Gray et al,
2002) and this limit can be used to define hypoxia in aquatic environments. Only below
∼5 µmol L−1 , however, does NO3– become a preferred terminal electron acceptor for facultative
aerobic microorganisms and from this point lower oxygen-availability induces major changes
in biogeochemical cycling.
In an idealized sequence of respiration processes along the preferred TEA, nitrate reduction
would be followed by the reduction of manganese, iron and sulphate until the respiration
of organic matter is terminated by methanogenesis (Berner, 1981; Canfield et al, 2005). The
sequence of this ‘thermodynamic ladder’ is thereby based on the thermodynamics of the
processes and the energy available to the organisms (Stumm and Morgan, 1995; Froelich et al,
1979). The preferential use of electron acceptors would thus drive a chemical zonation of both
the oxidized species and the corresponding metabolic products (Canfield and Thamdrup,
2009) (see Fig. 1.1).
However, recent studies revealed that aerobic microbial respiration continuous without kinetic
limitation at least down to the nanomolar range (Stolper et al, 2010). Thus, there is ample
space for complex redox cycling at oxic/anoxic interfaces since a multitude of transformation
pathways could co-occur and interconnect the cycles of different elements. (Lam and Kuypers,
2011; Kalvelage et al, 2011). Since the thermodynamic ladder does not account for microbial
mutual relationships (Bethke et al, 2011) which include surprisingly sophisticated pragmatic
approaches (Nielsen et al, 2010), a detailed understanding of ecologic and physiologic factors
down to the microbial level is needed to adequately understand the complex interactions at
redox-transition.
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1.2. The oxic/anoxic transition in the water column of lakes
Electron acceptor

Respiration process
Oxic/aerobic
respiration

O2

kJ per reaction
ΔG (acetate)

NO2

Nitrate reduction

-359

Manganese reduction

-385

FeOOH

Iron reduction

-241

SO43-

Sulfate reduction

-43.8

Methanogenesis

-19.9

MnO2

a

O2

-402

-

NO2
NO3-

Chemical zone

CO2

NO3Mn2+
Fe2+

b

Oxic

-

Nitrogenous
Manganous
Ferruginous

H2S

Sulfidic

CH4

Methanic

Fig. 1.1: (a) Idealized vertical sequence of common electron acceptors in aquatic environments together
with typical respiration processes and the derived standard Gibbs free energy change (standardized
to a 4 e– transfer equivalent to the oxidation of one mole organic carbon with an oxidation state of 0,
as in carbohydrates. Calculated for conditions of 25 ◦C and unit activity for all reactants and products
except water (pH 7)). (b) Idealized, partly overlapping chemical zonation related to the bi-products
of the metabolic processes. See Canfield and Thamdrup (2009) for further details. After Canfield and
Thamdrup (2009).

Redox cycling at very low oxygen concentrations is relevant for understanding oxic/anoxic
interfaces in sediments and water columns. Both, the production and the removal of major
greenhouse-gases (CH4 , N2 O; Lashof and Ahuja 1990) as well as the loss of reactive nitrogen from biological systems are strongly related to such oxygen-induced changes in the TEA
(Seitzinger et al, 1984; Mulder et al, 1995; Lam and Kuypers, 2011). However, in a more generalized view, oxygen is the terminal electron-acceptor for almost all electron-equivalents released
across and below the oxic/anoxic transition, and oxygen cycling thus encodes information on
the system level (Müller et al, 2012).
Due to their broad range of redox-conditions (Pasche et al, 2009; Lehours et al, 2005; Tonolla
et al, 2004) combined with generally good accessibility, stratified lakes are ideal testing sites to
disentangle the network of microbial reactions coupling e.g. carbon and nutrient cycles to the
oxic/anoxic transition (Schubert et al, 2006; Wright et al, 2012).
But oxic/anoxic interfaces are typically dynamic regimes, where the reactions are compressed
into small spatial scales that make detailed sampling resolution difficult (Murray et al, 1995).
Furthermore, for decades the submicromolar oxygen concentration range of the oxic/ anoxic
transition was not accessible due to a lack of fast continuous in situ oxygen sensing techniques.
Traditional analytical techniques had a high detection limit of around 1 µmol L−1 (Berner, 1981;
Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009). The recently introduced Switchable Trace OXygen (STOX)
in situ microsensor (Revsbech et al, 2009, 2011) does resolve nanomolar oxygen concentrations,
3
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but requires long, discrete measuring intervals of currently 1 to 4 minutes. This severely limits
the continuous profiling capabilities of this system across steep oxic/anoxic interfaces.
Thus, continuous high resolution oxygen sensing technologies with nanomolar sensitivity
could contribute significantly to a more detailed understanding of the biogeochemical coupling between the oxic and anoxic part of aquatic systems: If such profiling techniques for low
oxygen concentrations were available, the oxic/anoxic interface could be precisely located,
temporal and spatial oxygen dynamics close to the oxic/anoxic interface could be investigated
and sampling capabilities for interface-associated microbial communities could be improved.

1.3 Measuring oxygen at high resolution - applied in situ techniques
Within aquatic sciences, a broad variety of physical, chemical and microbiological techniques
are used today to relate abiotic factors and gradients to biota. The complexity of techniques
spans from e.g. the simple Secchi-disk used for visual determination of turbidity or thermometers over classical lab-based wet-chemistry to the full range of instrumental techniques
available today. The advanced methods do provide reproducible results with high sensitivity and good selectivity. However, complex analytical techniques require sophisticated
instruments and chemical manipulation of the sample before measurement which may be
time-consuming, inconvenient and restrict the analysis to discrete sampling, ex-situ conditions and rather low spatial and temporal resolution (Rahman et al, 2008). To investigate ‘true’
in situ conditions, the application of chemical sensors is therefore advantageous. Chemical
sensors are devices that translate chemical properties directly into an electric or optical signal.
This approach provides fast and continuous analysis of in situ conditions and allows for high
spatial and temporal resolution. Clark-type amperometric oxygen microsensors (Revsbech,
1989) and microoptodes using sensitive fluorophores (Klimant et al, 1995a) are chemical
sensors that can meet most of the requirements with individual advantages (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1: Characteristics and advantages of different microsensors.

in situ
detection limit
response time
conditioning time
field applicability
especially suited
for
(a)

STOXmicrosensor

microoptode with
trace-fluorophore

amplified amperometric
microsensor

1 µmol L−1

<10 nmol L−1

∼20 nmol L−1

∼5 nmol L−1

very fast
(< 0.1 s)
none

medium - slow
(10 s - min)
5 min calibration
5 min measurement
medium
(fragile, H2 S interferes)
extended suboxic zones
(OMZs) without oxic
calibration point

medium
(10 s)(a)
none

fast to medium
(0.1 s - 10 s)(b)
2 h initial conditioning

good
(slow, nonlinear)
oxic/anoxic interfaces

good
(H2 S interferes)
oxic/anoxic interfaces,
fast dynamics

good
(H2 S interferes)
profiling through
the complete oxic
water column

faster optical sensors have been reported recently (see chapter 4)

(b)

4

amperometric oxygen
microsensor

amperometric amplification setup currently slows response
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1.3.1 Applied microsensors
Interestingly, the definition of “anoxic” relies on an measurable oxygen concentration: anoxic
waters are defined by the lowest oxygen concentration measureable by standard techniques
like the Winkler method (Winkler, 1888), with the traditional limit being set to 1 µmol L−1
(Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009; Berner, 1981; Morrison et al, 1999).
Only with the recent introduction of the STOX-sensor was this limit pushed to below 10 nmol L−1
(Revsbech et al, 2009). The STOX-sensor, basically a Clark-type amperometric oxygen microsensor with internal recalibration-functionality, provided new insights into e.g. oxygen and
nutrient dynamics within the extensive marine Oxygen Minimum Zones (Kalvelage et al, 2011;
Thamdrup et al, 2012; Ulloa et al, 2012). The observation of extremely low half-saturation
constants below 150 nmol L−1 for aerobic respiration and growth (Stolper et al, 2010; Revsbech
et al, 2009) demonstrated that the traditional detection limit of 1 µmol O2 L−1 was at least one
order of magnitude above the sensitivity needed to fully investigate when and how oxygen
depletion terminates aerobic life and changes redox-pathways that couple the anoxic with the
oxic part of aquatic systems (Kalvelage et al, 2011; Lam et al, 2009; Ulloa et al, 2012; Thamdrup
et al, 2012).

1.3.1.1 Clark-type amperometric oxygen microsensors
Clark-type amperometric oxygen microsensors with typical tip-diameters between 5 to 50 µm
have been introduced to the field of aquatic science in the 1980 (Revsbech and Ward, 1983;
Revsbech, 1989). Briefly, a measuring cathode with constant polarization is placed into an
electrolyte that is separated by a highly gas-permeable membrane from the environment
(Fig. 1.2). Oxygen passes the membrane, diffuses through the electrolyte and is reduced
at the measuring cathode. The resulting current in the range of 10 × 10−12 to 10 × 10−9 A
is proportional to the oxygen partial pressure in the surrounding electrolyte, which in turn
depends on the oxygen partial pressure in the outer environment. The current can be amplified
and read out quasi continuously with very high sensitivity. Amperometric microsensors show
fast t90 -response times down to 0.2 s (Berg et al, 2003) and the linear relationship between
the signal and the oxygen partial pressure is well documented (Revsbech and Jørgensen,
1986; Reimers, 1987; Revsbech, 1989). The signal does show some temperature-dependency,
stirring sensitivity, and H2 S might interfere and cause drifting signals (Glud et al, 2000). But
temperature gradients across the oxic/anoxic interface are often weak, dives can be performed
at similar speeds and euxinic depths are avoidable in many systems (Tonolla et al, 2004;
Schubert et al, 2010; Murray et al, 1995).
Efforts to resolve submicromolar oxygen concentrations with common amperometric microsensors were limited by the drift of the signal at low oxygen conditions. The Clark-type
amperometric STOX-sensor avoids the drift-problem by introducing a secondary (front) cathode that can be polarized in order to prevent oxygen from reaching the internal sensing
cathode, thus providing in situ zero calibration (Revsbech et al, 2009) (Fig. 1.2). With its dif5
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Fig. 1.2: Sketch of amperometric microsensor (left) and amperometric Switchable Total OXygen (STOX)sensor (right). Cathodes are polarized with a constant potential, the amperometric currents resulting
from oxygen reduction are proportional to the diffusive flux into the sensor, which in turn is related to
the oxygen concentration. The STOX-sensor is basically an inner amperometric microsensor nested in
an outer second amperometric microsensor providing a porous “front guard” placed in the diffusive
path. Polarization of the front guard consumes oxygen diffusing in, thus blocking the diffusive path.
“Guards” reduce oxygen in the bulk inner electrolytes to prevent diffusion of oxygen from the bulk
electrolyte towards the sensing cathode. Such “backside-diffusion” could cause the observed drift at
low oxygen concentrations.

ferential measurement, the sensor reaches detection limits in the nanomolar range. This
advantage, however, comes at the cost of long measuring intervals of typical 1 to 4 minutes
per discrete measurement cycle (Revsbech et al, 2011), which limits the continuous profiling
capabilities of this system. Still, the STOX-sensor demonstrated the ability of the amperometric principle to measure very low oxygen concentrations based on the strict linearity of the
signal down to nanomolar concentrations.
Since we were interested in measuring high resolution profiles across the oxic/anoxic inter6
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Fig. 1.3: Schematic optical measuring setup for a microoptode. LED Light emitting diodes for the
modulated signal and as reference signal, LE lenses, OF optical filters, ST underwater fiber connector,
PMT photomultiplier. Modified after Holst et al (2000).

face of stratified aquatic systems, a continuous measurement approach was preferred. Our
approach therefore combines the in situ zero-oxygen calibration point below oxic/anoxic
interfaces with the assumption that the prolonged use of the amperometric sensor at anoxic
conditions stabilizes its electrochemistry at ultra-low oxic to anoxic conditions. By principle,
good amperometric sensors produce low currents and thus low signals at anoxic conditions.
However, the setup takes advantage of the extremely reduced electromagnetic noise during
the in situ deployment in the open water body which allows high signal amplification.
Anoxic incubation-procedures both prior to deployment and directly after the transition
through the oxic zone into the anoxic (preferable H2 S free) layer effectively minimized the
drift at ultra-low oxic to anoxic conditions. With the anoxic layer as a defined calibration point,
we were able to realize an excellent detection limit below 5 nmol L−1 and a strongly reduced
drift (< −1.5 nmol L−1 min−1 ) with common amperometric microsensors.

1.3.1.2 Oxygen microoptodes
Oxygen microoptodes provide an interesting alternative to electrochemical microsensors
(Klimant et al, 1995b; Holst et al, 2000). Main components of the measuring setup are shown
in Fig. 1.3. Optodes measure oxygen by a reversible change in the optical properties of an
indicator (fluorophore) which was immobilized within a sensing layer at the sensors fiber tip. If
the fluorophore is excited by illumination with suitable wavelengths, the light’s energy interacts
with the outer electrons of the indicator’s molecules with large electron system. Relaxation of
excited electrons may occur within a short period of time (luminescence lifetime) by emitting
light of longer wavelength. But if oxygen diffused into the sensing layer, some of the excited
electrons transfer their energy via collision and subsequent electron relaxation to the so called
quencher oxygen and the energy is dissipated non-radiatively (fluorescence-quenching, see
Fig. 1.4. Since the luminescence is quenched as a function of the amount of quenching
7
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Optical dye:
unexcited state
Optical dye:
excited state
Oxygen:
unexcited (triplet)
Oxygen:
excited (singlet)
Pulse of light
Fig. 1.4: Dynamic quenching of the fluorophore by the quencher oxygen. Energy from the excited
fluorophore is transferred to oxygen during a collision, as a result no light is emitted. Consequently,
the optical signal increases with decreasing oxygen concentration. Scheme modified from Huber and
Krause (2006).

molecules (oxygen) present, higher oxygen concentrations within the sensing layer thus cause
weaker fluorescence and shorter lifetime (Holst et al, 1995). In turn, however, the optodes
signal, sensitivity and signal to noise ratio increase towards low oxygen concentration, which
makes optodes excellent sensors for low oxygen concentrations.
The relation between the luminescence intensity I and the oxygen concentration C was first
described by Stern and Volmer (1919):
¡ ¢
I 0 τ0 tan φ0
¡ ¢ = 1 + K SV ×C
=
=
I
τ
tan φ

(1.1)

where I and I 0 represent the luminescence intensity and φ and φ0 stand for the phase angles
in the presence and absence of oxygen, respectively. K SV is the Stern-Volmer or quenching
coefficient (Fig. 1.5). The same equation is valid for lifetime measurements, only the intensity
has to be replaced by the respective luminescence lifetime τ and τ0 (Holst et al, 1995, 2000)
(Fig. 1.6).
The sensitivity of the oxygen optodes thereby depends on both, the choice of the fluorophore
as well as its immobilization matrix. A matrix with high oxygen solubility contains high
amounts of quenching substance at a given oxygen partial pressure, and the sensor will be
very sensitive at low oxygen concentrations (Draxler et al, 1995).
The excellent drift-stability of the optode stems from measurements performed in the frequency domain based on the phase modulation technique (Andrzejewski et al, 2002; Holst
et al, 1995, 1997). The fluorophore is excited by sinusoidal light (Gratton et al, 1984), which
8
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Fig. 1.5: Stern Volmer constant K SV as derived from the Stern Volmer Plot. I and I 0 represent the
luminescence intensity in the presence and absence of the analyte, respectively, and C denotes the
analyte concentration.

causes a sinusoidal light emission that is both weaker in its intensity and delayed compared to
the excitation signal. The delay between these two sinusoidal signals is expressed as phase
angle φ and the relation to luminescence lifetime τ for monoexponential decay is given by
¡ ¢
tan φ = 2 π f mod τ

(1.2)

where f mod refers to the modulation frequency and τ is the lifetime (Andrzejewski et al, 2002)
(Fig. 1.6).

Fig. 1.6: Timing relations of excitation (ex) and luminescence (lum) light signals for pulse-decay (left)
and phase-modulation measurements (right). I 0 is the luminescence intensity in the absence of oxygen,
ϕ is the phase angle and τ describes the lifetime of the luminescence. Modified after Holst et al (2000).
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The lifetime based measuring approach provides several advantages over light-intensity based
measuring approaches, mostly because the luminescence decay time does not depend on the
fluorophore concentration. Luminescence lifetimes are almost unaffected by dye leaching,
photo-bleaching and influences of the optical environment or light-path caused by e.g. fiber
bending, refraction index changes or absorption changes over time (Holst et al, 1995).
In summary, oxygen optodes are nearly ideal tools for research across the oxic/anoxic transition. They offer excellent drift stability in the field, high sensitivity to < 20 nmol L−1 and
are completely insensitive against stirring or free H2 S (Klimant et al, 1995b; Glud et al, 2001;
Tengberg et al, 2006). However, coating-specific t90 -response times are in the range of several
seconds and both, the sampling rate as well as the resolved phase-angle have been limited
by the applied commercially available hardware to about 1 Hz and 0.01 degree. In addition, optodes are temperature-sensitive, but coating-specific algorithms and coefficients for
temperature-compensation are available from the manufactures.

b

a

c

Fig. 1.7: (a) Detail of the oxygen-sensor array: The oxygen microoptode (syringe) is attached next
to the highly amplified oxygen microsensor. A second amperometric microsensor or STOX-sensor
can be deployed in parallel. (b) Preparation of the profiler, Lake Zug: Amperometric microsensors
are incubated in anoxic solution (left side of frame, aluminum-foil light-sheet was removed from
tubing), microoptode (syringe) is stored attached to the H2 S-sensor (right side of frame). (c) The
profiler ready for deployment in Lake Kivu (2010). The microoptode (syringe) is attached next to the
oxygen-microsensor. The amperometric H2 S-system was dismounted during this cast.
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We employed an array of pre-incubated, highly amplified amperometric oxygen microsensors
and a microoptode for trace-oxygen concentrations to resolve the lower end of the oxic
gradient (Fig. 1.7). The two independent sensor systems allowed for cross-check and validation
of the results in the field.

1.4 Objectives and outline of the thesis
The main focus of this thesis lies on studying the water column based oxic/anoxic interface
with improved sensitivity and resolution. Tshe purpose-built water column Profiling In situ
Analyzer PIA integrated state of the art online data-acquisition and sensing-technology to allow
high temporal and spatial resolution of chemical and physical parameters. The complete
oxygen gradient can be traced for sources and sinks in situ, while the integrated syringecarousel enables parallel sampling of relevant regions of the water column for further chemical
and microbiological analysis. The density of data allows detailed studies of dynamic processes
along the water column oxic/anoxic transition that were inaccessible so far.

1.4.1 Overview over the manuscripts
This thesis comprises four manuscripts presented as chapters 2 to 5. Chapter 2 was published
in Aquatic Geochemistry (Kirf et al, 2014a). Chapter 3 was published in Aquatic Sciences
(Kirf et al, 2014b). Chapter 4 is a technical chapter documenting the development of the
Profiling In situ Analyzer PIA and its purpose-built amplifiers for amperometric oxygen microelectrodes and describes typical software-procedures and workflows. Chapter 5 documents
the development of field-worthy robust potentiometric ion selective sensors based on solid
contact technology using nanostructured materials. Furthermore, the PIA-concept and the
developed new knowledge contributed to currently three co-authored manuscripts which
investigate oxic/anoxic transitions or the oxygen-dependency of redox-processes in a broader,
interdisciplinary context (Friedrich et al, 2014; Blees et al, 2014; Milucka et al, 2014).

Chapter 2
Submicromolar oxygen profiles at the oxic/anoxic boundary of temperate lakes
Mathias K. Kirf, Christian Dinkel, Carsten J. Schubert, Bernhard Wehrli

Since major biogeochemical elements undergo rapid turnover at the oxic/anoxic interface
of stratified lakes, a method to detect and study the oxic-anoxic interface in high resolution
was desired. Classically, oxygen concentrations below 1 µmol L−1 were considered as nonmeasurable by standard techniques (Berner, 1981; Morrison et al, 1999), and only since the
introduction of the STOX-sensor oxygen concentrations down to the 10 nanomolar range
could be resolved in situ (Revsbech et al, 2009). However, due to the STOX-sensor’s long
and discrete analysis-times, resolution during profiling applications remained limited. We
11
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thus developed a measurement platform specifically for rapid, continuous profiling of the
oxic-anoxic interface below 1 µmol O2 L−1 . The system allows for cross check and validation
by two independent sensor systems by combining amperometric oxygen microsensors with
oxygen microoptodes. The system was applied in contrasting Swiss lakes, dimictic Lake Rot
and meromictic lakes Lake Zug and Lake Lugano, and characterized the extension and the
variability of submicromolar oxygen concentrations at the oxic/anoxic transition.
The conceptual approach was initiated and developed by Mathias Kirf; the new device was developed, assembled, programmed and applied by Mathias Kirf with support during assembly,
basic programming and basic testing by Christian Dinkel; all experiments and calculations
were carried out by Mathias Kirf, and the manuscript was written by Mathias Kirf, Carsten
Schubert and Bernhard Wehrli.

Chapter 3
Redox gradients at the low oxygen boundary of lakes
Mathias K. Kirf, Hans Røy, Moritz Holtappels, Jan P. Fischer,
Carsten J. Schubert, Bernhard Wehrli

The PIA now enables access to the previously overlooked submicromolar oxygen range across
the oxic/anoxic-transition, but the actual importance of such low oxygen concentrations for
in situ redox-cycling of reduced components remained undetermined. Profiting from the
profiler’s online sampling capability, water-sample derived redox-gradients were related to
the oxic/anoxic transition in dimictic Lake Rot and meromictic Lake Zug. Already these first
snapshots provide evidence that the redox-gradients of N-species, Mn, Fe and CH4 are indeed
controlled by highly variable oxygen distributions down to the nanomolar concentration
range. This challenges our traditional view of the oxic/anoxic transition as a stable and
uniform environment with a sharp, stationary, and two-dimensional oxic/anoxic interface.
Furthermore, in shallow Lake Rot the data indicates deep in situ oxygenic photosynthesis as
an alternative explanation to anaerobic methane oxidation previously suspected to cause
methane-consumption below the water column’s oxic horizon (Schubert et al, 2010). The
existence of submicromolar zones therefore expands the oxic zone downwards and implies
that significant parts of previously described “suboxic” zones characterized by the absence
of both O2 and H2 O may actually belong to the realm of oxic processes if more sensitive
measurement techniques are applied.
This study was initiated and planned by Mathias Kirf. The performed field-studies were
conducted by Mathias Kirf and Manuel Kunz. The data was analyzed and the manuscript was
written by Mathias Kirf in discussion with Hans Røy, Moritz Holtappels, Jan Fischer, Carsten
Schubert and Bernhard Wehrli.
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Chapter 4
Technical approach for submicromolar oxygen profiling and fine-scale sampling

Visualizing the submicromolar zone and precisely locating the oxic/anoxic interface in the
water column of lakes demanded a purpose-built sensing platform and further development
of the amperometric amplifiers and sensing protocols. Key-features of the Profiling Analyzer PIA, the enhanced amperometric amplifiers and supporting hardware are described.
Custom-written embedded, processing and post-processing software is documented. A typical
workflow for recording high-resolution (oxygen) profiles with PIA’s amperometric and optical
sensors is given as guide to future users of the system. Finally, experiences and recommended
future improvements are stated.

Chapter 5
Robust potentiometric sensors for dissolved ions

Potentiometric chemical sensors can directly detect in situ ion concentrations in aquatic
environments and thus allow for high temporal and spatial resolution. Although the focus
of this work lies on the measurement and visualization of trace-oxygen concentrations, a
robust field-going, versatile potentiometric sensing system for the measurement of ions like
e.g. NH4+ , NO2– , NO3– ; pH and K+ and Ca2+ in freshwater systems has been developed in
parallel in collaboration with Gastón Crespo and Prof. F. Xavier Rius Ferrús (Universitat Rovira
I Virgili, Tarragona, Spain). Selected characteristics of potentiometric sensors are discussed
together with the recent technological advances due to the elimination of the inner electrolyte
by solid-contact (SC) technology, the introduction of nanostructured carbon materials like
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and the establishment of new membrane-compositions. Excessive
light-sensitivity has been a major limitation for the field-worthiness of solid-contact potentiometric sensors. The finally applied, easy to produce SC-ion selective sensors based on CNTtechnology, however, now show significant potential due to their intrinsic light-insensitivity,
pressure-resistivity and good signal-stability. The elimination of the inner electrolyte improves
the theoretical detection limit, provides excellent storage-capability and furthermore allows
for true miniaturization. The developed dry connector with a depth rating > 200 m strongly
facilitates the field operability of the potentiometric system.
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Abstract
Elements involved in biogeochemical cycles undergo rapid turnover at the oxic/anoxic interface of stratified lakes. Here, the presence or absence of oxygen governs abiotic and biotic
processes and rates. However, achieving a detailed sampling resolution to precisely locate
the oxic-anoxic interface is difficult due to a lack of fast, drift-free sensors in the working
range of 10 to a few 1000 nmol O2 L−1 . Here, we demonstrate that conventional amperometric
and optical microsensors can be used to resolve submicromolar oxygen concentrations in a
continuous profiling mode. The amperometric drift was drastically reduced by anoxic preconditioning. In situ offset-correction in the anoxic layer and a high amplification scheme
allowed for an excellent detection limit of <10 nmol L−1 . The optical microsensors also showed
a similar performance with a detection limit of <20 nmol L−1 . Their drift stability allowed for a
laboratory calibration in combination with a minor in situ anoxic offset correction. The two
different sensor systems showed virtually identical profiles during parallel use in stratified
lakes. Both sensors were able to resolve the fine scale structure at the oxic/anoxic interface
and revealed hitherto unnoticed extended zones of submicromolar oxygen concentrations
even below a steep oxycline. The zones extended up to several meters and showed substantial
vertical variability. These results underline the need of a precise localization of the oxic/anoxic
interface on a submicromolar scale in order to constrain the relevant aerobic and anaerobic
redox-processes.
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2.1 Introduction
One of the main questions in analytical biogeochemistry is whether oxygen is present or not
in any given aquatic environment (Berner, 1981; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009). Of particular
significance for redox-cycling is hence the oxic-anoxic interface. Most of the redox-processes
at the oxic/anoxic interface are mediated by microorganisms which are either dependent on
or inhibited by oxygen. Detecting oxygen at very low concentrations is therefore of utmost
importance to precisely locate the oxic/anoxic interface (Wright et al, 2012; Thamdrup et al,
2012).
Traditionally, anoxic waters are defined by the lowest oxygen concentration measurable by
standard techniques, such as the Winkler method (Winkler, 1888), with the accepted limit
being set to ∼ 1 µmol L−1 (Berner, 1981; Morrison et al, 1999; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009).
Only with the recent introduction of the Switchable Trace OXygen (STOX)-sensor was this
limit pushed to below 10 nmol L−1 (Revsbech et al, 2009). The STOX-sensor provided new
insights into oxygen and nutrient dynamics within the extensive marine Oxygen Minimum
Zones (Kalvelage et al, 2011; Thamdrup et al, 2012; Ulloa et al, 2012) such as the recent observation of extremely low half saturation constants below 150 nmol L−1 for aerobic respiration
and growth (Revsbech et al, 2009; Stolper et al, 2010). These studies demonstrated that the
traditional detection limit of 1 µmol O2 L−1 was at least one order of magnitude above the
sensitivity needed to fully investigate when and how oxygen depletion terminates aerobic
life and changes redox-pathways that couple the anoxic with the oxic part of aquatic systems
(Kalvelage et al, 2011; Lam et al, 2009; Ulloa et al, 2012). Furthermore, reliable low concentration O2 measurements would allow to target sampling locations for microbial communities
thriving at the oxic/anoxic transition such like nitrifiers, denitrifiers, anammox-bacteria or
aerobic methane-oxidizers (Kalvelage et al, 2011; Schubert et al, 2006; Lopes et al, 2011).
Currently, we know little about the extensions, the variability and the biogeochemical significance of zones with submicromolar oxygen concentrations. In many aquatic systems the
oxic/anoxic transition is dynamic and the associated reactions occur on relatively small spatial
scales (Murray et al, 1995; Lopes et al, 2011). Achieving a detailed sampling resolution and
a precise localization of the oxic/anoxic interface in the water column is hence not possible
due to a lack in drift free and fast sensors in the working range of 10 nmol O2 L−1 to a few
1000 nmol O2 L−1 .
Useful profiling and sampling systems for the lower limit of the oxic zone require high sensitivity down to the nanomolar range. They should provide a continuous, fast responding
signal to give reasonable spatial resolution and a clean, ideally drift-free zero oxygen signal.
Clark-type amperometric oxygen microsensors with a guard cathode (Revsbech, 1989; Clark
et al, 1953) do meet most of these requirements. Their output can be amplified and registered
continuously with very high sensitivity. These sensors show excellent 90 % response times
down to 0.2 s (Berg et al, 2003) and the linear relationship between the signal and oxygen
partial pressure is well documented (Revsbech and Jørgensen, 1986; Reimers, 1987; Revsbech,
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1989). The temperature dependency of the signal and its stirring-sensitivity are tractable
problems, but the drift at low oxygen concentrations has so far limited the practical detection
limit to about 1 µmol L−1 (Reimers, 1987; Revsbech et al, 2011). Zero-signal stability might
further deteriorate at euxinic conditions due to the H2 S-sensitivity of these sensors, however,
such depths are avoidable in many aquatic systems.
The Clark-type amperometric STOX-sensor avoids the drift-problem by introducing a secondary (front) cathode that can be polarized in order to prevent oxygen from reaching the
internal sensing cathode, thus providing in situ zero calibration (Revsbech et al, 2009). With
its differential measurement the sensor reaches detection limits in the nanomolar range. This
advantage, however, comes at the cost of long measuring intervals of typical 1 to 4 minutes
per measurement cycle, which limits the continuous profiling capabilities of this system.
Optical oxygen microsensors with highly oxygen-sensitive fluorescent coatings, hereafter
referred to as microoptodes, offer a further possibility to trace low oxygen concentrations
(Klimant et al, 1995b; Holst et al, 2000; Nestler et al, 2007). Their signal to noise ratio at submicromolar oxygen concentrations is excellent as the fluorescence intensity and fluorescence
lifetime increase with decreasing oxygen partial pressure. The temperature sensitivity of
optodes can be corrected for, minimal signal drift is realized by a lifetime-based measuring
technique and in addition they show no sensitivity to stirring rates or H2 S (Lippitsch et al,
1988; Tengberg et al, 2006). Excellent low detection limits of 30 to 60 nmol O2 L−1 have been
reported for optodes with highly oxygen-sensitive fluorescent coatings (Nestler et al, 2007;
Balcke et al, 2008) and they offer the potential to investigate the oxic/anoxic boundary in more
detail.
In the present study we adapted two different in situ oxygen-sensing technics to explore
the submicromolar oxygen distribution at the oxic/anoxic boundaries in lakes. As a tool for
such investigations, we developed the ‘Profiling In situ Analyzer’ (PIA), an online-controlled
measurement and sampling-platform that allows resolution of the fine scale structure of the
oxic/anoxic interface by continuous profiling down to nanomolar oxygen levels and enables
targeted sampling.
The system allows for cross check and validation by two independent sensor systems by
combining amperometric microsensors with microoptodes. Utilizing the anoxic water layer
for preconditioning of the amperometric sensors and as an in situ calibration point drastically
improved the amperometric sensor performance at low oxygen conditions, solving issues of
drift and zero oxygen signal-offset associated with these sensors. The detection limits, signal
stabilities and reproducibilities between the two systems were tested in the field. The system
was then applied for profiling the oxic/anoxic boundary in two Swiss lakes to characterize the
extension and variability of the submicromolar oxygen zone. With their broad range of redox
conditions and good accessibility, lakes constitute an ideal laboratory for the assessment of
oxygen sensing technology and to further investigate the concepts of biogeochemical zonation
(Tonolla et al, 2004; Lopes et al, 2011; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009).
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2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 Profiling In situ Analyser (PIA)
In situ measurements were performed with a custom-built profiling analyzer, which was
designed for flexible online data-acquisition, analysis and visualization based on embedded
computing (ZBrain, Schmid Engineering, Switzerland). Instruments are mounted in front
of an open cubic aluminum-frame of 50 cm × 50 cm × 60 cm which holds on its top the processing unit and its power supply in pressure stable housing and leaves room in the center
for a carousel syringe sampler with 12 × 60 mL syringes (KC Denmark, Denmark) (Fig. 2.1 a).
Two-way communication along a galvanically isolated load carrying data-cable allows onlineevaluation of depth profiles on shipboard via a laptop computer and thus targeted sampling.
The device was deployed by an electric winch. Customized software for embedded computing
and data acquisition was written with LabVIEW (National Instruments, U.S.A). Data were further processed with custom MATLAB scripts (The MathWorks, U.S.A.). Oxygen concentrations
were measured with two different O2 sensor-systems optimized for low oxygen concentrations
as described below.

2.2.2 Amperometric oxygen microsensor
Measurements were performed with Clark-type amperometric microsensors with a tip diameter of 25 µm and equipped with an internal reference and a back guard as introduced by
Revsbech (1989) (Ox-25, typical 90 %-response time <0.5 s, Unisense, Denmark). Compared to
conventional oxygen microelectrodes, drift at low oxygen-concentration was strongly reduced
by a preconditioning procedure which presumably lowered dissolved oxygen concentrations
in the bulk electrolyte of the sensors: 36 hours prior to deployment, the sensor was exposed to
anoxic conditions by fitting a closed-bottom plastic tube around the sensor filled with anoxic
solution (0.1 mol L−1 sodium ascorbate mixed with 0.1 mol L−1 sodium hydroxide, solution
prepared from degassed water). After removal of the tube in the field, fast descent of the
profiler through the oxic water column limited accumulation of dissolved oxygen in the microsensor. To further reduce signal drift, the microsensor was operated for one to four hours
in the anoxic water column and subsequent upcasts during profiling were limited to low oxic
conditions. The amperometric signal at low oxygen-concentrations was amplified with factors
of up to 20 000 to increase the digital resolution in this concentration range (Fig. 2.1 b). High
amplification factors were only applicable under submersed in situ conditions due to the
prevalent electromagnetic noise in most laboratories. Higher oxygen concentrations were
recorded with lower amplification on parallel channels.

2.2.3 Signal-pathway
The microsensor was connected by an in situ connector system (Unisense, Denmark) to a
custom-built preamplifier. Here, the current-signal of the microsensor was converted into a
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Fig. 2.1: (a) Typical setup of the Profiling In situ Analyzer (PIA): 1 Pressure housing (embedded computer, electronics, batteries), 2 CTD probe, 3 Optode module, 4 Impedance converter for potentiometric
channels (pH, Redox, S2– ), 5 Oxygen preamplifier, 6 Sulfide preamplifier and amperometric sulfide
microsensor, 7 Syringe sampler, 8 Oxygen sensor array: microoptode (syringe), up to two amperometric microsensors. (b) Signal-pathway of the amperometric setup. G1 Preamplifier, G2–G5 Second
amplification stage, Offset Offset-correction of the zero-oxygen signal to match the input range of the
A/D converter.

voltage-signal (1 mV pA−1 , OPA 128, Burr-Brown, U.S.A) and amplified 10 times (AD524, Analog
Devices, U.S.A). The voltage-signal was passed through a low-pass 4th-order Bessel filter to
attenuate electromagnetic noise above 15 Hz in the laboratory and after that through a galvanic
isolation which prevented ground loops (ISO124, Burr-Brown, U.S.A.). The preamplifier was
connected with an underwater cable and connectors (SubConn Circular, SubConn, U.S.A.)
to the PIA’s processing unit in pressure stable housing where the signal was transmitted to
two channels. The first channel with overall-gain of 10 passed directly to a multiplexer and
readings were taken by a 14-bit A/D-converter (Fig. 1 b). A single reading consisted of 10
samples taken at 500 Hz, which were averaged and stored at 2 Hz. This channel captures the
whole range of oxygen concentrations from 0 to air saturation. The second channel passed
through an offset correction where the zero-oxygen signal could be adjusted online to the
input-range of the A/D-converter before being transmitted to 4 channels which were amplified
to overall gains of 100, 1000, 4681 and 20 000. These four channels passed a multiplexer, their
individual readings were taken consecutively every 0.125 s as described above and stored at
2 Hz. The overall 90 %-response time of the sensing system was 9 s as determined by moving
the sensors rapidly from air into stirred anoxic solution.

2.2.4 Oxygen microoptode
Measurements were performed with needle-type microoptodes coated with dyes optimized for
trace oxygen concentrations (TOS7-dye,140 µm tip-diameter, white optical isolation, PreSens,
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Germany), with a 90 %-response time of 7 s (determined as described above). During dual
sensor profiling, the sensor-tips of both systems were mounted at the same height and 1 cm
apart. The microoptode was connected by a custom-made optical underwater connector
to a phase detection board for luminescence lifetime detection based on phase modulation
(O2-micro-T4D, PreSens, Germany) placed in a pressure stable housing. The raw data output
provided at 1 Hz (° phase-shift, amplitude, temperature) was transferred via RS 232 interface
and logged in the processing unit. A malfunctioning of the optical unit of the board resulted
in strong noise in the microoptode-data during the Lake Lugano campaign in 2009 and
prohibited a quantitative evaluation of the microoptode-data. After exchange of the optical
unit, the noise was greatly reduced.

∗
2.2.5 Derived units and oxygen solubility C O

2

Pressure, conductivity and temperature were recorded by a CTD probe (XR-420, RBR, Canada)
with a sampling rate of 2 Hz and logged in the processing unit. Depth was calculated using
a density of water of 1 kg L−1 . Density-profiles were computed by expressing any changes
in specific conductivity as changes in the calcium-carbonate concentrations (Imboden and
Wüest, 1995).
Both types of sensors respond to the partial pressure of oxygen. The oxygen partial pressure in
water was related to oxygen concentrations C O2 in µmol L−1 by the computed oxygen solubility
∗
∗
CO
at standard air pressure p* (101 325 Pa). C O
was computed as a function of salinity and
2
2
temperature according to Garcia and Gordon (1992) using the solubility coefficients derived
from the data of Benson and Krause (1984). We use the concentration scale here because it
is independent of temperature and pressure and it facilitates mass balance calculations and
modeling. For the biological response to low–oxygen conditions the relevant parameter is
partial pressure (Hofmann et al, 2011).

2.2.6 Calibration of the microoptodes
In 2009, the microoptode was used only qualitatively due to a malfunction of the optical bench.
In 2010, the microoptode was calibrated in the laboratory in nanopure water equilibrated with
certified gas-mixtures according to:
C O2
∗
CO
2

=

C O2 gas
C O2 air

×

p atm
p∗

(2.1)

where C O2/C O∗ denotes the air saturation computed at standard pressure p ∗ , C O2 gas the speci2
fied volume-fraction of oxygen in the gas-mixture and C O2 air the assumed average volumefraction of oxygen in air of 20.9 % corrected for the deviation of the atmospheric pressure
during calibration p atm from p ∗ .
A 1 L Erlenmeyer flask was filled to its neck with nanopure water and cooled to 1 ◦C to 2 ◦C
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Fig. 2.2: Schematic example of the in situ calibration procedures for the amperometric sensor (a, b)
and the microoptode (c). (a) Lake Lugano: Example of raw signals from two oxygen channels differing
in amplification. Note The constant signal of O2 channel 5 on the right is set by the limited input-range
of the A/D-converter. (b) Scheme illustrating how the oxic reading for a lower amplified O2 channel
is matched to microoptode-derived oxygen concentrations between 6 µmol L−1 to 18 µmol L−1 (e. g.
channel 3, 2010) or Winkler-titrated water samples with concentrations above 150 µmol O2 L−1 (channel
1, 2009). Anoxic values are individually obtained in the anoxic water column. Slopes for channels
without oxic readings are calculated based on the fixed amplification factors. (c) Scheme illustrating
how the microoptode’s anoxic reading calculated as partial pressure based on the ex-situ calibration in
the laboratory is applied as offset to all microoptode-derived values.

in ice water. The oxygen-content of the water was modified with either nitrogen gas (purity:
99.999 %) or a certified 1.5900 % oxygen in nitrogen gas-mixture (PanGas, Switzerland) by low
gas-flow dispersed through Tygon-tubing and an aquarium diffuser 10 cm below water level.
The water volume was well mixed by a glass-coated magnetic stirrer and the temperature was
monitored by a PT 100-sensor connected to the microoptode board. A 3 cm thick, loosely
compressed wad-plug placed 4 cm above the water level ensured a defined gas-filled, pressureequilibrated headspace. Atmospheric pressure was recorded with the CTD pressure-sensor.
The microoptode was placed opposite the gas-inflow and calibration values for 0 % and the
computed air saturation were only accepted when the signal was constant for at least six
minutes.
In contrast to amperometric microsensors, the microoptodes show a nonlinear decrease in
fluorescence lifetime with increasing oxygen concentration (Holst et al, 1995). For oxygen
concentrations below 35 µmol L−1 , the signal of the fluorescent dye type TOS7 follows the
Stern-Vollmer equation:
CO
τ0 tan φ0
=
= 1 + K SV × ∗ 2
τ
tan φ
CO

(2.2)

2

where τ0 and τ are the fluorescence lifetimes, φ0 and φ are the phase angles in the absence and
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presence of oxygen, respectively, and K SV is the Stern-Volmer quenching coefficient (Lippitsch
et al, 1988; Holst et al, 1995). Temperature affects the fluorescence lifetime and the quenching
efficiency of the microoptode (Holst et al, 2000). The temperature-dependencies of φ and K SV
were taken into account by a second-order polynomial:
³
´
¡
¢
a i , Tβ = a i , Tα + b i Tα − Tβ + c i Tα2 − Tβ2

(2.3)

where a i denotes either τ0 or K SV , b and c are the respective dye-specific coefficients provided
by the manufacturer and Tα and Tβ are the temperatures during the calibration and the
measurement, respectively. K SV -values at 4 ◦C calculated from the manufacturers calibrationsheet at 4.7 % air saturation at standard pressure p ∗ agreed with our laboratory-calibrationderived values for the two applied optodes within 3.4 %.
Below the oxic/anoxic interface the stabilized in situ zero-readings of the microoptode were
averaged over ∼25 cm and subtracted as offset from the laboratory-calibration derived oxygen
values (Fig. 2.2 c).

2.2.7 In situ calibration of the amperometric microsensors
Linear two-point calibrations were performed in situ using an oxic and an anoxic reading
(Fig. 2.2 a, b). Anoxic readings were obtained by averaging the zero-current over ∼25 cm
directly after signal-stabilization in the (anoxic) water column.
In 2010, a lower amplified O2 -channel of the amperometric microsensor was anchored in each
profile on a single microoptode-derived in situ concentration in the range of 6 µmol L−1 to
18 µmol L−1 O2 at depths with weak or nearly absent oxygen gradients. The slope obtained for
this lower amplified channel was then used to calculate the slopes of the remaining channels
based on the fixed amplification factors. All channels were individually offset-corrected in
the anoxic water column. The larger dynamic range of the amperometric microsensor system
compared to the microoptode allowed then for an additional validation of the amperometric
calibration at higher concentrations of > 200 µmol O2 L−1 with a Winkler-calibrated CTD
sensor (CTD60M, Sea & Sun Technology, Germany). The correspondence was typically in the
range of 2.5 % (data not shown).
During the Lake Lugano campaign in 2009 the optode allowed only for qualitative measurements and the oxic reading was taken on the first O2 channel at 60 m on the final upcast
and was set equal to oxygen concentrations derived from water samples taken at 60 m with
a Niskin-bottle and analyzed by Winkler titration. The calculated slopes were then applied
to the downcasts with no available oxic reading. All channels were offset-corrected with a
one-point calibration in anoxic waters. This approach relies on the inherent stability of the
dynamic part of the signal from Clark-type microsensors (Reimers, 1987; Gundersen et al,
1998).
The response of amperometric microsensors is sensitive to stirring-rates, changes in tem22
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perature (≈ 2 % to 3 % per ◦C) and pressure (≈ −0.004 % per meter water column) (Reimers,
1987; Gundersen et al, 1998). However, the motion during continuous profiling-deployment
suggests full sensor response with respect to stirring rates (Revsbech et al, 2011). Temperature
gradients below the thermocline were on the order of ± 0.002 ◦C m−1 in Lake Zug and Lake
Lugano and depths between calibration points were less than 100 m. Thus, the temperature
and pressure dependencies were negligible and no corrections were applied. In Lake Rot the
amperometric oxygen sensor was used below the thermocline only qualitatively to confirm
features in the microoptode-data.

2.2.8 Onset of H2 S
In Lake Lugano, the onset of the sulfidic zone was determined qualitatively with an amperometric sulfide microsensor (H2 S-100, Unisense, Denmark, specified detection limit: 0.3 µmol L−1 ).
Resolution at low concentrations was increased by parallel amplification on 3 channels in a
similar way as described for the oxygen electrodes above. For lakes Zug and Rot, water samples
were collected with the syringe-sampler on selected casts, 2 mL preserved with 1 mL of 4 % Zn
acetate in 2 % acetic acid and kept dark at 4 ◦C until photometric analysis in the laboratory
according to Cline (1969) with a 10 mm cuvette at 670 nm (detection limit 2 µmol L−1 , Hitachi
U-2000, U.S.A.). No H2 S was detected in the profiled water column of Lake Zug. In Lake Rot, an
onset of H2 S was detected ∼ 30 cm below the oxic/anoxic interface during cast Rot1 (Fig. 2.3).

2.2.9 Sampling procedure
The position of the oxic/anoxic interface was monitored online based on the microoptode data.
To reduce the risk of sampling artefacts like self-induced mixing we retrieved the profiler very
slowly from its anoxic position used for signal stabilization. The boat was then moved by a few
meters before a new profile was recorded at slow dive-speeds of 0.7 m min−1 to 2.9 m min−1
(Table 2.1). All three lakes provided excellent conditions for boat-based profiling and sampling
with wind-shielded, calm and nearly smooth water surfaces during sampling.

2.2.10 Study sites
Lake Lugano (46.01° N, 9.02° E) on the border between Switzerland and Italy is separated into
two basins by a dam. Measurements were performed close to Gandria in the northern basin
which is shielded from winds by steep mountains. The basin has a maximum depth of 288 m,
a surface area of 27.5 km2 , a volume of 4.69 km3 and a mean hydraulic residence time of
12.3 years (Barbieri and Polli, 1992). In October 2009, the oxic/anoxic interface was found
at ∼125 m in the weakly stratified hypolimnion (∆ T < −0.001 ◦C m−1 , ∆ κ25 < 0.1 µS cm−1 m−1 )
(Fig. 2.3 a).
Lake Zug (47.10° N, 8.48° E) in central Switzerland has a maximum depth of 198 m, a surface
area of 38.3 km2 , a volume of 3.2 km3 and a mean hydraulic residence time of 14 years
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Fig. 2.3: Oxygen and temperature-profiles of Lake Lugano (a), Lake Zug (b) and Lake Rot (c). The
arrows indicate the onset of H2 S, in Lake Zug no H2 S was found in the profiled water column.

(Maerki et al, 2009). Measurements were performed in the deep south basin which is shielded
from westerly winds by high mountains and not influenced by the main inflow. The south
basin remains permanently anoxic below 160 m despite a weakly stratified hypolimnion
(∆ T < 0.002 ◦C m−1 , ∆ κ25 < 0.1 µS cm−1 m−1 ) (Fig. 2.3 b).
Lake Rot (47.07° N, 8.32° E) is a dimictic eutrophic prealpine lake close to the city of Lucerne,
Switzerland. Lake Rot has a maximum depth of 16 m, a surface area of 0.46 km2 , a volume
of 0.0039 km3 and a mean hydraulic residence time of 0.4 years (Kohler et al, 1984). Measurements were performed in the deepest part of the lake. Lake Rot is shielded from winds
by low hills and a stable stratification (∆ T ∼ −2 ◦C m−1 , ∆ κ25 ∼ 10 µS cm−1 m−1 ) establishes
between May and November with a strong chemocline (8 m to 11 m) and an anoxic, sulfidic
hypolimnion (Fig. 2.3 c).
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2.3 Results and discussion
We used the PIA-system for continuous profiling down to nanomolar concentrations and
across the oxic/anoxic interface in the water column of three aquatic environments: (i) the
stabilization of amperometric signal drift was assessed in Lake Lugano; (ii) in Lake Zug, the
absence of significant temperature-gradients and the absence of H2 S in the deep hypolimnion
allowed cross validation of amperometric microsensor and microoptode results by simultaneous profiling with the two independent systems; (iii) in the temperature-stratified Lake Rot,
the performance of the microoptode below a steep oxycline and across a temperature-gradient
was investigated. The contrasting field sites allowed exploration of the extent and variability
of the submicromolar oxygen zone in a deep hypolimnion and at a thermocline.

2.3.1 Stabilizing amperometric drift
The effect of anoxic preconditioning on the reduction of amperometric signal drift at low
oxygen concentrations was assessed during a campaign in Lake Lugano. Direct profiling
from the lake’s surface with an oxygen exposure of 21 minutes (Fig. 2.4 a) caused the signal
of the amperometric microsensor to drift −560 nmol L−1 min−1 when reaching anoxic waters. The subsequent profiles were obtained after 133 min to 140 min of anoxic conditioning
at 130 m to 140 m depth (one profile shown in Fig. 2.4 b). This procedure reduced signal
drift within the first minute in anoxic waters to less than 0.5 % of the initial drift, e.g. to
−2.1 nmol L−1 min−1 and −1.5 nmol L−1 min−1 , respectively and allowed the localization of the
oxic/anoxic interface. Within the next four minutes at anoxic conditions, drift was further
reduced to −0.4 nmol L−1 min−1 and −1.2 nmol L−1 min−1 , respectively. The in situ detection
limit (calculated as two times the standard deviation of the anoxic signal) of the amperometric
microsensor for the two downcasts was 4.5 ± 0.7 nmol L−1 . The theoretical digital resolution
was two orders of magnitude better (0.06 nmol bit−1 ). The oxygen microsensor showed excellent stability in the anoxic water column until H2 S appeared about 16 m below the oxic anoxic
interface (arrow in (Fig. 2.4 b). However, electromagnetic noise, e.g. caused by the activation
of the syringe-sampler, will propagate as strong peaks into the highly amplified amperometric
signal which impedes exact measurements during sampling (data not shown).
The preconditioning approach presented here was inspired by the observation that signal drift
in anoxic waters was correlated with previous exposure to oxic conditions. Back diffusion of
oxygen from the bulk-electrolyte to the sensing cathode in spite of the polarized guard cathode
could explain the observed drift after oxic exposure (Fig. 2.1 b). The guard cathode contributes
significantly to amperometric signal stability at low oxygen concentrations by consuming
such back-diffusing oxygen (Revsbech, 1989). However, a non quantitative consumption of
oxygen by a (front) guard cathode was described recently for the STOX-sensor (Revsbech et al,
2009). Apparently, preconditioning the amperometric microsensor under anoxic conditions
stabilized the signal at trace oxygen conditions. Therefore, the anoxic pre-deployment and the
limited exposure to elevated oxygen concentrations during profiling might have eliminated
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Fig. 2.4: Lake Lugano, October 27, 2009: Signal-drift before (a, 10 m ≈ 5 min) and after (b, 10 m ≈ 9 min)
∼ 2 h of anoxic incubation of the amperometric microsensor. Optode in a indicates the depth of the
oxic/anoxic interface which was used for anoxic calibration. Negative O2 -values of the amperometric
microsensor are caused by drift. Arrow in b: The H2 S-microsensor indicates the onset of H2 S at 144.5 m,
at this depth the O2 -signal destabilized again.

oxygen in the bulk electrolyte and reduced any resupply of oxygen via the tip, thus eventually
reducing drift. Submicromolar oxygen concentrations were well resolved with the high amplification scheme and the setup achieved a detection limit below 5 nmol L−1 at a significantly
reduced drift (< −1.5 nmol L−1 min−1 ) with commercial amperometric microsensors. In contrast to the STOX-sensor this conditioning approach allows for continuous profiling across
the oxic/anoxic interface, but it requires a completely anoxic, preferably H2 S-free part of the
water column and several hours of pre-deployment.

2.3.2 Microoptode and dual profiling
In the deep hypolimnion of weakly stratified Lake Zug, the microoptode and the amperometric
microsensor were evaluated in parallel in the absence of H2 S and significant temperaturegradients. The data-acquisition for the microoptode was optimized after the first trial in
Lake Lugano. During the Lake Zug campaign the microoptode resolved submicromolar
oxygen concentrations with an in situ detection limit of 12.9 ± 1.1 nmol L−1 (n=6) with a digital
resolution of 4 nmol L−1 per 0.01° increment in phase-shift and with no detectable drift in the
anoxic zone. The ex-situ calibration always showed a positive offset at anoxic in situ conditions,
although with a maximum deviation of less than 24 nmol L−1 (see Fig. 2.2 c).
The amperometric in situ detection limit was 10.6 ± 2.2 nmol L−1 (n=5) and the dual sensor
setup which acquired two submicromolar profiles in parallel (Fig. 2.5) allowed the crosschecking of the microoptode against the amperometric microsensor. The correlation coefficient between amperometric and optical data in Fig. 2.5 is at least 0.995. The excellent match
of profiles in the submicromolar oxygen range obtained by two completely different analysis
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techniques is encouraging and indicates that the observed patterns are caused by actual concentrations gradients and not by problems of the sensing system and their measuring principle.
Furthermore, the signals of the two independent systems stabilized at their anoxic reading at
similar depths, indicating that the oxygen partial pressure dropped simultaneously below the
sensitivity of both systems (Fig. 2.5). The sensitivity of Clark-type amperometric microsensors
down to nanomolar concentrations has been demonstrated by ex situ experiments before
(Revsbech et al, 2009). We conclude that at given in situ conditions both systems are sensitive
down to nanomolar oxygen concentrations. The long-term drift stability of the microoptode
allowed for laboratory calibration and an evaluation of the anoxic offset between this ex situ
calibration and field observations. The maximum deviation of < 24 nmol L−1 was small and
indicates that the microoptode performance at low oxygen levels is nearly unaffected by previous exposure to high oxygen concentrations. The amperometric system was then calibrated
based on the microoptode. Thus, the good correspondence of the amperometric results with
CTD-derived oxygen concentrations > 200 nmol L−1 corroborates the valid calibration of both
systems.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the casts taken in Lake Lugano, Lake Zug and Lake Rot.

Cast

Figure

Extension of submicromolar zone
(1000 - 10 nmol O2 L−1 ) (m)

Water depth of oxic/anoxic
interface (10 nmol O2 L−1 ) (m)

Dive speed
(m min−1 )

Location and date of sampling: Lake Lugano, September 27, 2009
Lug1 3 a, 4 a ∼ 128
Lug2
1.3
182.2
Lug3 4 b
1.5
128.0
Lug4
1.9
125.6

2.0
0.7
1.1
1.6

Location and date of sampling: Lake Zug, August 7, 2010
Zug1
2.5
161.8
Zug2
1.6
161.6
Zug3
1.7
161.0
Zug4 5 a, b
2.5
158.5
Zug5 5 c, d
0.6
156.1
Zug6 5 e, f
3.0
154.9
Zug7 5 g, h
5.6
158.6
Zug8
4.3
158.2
Zug9 5 i, j
2.5
157.5

1.7
1.0
2.3
2.4
1.8
1.4
2.5
2.9
2.3

Location and date of sampling: Lake Rot, October 19, 2010
Rot1 6 a, b
0.7
8.7
Rot2 6 a, b
0.2
8.6
Rot3 6 c, d
2.5
10.6
Rot4 6 c, d
0.2
8.5
Rot5 6 c, d
1.3
9.4

0.9
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.7
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Fig. 2.5: Lake Zug, August 7, 2010: High-resolution oxygen profiles across the oxic/anoxic interface
showing the variability of the submicromolar zone. Profiles were measured with two independent
systems (amperometric microsensor, microoptode) deployed in parallel with sensor-tips separated horizontally by 1 cm. The rectangles in the left panels indicate the submicromolar zone (1000 nmol O2 L−1
to 10 nmol O2 L−1 ) shown in detail in the right panels (note different depth-scale in panel h). The
correlation coefficient between the presented amperometric and optical data is at least 0.995. Further
details of the casts are summarized in Table 2.1.
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2.3.3 Microoptode-profiles across a temperature-gradient
The microoptode’s applicability across an anoxic temperature-gradient was investigated in
Lake Rot. The deep lakes Lugano and Zug had negligible temperature gradients across the
redoxcline, but at the metalimnion in Lake Rot the temperature changed by up to −2.7 ◦C m−1
on October 19, 2010 (Fig. 2.3 c).
The temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime caused a change in the phaseangle in anoxic waters of −0.09° ± 0.02° ◦C−1 (n=4) which corresponded to an uncorrected in
situ oxygen decrease of ∼ 26.7 nmol L−1 ± 4.7 nmol L−1 ◦C−1 (n=4). After temperature compensation, this change was reduced to ∼ 5.8 nmol L−1 ± 2.1 nmol L−1 ◦C−1 (n=4). Thus, already the manufacturer-provided algorithm compensated the microoptode’s temperaturedependency to an acceptable limit and provided close to constant anoxic profiles (Fig. 2.6 b,
c). For the campaign in Lake Rot the in situ detection limit of the applied microoptode was
9.6 nmol L−1 ± 0.3 nmol L−1 (n=4).

2.3.4 Submicromolar zones in a deep hypolimnion
To avoid the conceptually ill-defined term “suboxic zone” (Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009) we
propose to define the lower end of the oxic zone based on sensitive sensor measurements.
In this sense, the submicromolar zone starts below 1 µmol L−1 and ends with the typical
detection limit of 10 nmol O2 L−1 . In Lake Zug, the thickness of the submicromolar zone in the
hypolimnion between 150 m and 160 m water depth was evaluated in nine profiles recorded
with the dual sensor system (see five examples in Fig. 2.5). The observed average thickness was
2.7 m ± 1.5 m (n=9) with a maximum extension of 5.6 m (Table 2.1). The thickness of this zone
would have been significantly underestimated (∼ 0.5 m) if calculated from linearly extrapolated
oxygen gradients between 20 µmol L−1 and 1 µmol L−1 . This exemplifies the importance of
high resolution measurements in the nanomolar range.
The shape of the individual profiles could be classified in two different types. The smooth
profiles showed continually decreasing oxygen concentrations (Fig. 2.5 b, d), while other
oxic/anoxic transitions were characterized by inversions and O2 peaks (Fig. 2.5 f, h, j). The position of the oxic/anoxic interface (10 nmol O2 L−1 ) varied several meters in depth between the
casts (Table 2.1). However, the oxic/anoxic interfaces were not associated to a specific densityhorizon (data not shown), thus internal waves cannot explain the variations in oxic/anoxic
interface depth.
Submicromolar zones with similar shapes and a varying depth of the oxic/anoxic interface
were observed as well in Lake Lugano. The submicromolar zones extended on average over
1.55 m ± 0.36 m (n=3) (Table 2.1), although the linear extrapolation of the large scale oxygen
gradient implied an extension over only ∼ 0.3 m.
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Fig. 2.6: Lake Rot, October 19, 2010: Density profiles (a, c) and high-resolution oxygen profiles measured with the microoptode (b, d) across the lower end of the oxycline. Further details of the casts are
summarized in Table 2.1.

2.3.5 Submicromolar zones at a thermocline
The large-scale oxygen gradient in Lake Zug extended over more than 100 m water depth,
whereas oxygen in Lake Rot dropped from ∼350 µmol L−1 in the fully mixed epilimnion (0 m to
7.6 m) to ∼1 µmol L−1 near 8.1 m due to a strong thermal stratification (Fig. 2.3 c). In spite of
these contrasting differences in the physical regime the observed features of the submicromolar zone in Lake Rot were quite similar to those in Lake Zug (Fig. 2.6). A linear extrapolation
of the O2 gradient predicted a submicromolar zone in the range of centimeters. However,
the submicromolar zone extended on average over 1.0 m ± 1.0 m (n=5), but varied strongly
between 0.2 m and 2.5 m (Table 2.1). The depth of the oxic/anoxic interface varied accordingly.
Again, the microoptode recorded both types of profiles, smooth transitions of the overall oxygen gradient to the constant anoxic levels and sharp inversions and maxima in submicromolar
O2 concentrations (Fig. 2.6). However, distinct structures in the density profiles matched only
occasionally with inversed oxygen gradients (Fig. 2.6 a, cast Rot2 at 8.4 m), while most density
discontinuities have no counterpart in the oxygen profiles (Fig. 2.6 a, c, casts Rot1, Rot3 at
8.4 m).
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2.3.6 Governing factors for submicromolar O2 variability
Our profiling study revealed submicromolar layers of a thickness on the order of a meter
within the stable thermocline of Lake Rot and up to several meters in the quasi-homogeneous
hypolimnion of Lake Zug. The spatial extension of this transition zone, the considerable
variability of the oxygen profiles and the strongly differing depths of the oxic/anoxic interface
were unexpected features of this lower boundary of the oxic zone. However, we carefully
reduced the risk of sampling artefacts like self-induced turbulent mixing from previous casts
by horizontal movement of the probe to an unsampled spot prior to profiling.
Several physical and biogeochemical factors could contribute to the oxygen variability at the
oxic/anoxic transition: Vertical (diapycnal) mixing occurs mostly at the boundaries and not
in the center of lakes where the profiles were taken. The turbulence in the interior of the
hypolimnion is extremely weak and the energy-transfer from large-scale seiching to turbulent
mixing occurs in the bottom boundary layer (Wüest and Lorke, 2003; Goudsmit et al, 1997).
Horizontal mixing in deep lakes is typically 4 to 5 orders of magnitude more effective than
vertical mixing with tracer fronts moving in the horizontal direction on the order of a kilometer
per day (Peeters et al, 1996). As a result the biogeochemical profiles in the interior of a lake
are strongly affected by the intermittent reaction and transport processes occurring at the
boundaries (Lorke et al, 2003; Brand et al, 2008; Müller et al, 2012). In addition, slow respiration
reactions with half-lives on the order of days rather than hours (Stolper et al, 2010) could
further modulate the submicromolar O2 concentrations close to the oxic/anoxic boundary.
The boundary layer mixing could thus not only promote lateral injection of oxygen as observed
e. g. in the Black Sea (Konovalov et al. 2003), but could as well continuously feed different
concentrations of microorganisms towards the calm interior of the lake which could further
enhance the contrast of biogeochemical conditions of adjacent water parcels. Such a regime
is quite plausible for Lake Rot where patchiness in algal activity could modulate the balance of
photosynthesis and respiration even down to the oxic/anoxic interface. Further time-series
measurements and analyses of the microbial activity at the oxic/anoxic interface will help to
discriminate between the governing mechanisms of submicromolar O2 variability.

2.4 Final assessment and conclusions
In this study we demonstrate that amperometric microsensors as well as microoptodes, and
thus two completely different O2 -sensing systems, allow reliable resolution of the fine-scale
structure of the oxic/anoxic interface down to the 10 nmol O2 L−1 range in a continuous profiling mode. The excellent match of the profiles in the submicromolar oxygen range during dual
profiling indicates that the observed patterns are caused by actual concentration gradients
and not by problems of the sensing system or measuring principle.
The PIA’s combination of high resolution in situ sensing, sampling capability and online
data transfer makes the observed extensive submicromolar zones now accessible for detailed
studies and provides fast localization of the oxic-anoxic interface which in turn might be used
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as anchor-point for targeted sampling.
Reduction of amperometric signal drift at low to anoxic oxygen concentrations was the key
to access the nanomolar range without the need for intermittent internal calibration (Revsbech et al, 2009), thus allowing continuous profiling. The in situ studies demonstrated that
anoxic preconditioning of common amperometric microsensors strongly reduced signal drift
at low oxygen concentration. The stabilized signal then allowed use of the anoxic part of
the water column for zero baseline calibration. Detection-limits below 10 nmol L−1 were
achieved by the employed high amplification scheme which realized high signal resolution
(< 0.06 nmol L−1 bit−1 ) at low oxygen concentrations. The stable signals and the low detection
limits improved the localization of the oxic/anoxic interface clearly (Fig. 2.4). This amperometric approach provides a continuous signal which can be sampled at the desired temporal
resolution which we set at 2 Hz.
The field experiments revealed some limitations for the amperometric system: Stable zerooxygen signals are currently only achieved after 2 h to 4 h of anoxic preconditioning and
only in H2 S-free waters (Fig. 2.4). Low drift can only be maintained by limiting the sensor’s
exposure to oxygen during profiling. For measurements across a significant temperature
gradient, the temperature-dependency (≈ 2 % ◦C−1 to 3 % ◦C−1 ) should be evaluated for each
microsensor (Reimers, 1987; Gundersen et al, 1998). Furthermore, electromagnetic noise, e. g.
as emitted during operation of the syringe-sampler, will propagate as strong peaks into the
highly amplified amperometric signal which impedes exact measurements during sampling.
While achieving nearly similar detection limits, the microoptode offers therefore several advantages for sampling purposes and in sulfidic waters: The optical principle is insensitive to electromagnetic noise and drift-stability is realized without long preconditioning times. Precise
oxygen measurements are recorded even during sampler-operation and consecutive transfers
through the oxic water column e. g. to retrieve samples are unproblematic. The small anoxic
offsets below 24 nmol L−1 thereby corroborated the long-term stability of the calibration. The
microoptode’s zero-oxygen signal is unaffected by free H2 S and its temperature-dependency
is well compensated by the manufacturer-supplied algorithm (Fig. 2.6).
In contrast to the amperometric system, the microoptode’s fluorescence intensity and lifetime
increase with decreasing oxygen partial pressure which contributes to stable zero oxygen
signals. Compared to the amperometric setup, the microoptode had a lower maximal digital
resolution of ∼ 4 nmol L−1 per 0.01° increment in phase shift. But due to the stable zero-oxygen
signals, the microoptode’s in situ detection limits were still well below 20 nmol L−1 and are
acceptable for submicromolar profiling. Similar to the amperometric system, the microoptode
could provide a nearly continuous signal, but currently the maximum sampling frequency is
limited to 1 Hz by its opto-electronics. However, optical systems with faster sampling rates
have been described recently (Chipman et al, 2012).
Surface-wave induced motion of the probe during casts can set a lower limit to acceptable
dive-speeds for ship-based high-resolution profiling, and thus fast responding sensing systems
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are desirable. The 90 %-response times of our amperometric and optical systems were 9 s and
7 s, respectively. Faster sensors are available and would further improve the performance in
profiling highly variable oxygen regimes: The amperometric system still allows for significant
optimization of the response time to ≤ 0.2 s (Chipman et al, 2012; Berg et al, 2003), and a
more quantitative design of the back guard cathode might shorten preconditioning times.
Similar, fast optodes with signal responses ≤ 0.2 s have been described recently and new
technologies for high sensitivity measurements are emerging (Chipman et al, 2012; Mayr et al,
2009). However, for wavy field-sites, a free falling deployment with slow sinking speeds could
be advantageous to achieve high spatial resolution and to precisely locate the oxic/anoxic
interface.
The high-resolution profiles obtained by the two methods and with the PIA-system revealed
hitherto unnoticed extensive submicromolar zones in lakes with strongly differing vertical
stratification. The depth of the oxic/anoxic interface as well as the spatial distribution of
submicromolar oxygen concentrations varied between casts, showing highly dynamic systems.
The linear extrapolation from micromolar oxygen gradients to zero-oxygen underestimated
the thickness of the submicromolar zones severalfold and cannot account for the observed
small scale variability. Thus, we cannot assume zero oxygen concentration and “anoxic”
conditions at depths directly below the 1 µmol L−1 detection limit of conventional O2 sensors.
Therefore part of the discussion of a “lack of overlap” in gradients of the terminal electron
acceptor O2 and reduced substances such as NH4+ , H2 S, and CH4 (Murray et al, 1995; Schubert
et al, 2010) needs to be refocused on the potential of chemotrophic reactions occurring at
submicromolar O2 concentrations and on the physical transfer of O2 to the lowest end of
the oxic zone. With their broad range of redox conditions, lakes are accessible test systems
for such studies. Profiling capabilities beyond the micromolar limit will facilitate the design
and execution of further studies on the coupling of carbon and nutrient cycles at these redox
boundaries (Wright et al, 2012; Lam and Kuypers, 2011; Dellwig et al, 2010).
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Abstract
The distribution of oxygen (O2 ) at the oxic/anoxic interface in the water column of two Swiss
lakes was measured with sub-micromolar sensitivity, high precision, and high spatial resolution. The O2 distribution was found to be highly variable and it is shown that N-cycling
and the redox gradients of Mn, Fe and CH4 are controlled by O2 distributions down to the
nanomolar concentration range. The profiles reveal that apparent gaps between the oxic zone
and the sites of CH4 and Mn oxidation are bridged by zones with 0.01 µmol L−1 to 1 µmol L−1
O2 concentrations and thus CH4 and Mn oxidation clearly occur at oxic conditions. Directly
below the steep oxycline of Lake Rot a broad low O2 zone in the depth range of 6 m to 7.5 m
was now detectable. The O2 increase during daylight in this zone was comparable to the
O2 flux along the oxycline. Here photosynthesis could be responsible for a substantial part
of the chemotrophic oxidation processes. An even broader zone (6 m to 7.5 m) with submicromolar O2 and evidence for methanotrophic and lithotrophic activities found at 160 m
depth in the deep, dark hypolimnion of Lake Zug was maintained by transport, reaction- and
mixing processes. The submicromolar zones could not have been resolved with traditional
CTD-profiles. Their existence expands the oxic zone downwards and implies that substantial
parts of “suboxic zones” characterized by the absence of both O2 and H2 S may actually belong
to the realm of oxic processes if more sensitive measurement techniques are used for their
characterization.
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3.1 Introduction
Most aquatic animals cannot sustain oxic respiration below ∼ 60 µmol O2 L−1 (Gray et al, 2002;
Keeling et al, 2010) and this limit can be used to define hypoxia in aquatic environments. Only
below ∼ 5 µmol O2 L−1 , however, does NO3– become a preferred terminal electron acceptor
(TEA) for facultative aerobic microorganisms, and aerobic microbial respiration continues
without kinetic limitation down to the nanomolar range (Stolper et al, 2010). Thus, there is
ample space for complex redox cycling at or below the detection limit of traditional analytical
techniques at around 1 µmol L−1 (Berner, 1981; Canfield and Thamdrup, 2009). Indeed, marine
in situ studies with Switchable Trace O2 (STOX)-sensors (Revsbech et al, 2009; Kalvelage et al,
2011; Thamdrup et al, 2012) indicated that a detection limit of 1 µmol O2 L−1 is by at least one
order of magnitude too high to adequately detect and classify O2 dependent redox-interactions
in natural systems.
Redox cycling at very low O2 concentrations is relevant for oxic/anoxic interfaces in sediments
and water columns. Both, the production and the removal of major greenhouse-gases (CH4 ,
N2 O; Lashof and Ahuja (1990)) as well as the loss of reactive nitrogen from biological systems
are strongly related to such O2 -induced changes in the TEA (Seitzinger et al, 1984; Mulder
et al, 1995; Lam and Kuypers, 2011). A multitude of transformation pathways can co-occur
at oxic/anoxic interfaces interconnecting the cycles of different elements (Lam and Kuypers,
2011; Kalvelage et al, 2011).
In this study, the oxic/anoxic transition in two Swiss lakes, holomictic Lake Rot and meromictic Lake Zug is explored in detail using a custom made profiling in situ analyzer (PIA) (Kirf
et al, 2014a). The PIA enables continuous high-resolution profiling across steep oxic/anoxic
transitions with sensitivity in the nanomolar range and online data-monitoring to allow targeted sampling. Snap-shots of chemical gradients are presented together with submicromolar
O2 profiles in order to investigate how submicromolar O2 concentrations interact with the
cycling of N, Mn, Fe, S and CH4 and whether the applied sensors can resolve the relevant
range of O2 concentrations. The high-resolution O2 profiles revealed previously unnoticed,
extensive and highly variably zones of submicromolar O2 concentrations, where important
redox transformations, e. g. CH4 -oxidation or nitrification, can occur.

3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Study sites
Studies were conducted in two Swiss lakes chosen for their different stratification. Lake Rot is
seasonally stratified with a steep thermocline that co-occurs with the oxic/anoxic interface.
In Lake Zug, the oxic/anoxic transition occurs deep in the permanently, but weakly stratified
hypolimnion.
Lake Rot (47.07° N, 8.32° E) is a holomictic eutrophic prealpine lake close to the city of Lucerne,
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Fig. 3.1: Left side: Location of Lake Rot and Lake Zug in Switzerland (middle left). Bathymetric map
of Lake Zug (right) and Lake Rot (bottom). Crosses in the deepest parts indicate the sampling-areas.
Modified after Verbruggen et al (2010). Right side: Synoptical profiles of the physical gradients and the
O2 -distribution in the water column of Lake Rot (a) and Lake Zug (b). Dashed lines indicate zones with
low to submicromolar O2 concentrations.

Switzerland with a surface area of 0.46 km2 , a volume of 0.0039 km3 and a mean hydraulic
residence time of 0.4 years (Kohler et al, 1984). Measurements were performed in the deepest
part of the lake (∼ 16 m, (Fig. 3.1). The lake is shielded from winds and a stable stratification
(gradient of temperature (∆ T ) ∼ −2 ◦C m−1 , gradient of specific conductivity (corrected to 25 ◦C,
∆ κ25 ) ∼ 10 µS cm−1 m−1 ) establishes between May and November with a strong chemocline at
8 m to 11 m and an euxinic hypolimnion (Schubert et al, 2010) (Fig. 3.1 a).
Meromictic Lake Zug (47.10° N, 8.48° E) in central Switzerland has a maximum depth of 198 m,
a surface area of 38.3 km2 , a volume of 3.2 km3 and a mean hydraulic residence time of
14 years (Maerki et al, 2009). Measurements have been performed near the deepest site
(198 m) in the south basin (Fig. 3.1) which is shielded from westerly winds by high mountains
and not influenced by the main inflow. Lake Zug remains permanently anoxic below 160 m
despite a weakly stratified hypolimnion with a weak, reversed temperature gradient below
80 m (∆ T < 0.002 ◦C m−1 , ∆ κ25 < 0.1 µS cm−1 m−1 ) (Fig. 3.1 b) caused by the geothermal heat
flux.

3.2.2 Profiling In situ Analyzer (PIA)
All in situ measurements and the online-controlled water sampling was performed with the
PIA (Kirf et al, 2014a). It is equipped with two independent O2 sensor systems optimized for
low O2 concentrations based on microoptodes (TOS7-dye, 140 µm tip-diameter, white optical
isolation, PreSens) and clark-type amperometric O2 microsensors (Ox-25, Unisense). In this
study, the optical sensors with a response time of 7 s were used to resolve submicromolar O2
concentrations.
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Instruments were mounted at the outside of an open cubic aluminium-frame of 50 cm ×
50 cm × 60 cm which held on its top the central processing unit and its power supply and
left room in the centre for a carousel syringe sampler (KC Denmark) with 12 × 60 mL plastic
syringes (Omnifix, B. Brown). If a higher sampling-volume was preferred over a higher number
of samplings per cast, a custom-made actuator allowed simultaneous sampling of multiple
syringes at a given depth. Two-way communication along a galvanically isolated load-carrying
data-cable allowed online evaluation of depth-profiles on shipboard via a laptop computer and
enabled targeted sampling. Using an electrical winch, profiles were recorded with dive speeds
between 0.2 m min−1 and 0.9 m min−1 in Lake Rot and between 1.0 m min−1 and 3.6 m min−1
in Lake Zug (see Table 3.1). Between profiles, the boat-position was changed by several meters
to an undisturbed spot.

3.2.3 O2 measurements
Pressure, conductivity and temperature were recorded by a CTD (XR-420, RBR) with a sampling
rate of 2 Hz. The microoptode was calibrated to O2 partial pressure based on the Stern–Volmer
equation (Lippitsch et al, 1988) by a two point calibration in the laboratory with nanopure
water (4 ◦C) equilibrated with certified gas mixtures (0.00 % O2 and 1.59 % O2 ; PanGas) for the
anoxic and the oxic calibration point, respectively. The obtained curve was recalibrated in
situ with a one point calibration at anoxic in situ conditions. The microoptodes were sampled
at 1 Hz and the in situ detection limits (calculated as two times the standard deviation in
the anoxic water column) were 12.4 ± 0.5 nmol O2 L−1 (n=9) for the microoptode used on 6
August 2010 in Lake Zug and 8.4 ± 0.6 nmol O2 L−1 (n=13) and 8.3 ± 0.8 nmol O2 L−1 (n=9) for
the microoptode used on 25 August 2010 in Lake Zug and on 14 September 2010 in Lake
Rot, respectively. O2 concentrations above 35 µmol L−1 were measured with amperometric
microsensors, which were calibrated by a linear two-point in situ calibration using Winklerderived (Winkler, 1888) epilimnetic O2 -concentrations and the anoxic water column (Kirf et al,
2014a).
∗
The O2 partial pressure in water was related to O2 concentrations C O
at standard pressure p ∗
2
∗
of 101.325 Pa (real gas). C O was computed as a function of salinity and temperature according
2
to Garcia and Gordon (1992) using the solubility coefficients derived from the data of Benson
and Krause (1984) and converted to values of µmol L−1 using a density of 1 kg L−1 . Molar
concentrations were used because they are independent of temperature and pressure, and
facilitate mass balance calculations and modelling.
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3.2.4 Chemical analysis
Water samples for dissolved nutrient analysis were filtered directly from the syringes through
0.45 µm cellulose-acetate disc filters (FP30/0.45CA, Whatman) into polyethylene-bottles, immediately placed at 4 ◦C in darkness and analyzed within 32 h. NO3– , NO2– and NH4+ were
colorimetrically analyzed following standard methods (DEV, 2004). NO3– was measured after reduction to NO2– on a cadmium column with a flow injection analyzer (detection limit:
700 nmol L−1 , Skalar SAN+ system, Skalar Analytical) using sulfanilamide and N-(1-naphytyl)ethylenediammonium chloride. NO2– (detection limit: 35 nmol L−1 ) and NH4+ (detection limit:
500 nmol L−1 ) were determined by photometric analysis (Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer,
Hitachi High Technologies) with a 10 cm cuvette at 543 nm and 690 nm, respectively.
To analyze dissolved and particulate Mn and Fe, 8 mL of filtered (FP30/0.45CA, Whatman,
0.45 µm pore size) and 8 mL of unfiltered water-sample were collected in Falcon tubes (BD Falcon, BD Biosciences) and acidified with 150 µL of concentrated HNO3 (Suprapur 65 %, Merck).
After separate analysis by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (Spectro
Arcos ICP-OES, Spectro Analytical Instruments, detection limits: Mn: 2 nmol (257.611 nm), Fe:
2 nmol (238.204 nm)), the particulate Mn and Fe concentrations were calculated by subtracting the dissolved metal-concentrations obtained from the filtered sample from the total metal
concentrations obtained from the unfiltered sample.
P
For analysis of sulphide as H2 S (H2 S, HS– , S2– ) after precipitation as ZnS according to Cline
(1969), 2 mL of water-sample was conserved in 1 mL of 4 % Zn acetate in 2 % acetic acid and
stored dark at 4 ◦C until photometric measurement within 32 h with a 1 cm cuvette at 670 nm
(detection limit: 2 µmol L−1 , Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer, Hitachi High Technologies).

Samples for combined measurement of CH4 and N2 O were collected in N2 -purged and pressurized 60 mL glass-bottles preloaded with ∼ 0.1 g copper(I) chloride and closed with new
butyl-rubber septa. After on-site pressure equilibration, the sample-volume equivalent of N2
was removed and substituted by up to 35 mL of unfiltered water sample. Dissolved CH4 and
N2 O were measured on a gas chromatograph (6890N, Agilent Technologies) with a flame ionization detector and an electron capture detector, respectively. Dissolved gas concentrations
were calculated using solubility data from Wiesenburg and Guinasso (1979) for CH4 and from
Weiss and Price (1980) for N2 O.

3.2.5 Lake Rot campaign
On 14 September 2010, samples for reactive nitrogen (NO3– , NO2– , NH4+ ) and trace gases (CH4 ,
N2 O) were retrieved during two consecutive sets of casts that provided up to 12 individual
samples. For each set, one low-resolution cast across the whole water column and two
high-resolution sampling casts covering the low-oxic to anoxic transition were performed.
P
Concentrations of dissolved and particulate Mn, Fe and for H2 S were analyzed for all casts.
Data are missing for the third syringe in Fig. 3.4 a due to a failed release.
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3.2.6 Lake Zug campaign
On 21 July 2010, a synoptic concentration profile spanning the 130 m to 180 m depth-interval
was sampled at a low resolution of 1 m to 2 m and concentrations of nutrients, Mn, Fe, N2 O
and CH4 were analyzed. High-resolution sampling-casts across the oxic/anoxic interface
providing up to 12 individual water samples were separately performed for nutrient analysis
P
on 25 August 2010 and gas-analysis on 6 August 2010, while Mn, Fe and H2 S-concentrations
were analyzed for each cast.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Lake Rot: physical structure and O2 profiles
The density structure of Lake Rot is governed by strong temperature gradients (Fig. 3.1 a)
separating a well-mixed epilimnion with a depth of 4.6 m (Fig. 3.2 b) from a strongly stratified
water column below with an average density gradient of 0.4 kg m−4 between 5.5 m to 8.5 m
(Fig. 3.2 b). Depth-deviations between identical density-values were typically less than 40 cm
among individual dives.
Epilimnetic O2 concentrations increased during daytime with a maximum O2 -increase occurring at 2 m depth (Fig. 3.2 a). Between 4.8 m and ∼ 6 m, all profiles show a well-developed
and highly reproducible oxycline. The O2 concentration decreased nearly linearly from
350 µmol L−1 to 5 µmol L−1 with an average gradient of ∼ 210 µmol L−1 m−1 (Fig. 3.2 a). At
the lower end of the steep oxycline, however, we observed a 1.5 m thick layer with highly
variable low O2 conditions (Fig. 3.2 c). O2 peaks of up to 6 µmol O2 L−1 were separated by
water with only nanomolar O2 concentrations. Although vertical O2 -distribution thus varied
strongly and sampling locations were changed between individual casts, most peaks appeared
at similar relative depths below the oxycline (Fig. 3.2 c). Their alignment further improved
when plotted against density (Fig. 3.2 d). As observed in the epilimnion, O2 concentrations in
this low O2 zone increased with the duration of daylight. Since O2 dropped below the detection
limit several times within the low O2 zone (Fig. 3.2 c), we operationally defined the oxic/anoxic
interface as the deepest location with detected O2 concentrations above 100 nmol L−1 . These
positions are located about 1 m to 1.5 m below the lower end of the continuous oxycline in
(Fig. 3.2 c) and are marked in Figs. 3.1 a and 3.4 with dashed lines. Further details of the casts
are summarized in Table 3.1.

3.3.2 Lake Rot: gradients of NO3– , NO2– , N2 O and NH4+
Oxidized and reduced N-species co-occurred at the lower end of the steep oxycline at ∼ 6 m
(Fig. 3.3 b, e). Maximum NO3– concentrations of up to 20 µmol L−1 were measured closely
above at 5.5 m (Fig. 3.4 b), but NO3– dropped sharply within 40 cm below the oxycline to
background concentrations < 0.7 µmol L−1 . Epilimnetic NO3– concentrations were low at
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Fig. 3.2: Lake Rot, 14 September 2010: high-resolution O2 and density profiles of the water
column (a, b). O2 profiles enlarged around the lower end of the oxycline (c) and density plotted
against low O2 values (d). Legend states time of crossing of the oxic/anoxic interface during casts
R1-R9.
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5 µmol L−1 to 7 µmol L−1 (Fig. 3.4 a).
Directly below the oxycline in the depth range of decreasing NO3– concentrations, narrow
NO2– and N2 O peaks with maxima of 5 nmol L−1 and 150 nmol L−1 , respectively, were detected
(Fig. 3.3 b, e). NO2– vanished together with NO3– at 6.4 m (Fig. 3.4 b), while N2 O reached
background concentrations at 6.7 m (Fig. 3.4 e).
The gradient of NH4+ implies a flux of NH4+ from the sediment into the low O2 zone (Fig.
3.4 a). The NH4+ gradient was almost linear above 10 m, it crossed the low O2 zone apparently
unchanged and extended well into the oxic water column (Fig. 3.3 b). In epilimnetic waters,
only background concentrations around 0.6 µmol L−1 were measured, but due to the missing
sample at 4 m (Fig. 3.4 a), the progression of the NH4+ gradient as well as the NO3– concentrations are underdetermined between 5.5 m and 3 m. However, the linear extrapolation of the
NH4+ gradient of the high-resolution profile (Fig. 3.3 b) reaches background concentrations at
∼ 5 m and at O2 concentrations > 100 µmol L−1 , and the NO3– profiles indicate a NO3– peak at
or above 5.5 m (Figs. 3.3 b, 3.4 a).

3.3.3 Lake Rot: redox gradients of dissolved Mn, Fe, CH4 and

P

H2 S

The gradients of dissolved Mn and Fe imply a flux from below towards the low O2 zone (Fig.
3.4 c). Directly at the lower end of the low O2 zone, the Mn2+ gradient ends and a pronounced
particulate Mn peak is observed. Thus, the Mn (Fig. 3.3 c, f) and less so the Fe profiles (Fig.
3.3 f) show a sharp transition between the reduced and oxidized form at the oxic/anoxic
interface located up to 1.5 m below the steep oxycline and show a clear separation from the
redox-transition of the N-species (Fig. 3.3 b, e).
The gradient of CH4 with deep-water concentrations of 800 µmol CH4 L−1 implies a flux of
CH4 from the sediment towards the low O2 zone (Fig. 3.4 b). CH4 vanished at the oxic/anoxic
interface and thus about 1.5 m below the steep oxycline together with Mn2+ , indicating oxidation with O2 (Fig. 3.3 e, f). As samples were analyzed in parallel for their CH4 and N2 O
concentrations, the profiles in Figs. 3.3 e and 3.4 b corroborate a clear separation of the zones
P
of CH4 oxidation and N-cycling. H2 S was detected only below 8.5 m and thus about 1 m
below the low O2 zone (Figs. 3.3 e, 3.4 b, Table 3.1).

3.3.4 Lake Zug: physical structure and O2 profiles
In meromictic Lake Zug, the oxic/anoxic transition was located at 150 m to 160 m depth (Fig.
3.1 b). The O2 concentration decreased nearly linearly for over 100 m towards the oxic/anoxic
interface with an average O2 gradient of −2.2 µmol L−1 m−1 (Fig. 3.1 b). Lake Zug’s whole
hypolimnion was weakly stratified and the position of the oxic/anoxic interface was not
associated to any prominent physical feature. The lower end of the weak O2 gradient in
Lake Zug showed a broad submicromolar zone (Fig. 3.5 a, d, g) defined as the water layer
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Fig. 3.3: Lake Rot, 14 September 2010: depth-profiles of cast R3 (top) and R6 (bottom) across the
oxic/anoxic interface showing the distribution of O2 (a, d), N-species (b, e), H2 S and CH4 (e) and
transition-metals (c, f, particular Mn values have been multiplied by 3) together with physical gradients
(a, d). Dashed lines indicate the upper and lower boundaries of the low O2 zone observed directly below
the steep oxycline. Redox-horizons of N-species (b, e), CH4 (e) and transition-metals (c, f) are closely
associated to these boundaries.
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Fig. 3.4: Synoptical profiles of Lake Rot (top) and Lake Zug (bottom) showing the distribution of Nspecies (a, b, d, e), CH4 (b, e), H2 S (b) and transition-metals (c, f, particular Mn-values have been
multiplied by 10). Dashed lines indicate zones with low to submicromolar O2 concentrations. Data is
missing for the third syringe in panel a due to a failed release.
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in which O2 concentrations range from 1 µmol O2 L−1 to 0.01 µmol O2 L−1 , where the lowest
concentration is set by the detection limit of the microoptode. The depth of the oxic/anoxic
interface was variable between casts, ranging from 149 m to 161 m depth (further details of
the casts are summarized in Table 3.1. However, the interface was not associated to a specific
density layer (data not shown).
The thickness and structure of the submicromolar zone varied in consecutive casts (Fig.
3.5 a, d, g). In cast Z1 (Fig. 3.5 a), O2 decreased smoothly towards the oxic/anoxic interface
at 151 m, but small oxic pockets were detected at 1 m and 6 m below the interface. Cast Z10
(Fig. 5d) revealed a ∼ 3 m thick layer with nearly constant nanomolar O2 -levels situated above
a prominent oxic pocket close to the oxic/anoxic interface located at ∼ 156 m. In cast Z11
(Fig. 3.5 g), the position of the oxic/anoxic interface was similar to the previous cast but the
thickness of the submicromolar zone was reduced to 1 m. Consecutive O2 profiles obtained
19 days earlier (Fig. 3.6 a, d, Table 3.1) show similar variability in the position, thickness and
structure of the submicromolar zone. In summary, the thickness of the submicromolar zones
were between 1.7 ± 0.8 m (n=9) and 2.0 ± 0.9 m (n=13) on 6 and 25 August 2010, respectively.
Above 1 µmol O2 L−1 , all casts showed steps and small inversions in the O2 gradients at different
depths.

3.3.5 Lake Zug: gradients of NO3– , NO2– , N2 O and NH4+
Redox-transformations of NO3– , NO2– , and NH4+ were observed close to the position of the
oxic/anoxic interface (Fig. 3.5 b, e, f). But in contrast to Lake Rot, NO3– showed no prominent
changes across the submicromolar zones but extended to below 180 m (Figs. 3.5 b, e, h, 3.4 d).
However, local NO3– minima and maxima (Fig. 3.5 e, h) are found at the oxic/anoxic transition
where they correspond with 2 m to 4 m broad and concise NO2– peaks reaching their maxima
of up to 65 nmol L−1 either below (Fig. 3.5 e) or at the lower end (Fig. 3.5 b, h) of the submicromolar zone. NH4+ profiles indicated upward transport of NH4+ and the resolved end of the
NH4+ gradient was almost linear (Fig. 3.5 b, h). However, NH4+ concentrations fell below the
detection limit at 2 m to 4 m below the oxic/anoxic interface. N2 O-concentrations increased
close to and below the oxic/anoxic interface (Figs. 3.6 b, e, 3.4 e). But compared to Lake Rot,
absolute N2 O-concentrations were lower and no distinct peaks were measured.

3.3.6 Lake Zug: redox gradients of dissolved Mn, Fe, CH4 and

P

H2 S

The nearly linear gradients of dissolved Mn2+ terminated close to the oxic/anoxic interface
(Fig. 3.4 f). High resolution profiles show that dissolved Mn is removed already at the lower
boundary of the submicromolar zone, indicating effective oxidation at O2 concentrations
of less than 200 nmol O2 L−1 (Fig. 3.5 c, f, i). Particulate Mn concentrations were elevated in
the synoptic profile (Fig. 3.4 f) in a broad zone (∼ 15 m) around the oxic/anoxic transition
at 150 m to 160 m with concentrations falling below 100 nmol L−1 at 170 m and 100 m depth,
respectively. The high-resolution profiles (Fig. 3.5 c, f, i) reveal the lower part of the broad peak
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Fig. 3.5: Lake Zug, 25 August 2010: depth-profiles of casts Z1 (top), Z10 (middle), and Z11 (bottom) across the oxic/anoxic interface showing the distribution of O2 (a, d, g), N-species (b, e, h) and
transition-metals (c, f, i, particular Mn values have been multiplied by 4) together with physical gradients (a, d, g). Depths with submicromolar O2 concentrations are shaded grey. Redox-horizons of
NO2– (b, e, h) and dissolved Mn (c, f, i) are closely associated to the oxic/anoxic transition, while NH4+ concentrations fall below the detection limit (disconnected triangles) slightly below the oxic/anoxic
transition (b, h).
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Fig. 3.6: Lake Zug, 25 August 2010: depth profiles of cast Z16 (top) and Z18 (bottom) across the
oxic/anoxic interface showing the distribution of O2 (a, d), dissolved gases N2 O and CH4 (b, e) and
transition-metals (c, f, particular Mn-values have been multiplied by 4) together with physical gradients
(a, d). Depths with submicromolar O2 concentrations are shaded grey. Upward-transported CH4 (b, e)
and dissolved Mn (c, f) are oxidized at submicromolar O2 concentrations.

of particulate Mn. However, within this large scale gradient local accumulation of particulate
Mn could not be observed directly above the interface nor was particulate Mn significantly
reduced with the onset of anoxic conditions. Particulate Fe increased below the oxic/anoxic
transition with depth (Fig. 3.4 f), whereas the generally low dissolved Fe concentrations
(∼ 0.025 µmol L−1 ) increased slightly only below 180 m but showed no clear signs of coupling
to the low O2 zone.
CH4 gradients in Lake Zug were less pronounced than in Lake Rot due to lower absolute
concentrations. Similar to Lake Rot, methane was oxidized within the same depth layer as
dissolved Mn2+ ; i. e. in the submicromolar zone and at similar concentrations of around
P
200 nmol O2 L−1 (Fig. 3.6 e, f). No H2 S was detected in the sampled anoxic water column.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the casts taken in Lake Rot and Lake Zug.
Location, Date

Cast

Figure
3.X

Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010
Lake Rot, 14.09.2010

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

1 a, 4 a

Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010
Lake Zug, 25.08.2010

Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
Z6
Z7
Z8
Z9
Z10
Z11
Z12
Z13

5a-c

Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,
Lake Zug,

Z14
Z15
Z16
Z17
Z18
Z19
Z20
Z21
Z22

(a)

6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010
6.08.2010

3a-c
4 b, c
3d-f

5d-f
5g-i

6a-c
6d-f

Time of crossing
oxic/anoxic interface
(hh:mm)

Extension of low
oxygen zone(a)
(m)

Depth of oxic/anoxic interface
at 10 nmol O2 L−1
(m)

Dive speed,

09:56
11:47
12:22
13:25
14:25
15:29
16:21
17:20
14:43

1.3
1.2
1.2
1.5
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.4
1.3

7.0
7.1
7.2
7.4
7.8
7.6
7.6
7.5
7.3

0.6
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.9
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.4

11:19
12:07
13:16
14:27
15:00
15:36
15:46
16:18
16:27
16:58
17:46
18:26
19:09

2.0
2.5
2.0
2.5
1.5
0.9
0.8
3.1
2.5
3.8
1.0
1.9
1.6

150.7
149.2
150.8
149.2
155.4
155.6
156.0
156.7
157.4
155.7
155.7
151.9
153.2

3.1
2.7
1.7
2.7
1.0
2.1
2.3
2.2
2.9
1.5
2.1
2.1
2.1

10:56
12:04
13:25
14:38
14:51
15:59
16:59
17:24
18:24

1.4
1.2
1.8
2.4
0.7
1.1
3.1
2.3
1.3

151.8
152.7
149.8
152.7
155.1
158.5
161.2
159.3
156.1

1.9
1.5
1.2
1.6
1.5
1.5
3.6
2.4
1.3

(m min−1 )

see text for definition of low oxygen zones in Lake Zug and Lake Rot

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Resolving the submicromolar zone of the oxycline
In seasonally stratified Lake Rot, a low O2 zone with an extension of about 1 m and distinct
O2 maxima (Figs. 3.2 c, 3.3 a, b) was observed below the steep oxycline (Fig 3.2 a). The permanently stratified Lake Zug had a weaker synoptic O2 gradient where extensive zones of
submicromolar O2 concentrations (up to several meters) were visible above the oxic/anoxic
interface (Figs. 3.5 a, d, g, 3.6 a, b). The submicromolar zones could not have been resolved
with traditional CTD-profiles using electrochemical or optical macro sensors. The existence of
extended submicromolar layers imply a significant downward shift of the oxic/anoxic interface
compared to estimates deduced from traditional CTD-profiles (Kirf et al, 2014a). Without
resolving submicromolar concentrations, the linear extrapolation of the O2 gradient from
above 1 to 2 µmol O2 L−1 (the lower detection limit of many sensors) to zero O2 severely underestimates the true extension of the submicromolar zone by up to several meters (Table 3.1)
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and lowers the estimated depth of the oxic/anoxic interface. These observations are relevant
for the interpretation of suboxic zones that are defined by the absence of both O2 and H2 S. If
revisited with sensitive profiling equipment, such zones will probably turn out to be much
thinner or even non-existing and processes like the oxidation of methane might actually
occur at submicromolar O2 concentrations rather than by anaerobic pathways (Canfield and
Thamdrup, 2009; Bethke et al, 2011; Lehner et al, 2014).

3.4.2 Contributions to the submicromolar O2 zone
In Lake Zug, profiles were taken in the interior of the deep hypolimnion. Here, turbulence is
extremely weak as the energy transfer from large-scale seiching to turbulent mixing occurs
in the bottom boundary layer (Goudsmit et al, 1997; Wüest and Lorke, 2003). The observed
inhomogeneous O2 distribution, characterized by local maxima and minima in the submicromolar zone, is most likely the result of lateral transport of water masses with differing source
oxygen concentration. Lateral transport is typically 4-5 orders of magnitude more effective
than vertical mixing in deep lakes (Peeters et al, 1996). Intermittent reaction, mixing and
transport processes can mix up differing water masses in the bottom boundary layer (Lorke
et al, 2003; Brand et al, 2008; Müller et al, 2012) and influence the biogeochemical profiles in
the interior of a lake by promoting lateral injection of oxygen as known, e. g., from the Black
Sea (Konovalov et al, 2003). Lateral transport of water masses with different origin was also
indicated by similar variations of temperature and O2 concentration in some of the profiles
(Figs. 3.5 a, 3.6 a).
Variable kinetics of O2 consuming processes such as microbial respiration, the oxidation of
settling organic particles (Wright et al, 2012) and of upward transported reduced chemicals
might further shape the submicromolar zone (Thamdrup et al, 2012). As O2 concentrations
decrease with depth, the rates of the various O2 consuming processes should be increasingly
affected according to their different apparent half saturation constants (Stolper et al, 2010;
Wright et al, 2012). Consequently, the bulk consumption rate should decrease, which in turn
should result in the decrease of O2 flux and extend the transition zone between the oxic and
anoxic water masses: such an extended submicromolar zone should be characterized by a
continuous decrease of the O2 gradient (Fig. 3.5 a, Lake Zug).
Finally, some profiles suggest rather transient O2 conditions where O2 intrusions or the oxic/anoxic interface did not yet inflict significant redox-changes. For example, the Mn2+ gradient
crosses small oxic pockets in cast Z1 (Fig. 3.5 a, c), while in cast Z16 (Fig. 3.6 b, c), the CH4 and
Mn2+ gradient both extend in parallel well across the oxic/anoxic interface. Studies conducted
in various aquatic environments with low oxic to anoxic conditions showed that intermittent (lateral) O2 intrusions can contribute significantly to overall redox-budgets (Zopfi et al,
2001; Konovalov et al, 2003; Schippers et al, 2005) and thus might further sustain aerobic
redox-pathways in otherwise anoxic water bodies (Lam et al, 2007; Thamdrup et al, 2012).
In stratified Lake Rot, Secchi-depths of 2.2 m and 2.6 m recorded on 16 September 2010 and
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9 September 2011 indicate a euphotic depth of 7.4 m and 8.1 m, respectively (Tilzer, 1988).
Sunny weather during the field campaign suggest that the increase of O2 measured over
the day in the epilimnion, the oxycline and the low O2 zone (Fig. 3.2 a, c) are caused by
oxygenic photosynthesis. Patchiness in algal and microbial activity, e. g. originating from
intermittent lateral intrusions of water parcels containing microorganisms and O2 from the
bottom boundary layer, could modulate the balance of O2 production and respiration below
the oxycline, eventually explaining the observed layering of O2 peaks at specific depths and
their stability throughout the day (Fig. 3.2 c). Highly dynamic lateral currents at a stratified
pelagic oxycline, despite the lack of turbulent vertical mixing, could be demonstrated recently
by Kreling et al (2014) in a study investigating the vertical O2 transport across oxyclines and
the related fine scale transport processes using a pelagic installation of the eddy correlation
technique (Berg et al, 2003). The zone void of detectable O2 and H2 S found directly below the
oxic/anoxic interface (Fig. 3.3 e) might be caused by H2 S-consuming photosynthetic sulphur
bacteria that are characteristic for Lake Rot (Kohler et al, 1984).
The O2 accumulation below Lake Rots oxycline over the day (∼ 0.7 mmol m−2 h−1 estimated
from a 4 µmol L−1 difference in a 1.5 m thick layer over 8 h,Fig. 3.2 c) is comparable to the flux
of O2 along the oxycline (∼ 0.7 mmol m−2 h−1 for a gradient of 200 mmol m−4 and assuming
a diffusivity of 10−6 m2 s−1 (Schubert et al, 2010)). This additional oxidation-potential below
the oxycline should therefore be included in redox-balances on the system-level. Moreover,
the calculated O2 accumulation within the low O2 zone represents only the net production,
whereas the gross O2 turnover could be substantially higher due to the co-occurrence of O2
production and consumption.

3.4.3 Redox gradients at the low O2 boundary
Specific hotspots of redox reactions were related closely to the cast-specific depth of the
oxic/anoxic interface (Figs. 3.3, 3.5, 3.6). In both lakes, linear gradients terminating close to
the oxic/anoxic interface (CH4 , dissolved Mn2+ , Figs. 3.3, 3.5, 3.6) and distinct peaks (NO2– ,
N2 O, particulate Mn in Lake Rot (Fig. 3.3), NO2– in Lake Zug (Fig. 3.5)) imply that these specific
redox horizons have existed over time scales relevant for microbial processes. The position
of the chemical gradients and concentration peaks with regards to the O2 profile indicate
that the hitherto unnoticed nanomolar O2 concentrations do indeed significantly influence
redox-cycling. In accordance with recent marine studies (Revsbech et al, 2009; Kalvelage et al,
2011; Thamdrup et al, 2012), this field study confirms that the arbitrarily chosen traditional
threshold for the oxic/anoxic transition of 1 µmol O2 L−1 is by at least one order of magnitude
too high to adequately detect and classify O2 dependent redox-interactions in natural systems.
In both lakes, the high-resolution profiles clearly show that O2 availability in the submicromolar range is a key factor to explain the observed locations of Mn and CH4 oxidation. Mn2+ and
CH4 are consistently oxidized within the same depth-horizon, which is clearly associated to
the depth of the oxic/anoxic interface (Figs. 3.3, 3.5, 3.6). Since Mn reacts quickly to changing
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redox-conditions if microbially mediated (Tebo et al, 2004; Jones et al, 2011), the termination
of the linear dissolved Mn2+ gradients closely above the oxic/anoxic interface in both lakes
corroborates an O2 dependency of in situ Mn oxidation (Schippers et al, 2005; Clement et al,
2009).
In contrast to the turnover of Mn2+ and CH4 near the oxic/anoxic interface, the sites of nitrogen
cycling were positioned close to the oxycline in Lake Rot (Fig. 3.2 b, e). The linear NH4+
concentration gradient (Fig. 3.3 b) suggests that the net flux of NH4+ from lower depths
to the surface is unaffected by the first appearance of O2 , whereas further above at ∼ 5 m
depth, increased consumption either by algae uptake or by nitrification is indicated by the
termination of the NH4+ gradient (Figs. 3.3 b, 3.4 a). Schubert et al (2010) documented similar
observations, thus NH4+ reactivity appears low at the given environmental conditions below
the oxycline. Downward net transport of NO3– decreased directly at the lower end of the steep
oxycline, suggesting NO3– reduction which is also supported by the pronounced peaks of
NO2– at 6.25 m and N2 O slightly below (Fig. 3.3 b, e). Intermediate oxidized N-species thus
occurred and disappeared within a narrow layer of only 50 cm (NO2– ) to 80 cm (N2 O) after
O2 -availability severely dropped along Lake Rot steep oxycline. The observed spatial sequence
of increasingly reduced N-species follows the sequence expected from the increased sensitivity
of N-reducing enzymes towards O2 (Bonin et al, 1989) and different kinetics of the involved
intermediate steps of denitrification (Wild et al, 1995).
NH4+ -oxidation in Lake Zug was associated to the oxic/anoxic interface (Fig. 3.5 b, e, h). The
NH4+ gradient from below was almost linear. NH4+ concentrations fell below the detection
level 2 m to 4 m below the oxic/anoxic interface, but the linearly extrapolated NH4+ gradient
reaches zero NH4+ at the depth horizon of the oxic/anoxic interface (Fig. 3.5 b, h). The depth
where the last traces of O2 disappear, and where NH4+ apparently also disappears, is associated
with small NO2– -peaks (Fig. 3.5 b, h), presumably formed as a by-product of aerobic NH4+
oxidation, and with local maxima of NO3– (Fig. 3.5 h). Aerobic nitrification was found active
even at O2 concentrations below 50 nmol L−1 (Kalvelage et al, 2011). However, the small NO2–
peak found below the submicromolar zone (Fig. 3.5 e) corresponds to a local NO3– minimum
and might indicate co-occurring NO3– reduction.
In Lake Zug, O2 availability around or below the current detection limit of ∼ 10 nmol L−1
appears sufficient to initiate oxidation of CH4 , Mn2+ and NH4+ . As there is no physical interface
associated to the oxic/anoxic interface, the vertical diffusivity can be assumed constant across
this layer and can be ignored. Thus, we can construct a flux balance based on the synoptic
downward gradients of O2 on one side and on the upward gradients of CH4 , dissolved Mn2+
and NH4+ on the other side. The flux balance reveals that the fluxes of CH4 , dissolved Mn2+
and NH4+ together account for ∼ 70 % of the O2 flux when normalized to redox equivalents
(Stumm and Morgan, 1995) (Table 3.2). A significant part of this turnover seems to occur
within the submicromolar O2 zone which extended on average over 2 m in Lake Zug.
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Table 3.2: Electron-balances of Lake Rot and Lake Zug across the oxic/anoxic transition.
Analyte

Lake Rot gradient
(mmol m−4 )

Electron-equivalent
gradient (mmol m−4 )

−212.0
−37.2
14.2
3.3
0.3
46.0
19.5

−848.0
−186.0
(a)

113.6
6.6
0.3
368.0
(a)

156.0
−1034
375
−659

O2
NO3–
NH4+
Dissolved Mn2+
Dissolved Fe
CH4
H2 S
Sum reacting oxidants
Sum reacting reductants
Total
(a)

Lake Zug gradient
(mmol m−4 )
−2.2
0.21
0.14
0.13
0.61
-

Electron-equivalent
gradient (mmol m−4 )
−8.8
(a)


-1.05
1.12
0.25
4.88
−8.8
6.3
−2.5

No prominent reaction in low oxygen zone or oxidation by photosynthesis

3.5 Conclusions
O2 measurements with high temporal resolution and sensitivity show that O2 controls the
biogeochemical cycling of N, Mn and CH4 in dynamic layers with submicromolar O2 concentrations. Specific hotspots of redox-reactions were found to be closely related to the
cast-specific depth of the oxic/anoxic interface. In Lake Zug, O2 availability around or below the in situ detection limit of ∼ 10 nmol O2 L−1 appears sufficient to initiate oxidation of
CH4 , Mn2+ and NH4+ at a water depth of ∼ 160 m. Below the steep oxycline of Lake Rot, deep
oxygenic photosynthesis could well be responsible for the observed low-level oxygen concentrations which can drive a significant part of the chemotrophic oxidation processes at a water
depth of 6 m to 7.5 m. The historically accepted 1 µmol O2 L−1 detection limit as indicator
for anoxic conditions is definitely too high to adequately detect and classify O2 -dependent
redox-reactions and to analyze the biogeochemical structure of oxic/anoxic boundaries in
natural systems. The new evidence for an extended, heterogeneous and dynamic low-oxygen
interface invites more investigations with sensitive profiling devices at proper scales in order
to further elucidate microbial pathways and their significance for element cycling across the
oxic/anoxic transition. Parts of previously described “suboxic” zones with missing O2 and
H2 S might in fact belong to the realm of oxic processes if characterized with submicromolar
sensitivity.
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4 Technical approach for
submicromolar oxygen profiling and
fine-scale sampling
4.1 New opportunities in instrument design
The Profiling In situ Analyzer PIA is a custom-built in situ analysis platform designed for the
flexible online acquisition, analysis and shipboard-visualization of dense, depth or timedependent data sets. A typical setup and a scheme of the signal-flow between components are
shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
When compared to the average marine working environment, limnological aquatic research is
simpler and cheaper with respect to the available machine- and manpower, the size and mass
of the equipment, the accessibility of research-sites and thus eventually the financial expenses
per unit effort. These factors facilitate the development of flexible design solutions, since
the inherent higher failure rates of flexible solutions are earlier outweighed by the enhanced
adaptability of the equipment to target specific research tasks.
Traditionally, (commercial) field-going research equipment has a restricted flexibility like
modular design of the sensing- and data-processing units (Bergenthal et al, 2006) as complex
software embedded flexibility was significantly limited by both, the hardware (space requirements, processing power, storage-capacities, power consumption) as well as the software in
the form of low-level programming-languages. However, the high entry-barriers to softwareembedded flexibility were significantly lowered by the introduction of embedded computing
platforms designed for user-friendly higher-level programming languages and -interfaces
such as BlackFin Processors or the LabVIEW-Embedded module.
This development together with code libraries simplifies the instrument development and
design for non-specialists and might lift the researcher’s subjective limitation in experimental
freedom and support their creativity1 . The great success of nowadays smartphones actually
builds upon the increasingly functional and popular synthesis of energy-efficient hardware
1 http://space.1337arts.com/ (accessed on November 25, 2011); http://www.brooklynspaceprogram.org/BSP/

Home.html (accessed on October 1, 2013)
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and network interfaces, cheaply distributed high-level programming software, and the creative
coupling of relatively sophisticated sensors.
However, the quality of the input data still largely depends on (and thus might be limited by)
the quality and properties of the applied sensor-technology. Compared to the fast advances
in digital data handling, improvements of the sensing systems themselves are rather slow.
For example, the core-improvements of the amperometric oxygen-sensing setup including
the parallel amplification using additional operational amplifiers, the offset-correction and
an improved in situ deployment protocol are based on concepts and components readily
available since decades. Similarly, optodes have been introduced to aquatic sciences already
in 1995 (Klimant et al, 1995a; Draxler et al, 1995). However, refocused interest or newly
available technologies can induce a fast cascade of significant improvements. Chapter 5 states
as example how fast the field of potentiometry profited from iterative improvements made by
multiple research groups based on newly available concepts and technologies.

4.2 Pressurized in situ processing unit
PIA’s pressurized in situ processing unit (Fig. 4.1 (1)) organizes the signal acquisition, the
signal conditioning and the data storage. PIA is operated using embedded computing based
on the BlackFin-driven ZBrain CPU-module (ZBrain, Schmid Elektronik, Switzerland). This
solution provides low power requirements, good execution speeds and a flow-chart style
graphically programmable hardware based on BlackFin processors (Analog Devices, USA) and
the LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA) embedded software environment.
The ZBrain-module controls execution and data-flow within the PIA-environment and writes
the preprocessed data to exchangeable internal solid-state memory-cards. Simultaneously,
core data is streamed via a galvanically isolated RS-485 load-carrying data cable to a shipboardbased computer for further processing, visualization and data-loss limiting back-up data
storage. Although being configured as slave computer to provide priority to the data-streaming
master ZBrain-module, the shipboard-based computer allows an active interaction with the
PIA-platform e.g. to adjust sensor-offsets or to manually activate events like syringe-sampling.
The ZBrain module is placed into a pressure resistant housing which also holds a 4 × 4 channels
multiplexer (DG409, Intersil, USA), a second amplification stage with the trimming-board of
the amperometric system, a general power supply and an additional power supply for the
facultative syringe-sampler. Together, these devices form the processing unit of the research
platform.
The pressure housing is mounted on top of an open cubic aluminum frame of 50 cm × 50 cm
× 60 cm. The sensor-units are mounted on the frames outside while the facultative syringesampler with 12 × 60 mL plastic syringes (KC Denmark, Denmark) can be mounted into its
center.
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Fig. 4.1: Typical setup of the profiling in situ analyzer PIA. (1) pressure housing (embedded computer,
electronics, batteries), (2) CTD probe, (3) optode module, (4) impedance converter, (5) amperometric
oxygen preamplifiers, (6) amperometric sulfide preamplifier and amperometric sulfide microsensor,
(7) syringe sampler, (8) oxygen sensor array: amperometric microsensor(s), microoptode (in syringehousing).

Electrical connections between sensors and the central unit are established using underwater
cables and connectors (SubConn, SubConn, USA and Impulse, Teledyne Technologies, USA)
and thus allow some flexibility in the setup-configuration.

4.3 Sensoric units
4.3.1 CTD
Conductivity, temperature and pressure were sampled by a calibrated CTD (XR-420F, RBR Ltd.,
Canada, 95 ms t90 -response temperature-sensor, 740 m depth-rating) at 2 Hz resolution and
logged in the processing unit.

4.3.2 Dual oxygen profiling-setup
Oxygen was measured down to nanomolar concentrations in parallel with amperometric and
optical microsensors and thus by two independent sensing systems which both respond to
the partial pressure of oxygen.
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Fig. 4.2: Block diagram of PIA components showing the electronic data pathways. Opto denotes galvanic isolation in the signal pathways, IVC the amperometric amplifiers. The uppermost, boxed section
shows the online data-streaming to the external shipboard-based computer and to the separately
powered syringe sampler.
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Fig. 4.3: Example of the signal response of the optode recorded at 1 Hz. The signal decreases by 90 %
within 7 s after transfer from air into anoxic solution.

4.3.2.1 Optical oxygen microsensor system
The optical sensor system was based on commercially available oxygen microoptodes (PreSens,
Germany) connected by a custom made optical underwater connector (Eric Epping, NIOZ,
Netherlands) to a phase detection board for luminescence lifetime detection based on phase
modulation (EOM-O2-micro-T4D-v1 PreSens, Germany) placed in a separate pressure stable
housing. The raw data output (°phase-shift, signal-amplitude, temperature of separate PT-100
temperature sensor) was transferred via a RS-232 interface and logged in the processing unit at
1 Hz. Temperatures derived from the onboard-sensor showed a slight positive offset of <0.5 ◦C
(0 ◦C to 25 ◦C) to readings from the calibrated RBR-temperature sensor.
The range of the in situ resolvable oxygen concentration interval is basically set by the type of
commercial fluorophore and immobilization material used (Holst et al, 2000). PreSens offered
two different needle-type oxygen microoptodes with specified in situ ranges of ∼0 µmol L−1
to 700 µmol L−1 (Code: PSt1) and ∼0 µmol L−1 to 34.5 µmol L−1 (Code: TOS7). The trace oxygen microoptodes of type TOS7 used in most experiments had a specified resolution of
±0.013 µmol L−1 at 0.31 µmol L−1 and t90 -response-times of <30 s in liquids for sensors with
optically isolated, flat broken tips of 140 µm diameter. If pushed from air-exposure into slightly
stirred anoxic solution of 0 ◦C to 4 ◦C (0.1 mol L−1 sodiumascorbate mixed with 0.1 mol L−1
sodiumhydroxide, solution prepared from degassed nanopure water), the TOS7 microoptode
showed a t90 -response-time of 7 s (Fig.4.3).

4.3.2.2 Amperometric oxygen microsensor system
The amperometric oxygen microsensor system built up on a preamplifier previously designed
in-house (Philippe Périsset, EAWAG, Switzerland). Profiting from discussions with Volker
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Fig. 4.4: Signal pathway of the amperometric setup. G1: Preamplifier. G2 – G5: Second amplification
stage. Offset: Offset-correction of the zero-oxygen signal to match the input range of the A/D converter.
For the electronic circuitry see Figs. 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.

Meyer (MPI Bremen, Germany), it was enhanced by galvanic isolation and a subsequent
second amplification and signal-trimming stage which provided parallel signal distribution
and individually increasing signal amplification (see Fig. 4.4 and references therein). Due to
spatial requirements, this second stage was placed in the processing unit.

4.3.2.3 Signal pathway of the amperometric microsensor system
The microsensor was directly connected by an in situ connector system (Unisense, Denmark)
to a biased current to voltage converter (preamplifier, Fig. 4.6) designed in-house. The picoampere current of the microsensor was converted into a voltage signal (1 mV pA−1 OPA 128,
Burr-Brown, USA) and was amplified 10 times by an instrument amplifier (AD524, Analog Devices, USA) to a single ended voltage signal. The voltage-signal was passed through a low-pass
4th-order Bessel filter to attenuate electromagnetic noise above 15 Hz in the laboratory and
after that through a galvanic isolation which prevented ground loops (ISO124, Burr-Brown,
USA). The preamplifier was connected with an underwater cable and connectors (SubConn
Circular, SubConn, USA) to PIA’s processing unit where the signal was transmitted to two
channels.
The first channel with overall-gain of 10 passed directly to a multiplexer and readings were
taken by the ZBrain’s 14-bit A/D-converter (Fig. 4.4). A single reading consisted of 10 samples
taken at 500 Hz, which were averaged and stored with the standard deviation at 2 Hz. This
channel captures the whole range of oxygen concentrations from 0 % to air saturation.
The second channel passed through an offset correction where the zero-oxygen signal could
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Fig. 4.5: Example of the signal response of the amperometric microsensor recorded at 0.5 Hz. The
signal decreases by 90 % within 9 s.

be adjusted online to the input-range of the A/D-converter before being transmitted to 4
channels which were amplified to overall gains of 100, 1000, 4681 and 20 000 (Fig. 4.7, Tab. 4.2).
These four channels passed a multiplexer, their individual readings were taken consecutively
every 0.125 s as described above and stored at 2 Hz. The overall t90 -response time of the
sensing system was 9 s as determined by moving the sensors rapidly from air into stirred
anoxic solution (Fig. 4.5).
Due to the non-ideality of the sensors and amplification circuitry, an offset with respect to the
theoretically resulting zero-current of 0 µA at anoxic conditions is always present. However,
due to the high amplifications involved, even a rather small offset can result in voltages outside
the ±5 V input-range of the A/D-converter. Therefore, an offset-correction was inserted into
this second channel directly before the signal is transmitted to the four amplification channels
(Figs. 4.2, 4.8). Here, the zero oxygen signal-offset at anoxic conditions could be adjusted online
with the shipboard-computer: Activating two different electronic trimming potentiometers
provided coarse and fine offset-adjustment, respectively. Currently the exact positions of the
potentiometers are not recorded by the software, thus the applied amperometric offset to
the uncorrected first oxygen channel cannot be exactly determined. This uncorrected first
channel allows monitoring the actual zero-oxygen signal and its trend over time, albeit being
slightly limited by its lower resolution. To prepare for differing current-to signal ratios between
individual sensors, the first gain factor can be manually preselected with gains of 3, 10 (default)
and 100, which as well allows adjusting the resolution on the uncorrected first oxygen channel
(Fig. 4.6).
Conceptually, this setup with parallel amplification provides stepwise increasing resolution
and thus a zoom function into a narrow part of the signal to overcome both, the limited input
range and the limited resolution of the 14-bit D/A-converter. The offset-trimming enables the
user to adjust this zoom to the interesting interval of the signal. In this study we focused on
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the signal-development around the zero-current signal. The single
offset-trimmer
Eawag
Aquatic Chemistry operating
Christian Dinkel
simultaneously on the four parallel amplified oxygen channels of the second amplificationstage represents a simple solution with low electric and electronic requirements.
Eawag Informatic Support Philippe Périsset 31.8.2012

This design succeeded a first approach which used switchable amplification of only one
single channel directly in the in situ amplifiers. This setup assumed rather homogeneous
and time-invariant oxic/anoxic interfaces and would have superimposed profiles obtained in
subsequent cast with different amplifications. However, accurate superimposition of profiles
turned out to be impossible due to their high variability.

4.3.2.4 Electromagnetic noise
At field conditions, e.g. within a lake and thus a large volume of water, the water’s dielectric property provides effective shielding from most electrical fields. Thus, even the highest
applied amplification with an overall gain of 20 000 still yielded a stable signal and an interpretable signal-to-noise ratio. In our land-based laboratory equipped with a Faraday-cage,
however, electromagnetic noise, originating e.g. from the 220 V power supply lines, induced
massive noise-levels into the higher amplified amperometric oxygen-channels, with amplitudes exceeding the full input-range of the A/D-converter. Therefore full performance of the
amperometric setup is currently only achieved in the field.

4.3.2.5 Sampling frequency, response times and dive speed
The informative value of data sampled from dynamic real world entities is subjected to boundary conditions as e.g. stated in the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem which already considers only band limited signals (Shannon, 1949; Nyquist, 1928; Vaidyanathan, 2001):
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“In order for a band-limited (i.e., one with a zero power spectrum for frequencies
ν > B ) baseband (ν > 0) signal to be reconstructed fully, it must be sampled at a
rate ν ≥ 2B . A signal sampled at ν = 2B is said to be Nyquist sampled, and ν = 2B
is called the Nyquist frequency. No information is lost if a signal is sampled at the
Nyquist frequency, and no additional information is gained by sampling faster
than this rate.”2

Eawag Informatic Support Philippe Périsset 31.8.2012

Thus, without any limitations by the response time of the sensors and measuring-setups,
the current setup could qualitatively detect temporal dynamics below or equal to 1 Hz and
0.5 Hz with the amperometric and optical setup, respectively. For a relatively fast dive speed
of 2 m min−1 and without consideration of any response-times, this would mean that spatial
features broader than 3.3 cm and 6.7 cm could be adequately sampled. Slow dive speeds of
0.2 m min−1 applied on the 14. Sep. 2010 during the lake Rot campaign theoretically allow
sampling of spatial features as small as 0.3 cm and 0.7 cm, respectively. Typical oxygen peaks
below Lake Rot’s oxycline extended well over 10 cm (Fig. 3.2 c).
The accuracy and thus the quantitative informative value of the sampled entities depends on
the temporal dynamics of the entity with respect to the response-time characteristics of the
measuring system. In addition to the temporal resolution limit set by the Nyquist-frequency,
the t90 -time can thereby be seen as a low-pass filter dampening the responsiveness of the
measuring system and thus determining its accuracy. Any response time causes a delay and
2 Weisstein, Eric W. “Sampling Theorem.” From MathWorld – A Wolfram Web Resource. http://mathworld.

wolfram.com/SamplingTheorem.html (accessed on July 1, 2012).
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dampening effect of the sampled concentration versus the changing in situ concentration
across gradients. On the other side, similar quantitative data obtained in parallel from sensors
with sufficiently differing response times could confirm adequate dynamic response of a
measuring setup.
Amperometric microsensors can show excellent t90 -response-times of ≤0.2 s (Chipman et al.
2012; Berg et al. 2003). Thus, an oxygen-sensing array combining such a fast amperometric
sensing system with slower optical sensors (t90 -response time ∼7 s) would allow an in situ
estimation if the array-properties do allow accurate sampling of the temporal and, for profiling
applications, spatial oxygen dynamics.
However, the overall t90 -response time of the sensing system was 9 s as determined by moving
the sensors rapidly from air into stirred anoxic solution of 0 ◦C to 4 ◦C (Fig. 4.5) and thus nearly
equals the response-characteristics of the microoptode (Fig. 4.3). The delay could be caused
by a mismatch between the signal-properties and not optimized on-board capacities and
impedances on both amplification stages.
Still, the amperometric setup’s high resolution provides sensitive monitoring of even slight
changes around the zero-current signal (Fig. 2.5 h, j). Due to the dampening effect of the t90 response time, measured peak-concentrations and their positions might deviate from absolute
in situ concentrations, but peaks would be rather more pronounced if slower dive-speeds
and/or faster response-times are applied.
Linear fitting of the submicromolar gradients in Lake Zug showed that despite higher divespeed the recorded gradient of cast Zug5 (∼−2.1 µmol L−1 m, 1.75 m min−1 , Fig. 2.5 d) is nearly
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twice as steep as the second steepest gradient (cast Zug6, ∼−1.3 µmol L−1 m between 0.6 µmol L−1
and 0.2 µmol L−1 , 1.38 m min−1 , Fig. 2.5 f). Thus, in profile Zug5 the oxic/anoxic transition
might be even sharper than recorded, but it could be accurately resolved by slower profiling.
However, the credibility of the data is substantially enhanced as both systems provide almost
identical data even if the gradients are interrupted by prominent shifts (Fig. 2.5 f, j).
With further fine-tuning of the amperometric circuitry to the signal-properties, fast responding
amperometric signals will be resolvable and considerably enhance the amperometric quantitative research-capabilities. The presently from PreSens commercially available microoptodes
might pose limitations to faster t90 -response times due to diffusion-characteristics set by e.g.
the thickness of the fluoroactive coating, but other suppliers are available. A first improvement
with the current system might be obtained by omitting the silicone-coating employed for the
optical shielding. Some other emerging options are listed by Chipman et al (2012). However,
her approach relies on intensity-based methods, and the intrinsic limitations of this approach
due to dye-leaching, photo-bleaching or influences of the optical light-path do apply (see
section 1.3.1.2 for further details). Besides advance in the fluorophore’s characteristics yielding
improved signal-intensities, further improvements of the diffusional properties and of the
oxygen storage capacity of the sensing matrix will lead to faster sensors.

4.3.3 The STOX channel
Originally the oxygen-sensing array was planned to include the STOX-microsensor recently introduced by Revsbech, Larsen, Gundersen, Dalsgaard, Ulloa, and Thamdrup (2009); Revsbech,
Thamdrup, Dalsgaard, and Canfield (2011) to provide additional confirmation of low-oxic
to anoxic conditions. However, besides the STOX-sensors discrete and thus limited resolution during depth-profiling, the preamplifier designed in-house was not providing equal
zero-current offsets in both, the measurement and calibration mode. This prohibited even
qualitative data evaluation below the traditional range of oxygen-microsensors (∼1 µmol L−1 ,
Revsbech et al (2009)). One design-flaw could be clearly identified: the circuitry between the
front-cathode and the measuring cathode as well as between the measuring cathodes of the
other amperometric sensors should provide galvanic isolation. Intuitively, electrical short circuits between the different sensor circuitries should have been prevented by the intercalated
silicone-membranes which are characteristic design-features of amperometric Clark-type
microsensors (Revsbech and Ward, 1983). But their limited electrical resistance did cause
current-leakages noticeable at the high amplifications needed for nanomolar resolution (pers.
communication Volker Meyer, MPI-Bremen). Although all preamplifiers (isolation amplifier
ISO124, Burr-Brown / Texas Instruments, USA) as well as the data-transferring data-cable were
upgraded in winter 2009 to provide nearly galvanic isolation (Fig. 4.2), acceptable zero-current
offset-consistency within the STOX-system was not achieved and development was stopped
in May 2010.
However, the installed preamplifier for the STOX system can still be used with the normal am-
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perometric oxygen microsensors and does allow parallel amperometric control measurements.
The signal-pathway is a reduced version of the main oxygen-microsensor amplification setup
(Fig. 4.7) in which the second channel is only transmitted into two instead of four parallel
amplified, offset-correctable channels. They deliver three total amplifications of A × 10, 100
and 2000 with A being a pre-selectable preamplification factor of 3, 10 (default) or 100, respectively. Response-times are similar to the main amperometric oxygen-setup. Preamplifiers
capable for STOX-measurements are commercially available from Unisense, Denmark.

4.3.4 Amperometric H2 S-microsensor
The amperometric H2 S-microsensor-setup (Kühl et al, 1998) is based on a Clark-type amperometric microsensor (H2 S-100, Unisense, Denmark), an in-house designed preamplifier and
a subsequent second amplification and signal-trimming stage. Similar to the STOX-signal
pathway, the signal is distributed into three channels whereof two channels were further
amplified and offset-corrected in the second stage.
The amperometric H2 S-microsensor is light-sensitive as the electrolyte is photodegradable
(Kühl and Steuckart, 2001). Although a black painted sensor-casing reduced light-exposure,
light-sensitivity was specifically noticeable by enhanced drift in the surface-layer of Lake
Rot during day-time measurements. However, by adjusting the zero-value offset, the high
resolution facilitated the identification of relevant signal changes and thus the onset of free
sulphide.
Calibration of the amperometric H2 S-microsensor is further complicated due to its generally limited drift-stability and the Clark-type sensor’s inherent temperature dependency. It is
therefore recommended to calibrate sensors in the dark and as closely as possible to in situ conditions based on wet-chemistry controlled S2 -total concentrations (see Lichtschlag (2009) for
further details). However, even at difficult conditions e.g. in the deep waters of the CH4 /CO2 saturated Lake Kivu, the H2 S-microsensor provided relative concentration-profiles matching
well with e.g. conductivity data as shown in Fig. 4.9. In general, night-time measurements are
a pragmatic approach to overcome any photochemical limitations of the current microsensor
design.

4.3.5 Potentiometric system
A facultative potentiometric sensing-module is available for the PIA-system to provide further
auxiliary data like pH-measurements e.g. desirable for the calculation of sulfur-speciation,
or direct redox- potential measurements with platinum electrodes (see Berner (1981)) for
critics on the interpretative value of these data). The sensing module is compatible with the
developed waterproof and pressure-resistant solid contact ion-selective electrodes (SC-ISEs)
(see chapter 5).
Basically, the potentiometric sensing-unit is a picoamperemeter built up based on the INA 116
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Fig. 4.9: Lake Kivu, 29. Apr. 2010: The raw-signal of the H2 S-microsensor (black line) matches well
with the conductivity data (red line) in the CH4 /CO2 -enriched deep waters of Lake Kivu (conductivitydata from sampling-campaign in Jan. 2010 at location close-by, Martin Schmid, Eawag). This test
indicates that useable concentration data can be obtained in Lake Kivu with amperometric H2 S
microsensors. H2 S–concentrations cannot be determined ex situ from water samples collected at depth
due to outgassing of CH4 and CO2 . Note the successful depth rating of 350 m for the PIA setup.

chip-set, a complete monolithic FET-input instrument amplifier with extremely low input bias
current and an estimated input-resistance of ≥15 Ω (INA 116, Burr-Brown, USA) (Fig. 4.10). A
gain factor of six was fixed with high-precision resistors. Electrode-potentials were measured
against a solution-ground provided by a platinum-wire. To facilitate simultaneous calibration
with sensor-specific ion-solutions and to allow for differing reference-electrode chemistry, the
unit’s 12 potentiometric input channels were subdivided into four clusters each comprising
three sensing electrodes, one reference-electrode and one platinum-wire as electrical ground.
However, as the cluster’s platinum-wires are internally connected, only one platinum-wire has
to be used during in situ measurements to avoid ground-loops. The whole sensing-unit was
placed in a separate acrylic housing which was pressure-equilibrated by an oil-filling and a
pressure-transducing flexible silicone-tubing.
Despite multiplexing the 4 A/D-converter inputs of the ZBrain, we limited the number of
sampled channels to 16 to enhance the run-time stability of the embedded routines. With all
amperometric systems activated, five channels were engaged by the main oxygen microsensorsetup and 2 × 3 channels were dedicated to the STOX microsensor-setup and the H2 S microsensor, respectively. This left only five channels available for potentiometric measurements.
However, the flexible hardware concept allowed assigning more channels to potentiometric
measurements by limiting the number of amplified channels per amperometric system or by
omitting complete systems as similar input-connectors to the multiplexer were installed.
To provide signal-shielding (Fig. 4.10) while allowing flexible positioning of the sensors during
in situ casts and calibration-measurements, the potentiometric sensors were connected by
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pressure-equilibrated by oil-filled silicone tubing. In addition, the finally applied potentiometric solid contact ion-selective electrodes based on carbon-nanotubes (Crespo et al, 2008; Zhu
et al, 2009) were designed as interchangeable sensor-tips placed in custom-made waterproof
and dry-connecting sensor holders (see chapter 5 and Kirf et al (2010) for further details).
A typical potentiometric setup used during oxygen-measurement campaigns consisted of
a pH-minielectrode (InLab Micro, Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland; pressure-equilibrated by a
flexible silicone-membrane placed over the electrolyte refilling hole), a platinum-wire based
redox-microsensor (RD-500, tip-diameter: 500 µm, Unisense; pressure-equilibrated by oilfilled silicone-tubing) and up to three solid contact potentiometric S2– - sensors (Müller and
Stierli, 1999).
Reference-electrodes were either commercially available silver chloride gel-electrodes (Gelref-electrode, Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland) or self-made gel-type silver chloride or lithium
acetate reference electrodes. The latter were made by gelling 3 µmol L−1 KCl-solution or
1 µmol L−1 CH3 COOLi solution with small amounts of agar inside Pasteur-pipettes equipped
with spiraled, chlorinated silver-wires. The wires were fixed with polyurethane, connected to
the coaxial cable and environmentally protected by oil-filled silicone-tubing. The influence of
sunlight on the reference-potential of the chlorinated silver-wires was reduced by painting the
housing black. Fresh surfaces were available by successive shortening of the Pasteur-pipette
tip.
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4.4 Overview over software and its functionality
Software was custom-written in-house for field-measurements using commercially available
LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench, National Instruments,
USA), LabVIEW embedded, MATLAB (matrix laboratory, The MathWorks, USA) and BlackFinprocessor specific software-packages (Schmid Elektronik, Switzerland). Data saved within PIA
as well as transmitted core-data saved in the shipboard computer was stored in an ASCII-based
text format (.txt). Post-processing software was written in MATLAB.
The following section first focuses on the embedded data-sampling and processing within
PIA, then describes the typical shipboard-computer based interface and comments on the
developed software for the semi-automated data-post-processing. It describes basic softwarefunctionality and lists typical calculations.

4.4.1 Embedded software run on the ZBrain-board
The ZBrain was programmed using the commercially available LabVIEW embedded softwarepackage and ZBrain chipset’s specific subroutine software packages provided by Schmid Elektronik (Switzerland). LabVIEW provides a flow-chart style graphical programming-interface;
routines are then automatically compiled into C/C++-code, transmitted and stored on the
ZBrain.
Dataflow programming with flow-chart style program representation is a good solution for
e.g. hardware-related programming since it visually documents the virtual path of different data-packages, allows to represent complex data-handling by subroutines termed virtual instruments (VIs) and strongly facilitates hardware-enhancing parallel programming.
Fig. 4.14DA in the digital appendix shows the data-flow down to the level of specific ZBrainVIs. An initialization routine that sets ZBrain-specific hardware-parameters like allocation of
buffer, the A/D-converter’s sampling period and the number of sampling cycles was directly
executed after start-up of the ZBrain. After start-up, the main measuring loop was executed at
a software-controlled frequency of 2 Hz.
Synchronized with the 4 multiplexer-positions, the four A/D-converters were sampled in four
subsequent sets to provide 16 channels. Each set of four channels was sampled in parallel 10
times for 20 µs, the values were averaged and stored together with their standard deviation.
Time-separations between each of the four sets were close to the total measuring time of one
set. Thus, a completely executed loop corresponding to a single depth-recording included
measurements that spread over approximately 4 × 200 µs which was considered tolerable for
our measuring-approach and typical dive speeds of 0.5 m min−1 to 2 m min−1 .
The RBR-CTD and optical sensing-units were read-out at 2 Hz, although specifically the
optode-module only delivered non-synchronized measurements at approximately 1 Hz and,
similarly, the RBR-CTD delivered only non-synchronized data at approximately 2 Hz. However,
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during post-processing both data-streams were analyzed for faulty data-entries which were
subsequently erased (optode, replaced by NaN-identifiers) or replaced by the preceding value
(CTD).
The communication-loop evaluated incoming data-streams at 2 Hz for event-specific strings
e.g. to activate the syringe-sampler or to adjust amperometric offsets via the digital in/outinterfaces. Any event-related string was thereby simultaneously fed back into the actual
data-stream and stored in the data-files to facilitate post-processing.
Additional software-controlled and software-documented event-execution was provided by
one digital in/out-port directly connected to an unused wire of the load-carrying data-cable.
This port could be tapped during ex-situ use, a feature proved valuable e.g. to set up a relaycontrolled stirrer for potentiometric calibrations. By remotely stopping the stirrer during
discrete sampling of the sensor’s potential, noise-levels could be strongly reduced. During
activation of the syringe-sampler, the movement of the syringe-release was controlled by
counting the signal-pulses which were provided by the electronics of the syringe-sampler to
one of ZBrain’s digital-in interfaces. During this time, online data-streaming to the shipboardcomputer was reduced, but it was buffered and finally stored within the profiling device.
Programming of the internal RS-232 buffer was a delicate task. In earlier configurations, buffers
for the optode were not set up correctly which resulted in increasingly mismatching CTD and
optical data, finally rendering the optical data of whole measurement-campaigns unreliable.
After changes to the embedded program it is therefore strongly recommended to regularly
check that buffers do not fill up over time. A simple, pragmatic field-test is disconnecting
sensor-units after extended runtime and multiple activation of e.g. the syringe-sampler to
control that the sensor-specific data-stream interrupts immediately.

4.4.2 Shipboard-based user interface
The shipboard-based user interface was based on the LabVIEW-software package. It provides easily customizable online graphical presentation of the incoming data-stream and
allows interacting with the profiling device. The flow-chart representation of the program
is shown in Fig. 4.15-DA in the digital appendix. More complex calculations like the in situ
oxygen-concentrations based on the laboratory-calibrated trace optode were implemented
in MATLAB-code using LabVIEW’s software-interfacing MATLAB-node (Fig. 4.16-DA in the
digital appendix).
Basically, the graphical user interface was horizontally divided into 3 screen-filling sections
either accessible by scrolling or by key-shortcuts (Fig. 4.15-DA in the digital appendix). The
left section contained pre-set but self-explaining input-variables e.g. to control the setup of
the RS-485 based communication between PIA and the shipboard-computer. The middle
section was vertically subdivided into 3 sections. The upper field handled data in string-format
(Fig. 4.11). For instance, it displayed the online-data stream, handled file-names to divide data
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of individual casts and allowed commenting on the current data-stream or marking of external
events, such as the concentration of calibration-solutions, noticed disturbances by stronger
waves, or enhanced electromagnetic noise emitted by approaching ships. The user could
choose whether comments should be written to both, the shipboard-based file as well as to
the PIA-device or if it should just be recorded on the shipboard-based computer if comments
appear to be of minor importance. However, any comments saved on the shipboard-computer
were exported together with the actual data-entry to a separate file to allow for fast access to
this marked data during post-processing. In addition to this string-based data-handling, this
section contained several push-button style controls to set parameters for the optode or to set
the STOX-microsensor into its cycling differential-measurement mode (Revsbech et al, 2009).
The middle section displayed selected numerical raw-data of the data-stream plotted against
time (Fig. 4.11), whereas the lower section displayed the data against manually atmosphericoffset corrected depth (Fig. 4.12). Although amperometric channels were not calibrated within
the software due to drift-induced deviations, oxygen-concentrations calculated from optodederived data could be displayed and allowed the online-estimation of encountered oxygen
levels. Since the two different types of microoptode-coatings (TOS7 and PSt1) were fitted by
two different calibration-curves, both algorithms were stored in a MATLAB-node (for the trace
optode see Fig. 4.16-DA in the digital appendix). The release-button for the syringe-sampler
was placed between these graphical displays to ease online-controlled sampling.
The right section focused on the potentiometric data and represented raw-data as well as
applied conversions into mV in either string- or graphical format. To reduce the amount of
scrolling needed, inputs for commenting strings as well as a second release-button for the
syringe-sampler were provided.

4.4.3 Data post-processing
This section describes the data post-processing. It is organized along the post-processing
software and lists the calculations and algorithms used for the oxygen sensors. The postprocessing software was written in MATLAB which allows fast and direct handling of large
data-matrices. MATLAB’s plotting tools to present data in Cartesian coordinate systems
referred to the traditional abscissa (x-axes) and ordinate (y-axes) convention. Concentration
profiles are preferably plotted against depth, thus by placing the independent variable on the
ordinate and either generating multiple abscissae for dependent variables of differing scales
or normalizing their scales. However, multiple abscissae could not readily be generated with
standard MATLAB plotting tools. Consequently, we limited our efforts by preferring multiple
graphs with just one abscissa over the implementation of multiple axes for data-evaluation
during initial post-processing.
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Fig. 4.11: Screenshot of the upper two middle sections of the shipboard-based PIA front-end showing
data-handling in string-format (upper half ) and as numerical raw-data versus time (lower half ), Lake
Lugano, 2009.

4.4.3.1 File-structure
Automated data-processing was organized in MATLAB-scripts which call further subscripts
or subfunctions. Some input-variables like sensor-offsets in the anoxic water column were
evaluated by recursive runs of the data-analysis. Major raw-data, calculated values and used
constants were documented and saved within one array-type data-structure named dataPIA.
Calibration-values for the amperometric systems were automatically exported to the data
structure calibData which might be used to apply one consistent calibration to several datasets and casts.
4.4.3.2 Start of analysis: PIA_TRACEANALYZER and PIA_INPUT
The script PIA_TRACEANALYZER structured the initial post-processing and selected the subsequent calls to major PIA-data specific scripts and functions. It called the script PIA_INPUT
in which cast-specific input-variables like filenames and cast-specific sensor-variables like
offset-corrections either obtained by laboratory-calibration or iteratively extracted from fielddata during data-processing (see below) were defined. Fast data-handling was facilitated by a
trimming-function for the input-data which provided adjustable start and end positions.
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Fig. 4.12: Screenshot of the lower middle section of the shipboard-based PIA front-end displaying
(marked) signals versus depth. (Left) In-situ signal in bits of the amperometric H2 S-microsensor on
gain G2. (Right) In situ signals in bit of the amperometric O2 -microsensor on gains G1 to G5 together
with the raw optode-signal (°phase, normalized). The red-dotted line indicates a zone possibly void of
O2 and H2 S, Lake Lugano, 2009.

A major option was accessible at runtime by an explicit input-request: The option Full lake
profile does exist? y/n [y] allowed the user to choose the extent of sensor-calibration
automatically executed at run-time: If a full lake profile existed, which was defined by the
fact that both, an anoxic as well as an oxic calibration-point were provided within the file, the
amperometric sensor data was recalibrated by a two-point in situ calibration. But if it was
assumed that the data does not represent a full lake profile, calibration-values from previous
casts or manual calibrations could be automatically loaded and applied when provided within
the same MATLAB work-folder.
Major data-processing within the script PIA_INPUT comprised:

Depth Depth in m was calculated using a density of 1 kg L−1 following the provided algorithm
of the CTD-manufacturer (RBR, Canada) and the recommended simplification for
freshwater-applications:
depth =

p measured − p atmospheric

ρ freshwater = 1

ρ freshwater × 0.980665

(4.1)
(4.2)

where p measured [Pa] is the absolute in situ pressure, p atmospheric [Pa] was the local pressure at lake-level, and ρ freshwater [kg m−3 ] the defined density, respectively.
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Conductivity Specific conductivity at 25 ◦C was calculated according to Clesceri et al (1989)
following the recommendations in the SBE-application note No. 30 (Sea-Bird Electronics
(2001)):
κ25 =

C
1 + A × (T − 25)

(4.3)

A = 0.02

(4.4)

where κ25 [µS cm−1 ] represents the measured conductivity C [µS cm−1 ] corrected for the
deviation of the measured temperature T [◦C] from the reference temperature of 25 ◦C
by the thermal coefficient of conductivity for natural salt ion solutions A.

Salinity Practical salinity was calculated from specific conductivity at 25 ◦C following Schemel
(2001):
³
´
³
´ ¡
´
¢ ³
1
3
5
S = K 1 + K 2 × R 2 + (K 3 × R) + K 4 × R 2 + K 5 × R 2 + K 6 × R 2

(4.5)

with
K 1 = 0.0120

(4.6)

K 2 =−0.2174

(4.7)

K 3 = 25.3283

(4.8)

K 4 = 13.7714

(4.9)

K 5 =−6.4788

(4.10)

K 6 = 2.5842

(4.11)
(4.12)

where the coefficients K (1:6) are unitless and R is the ratio of the sample specific conductance at 25 ◦C [µS cm−1 ] to the specific conductance κ25 (SSW) of standard sea water
(SSW ; salinity=35) at 25 ◦C (Poisson, 1980).

∗
Oxygen solubility The oxygen solubility C O
at standard temperature and pressure (1 atm =
2

1.013 25 × 105 Pa) in water was calculated as a function of salinity S and temperature T
according to Garcia and Gordon (1992) using the solubility coefficients A i and B i derived
from the data of Benson and Krause (1984). The solubility coefficients to calculate the
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oxygen concentration in µmol kg−1 are given by
A 0 = 5.80871

(4.13)

A 1 = 3.20291

(4.14)

A 2 = 4.17887

(4.15)

A 3 = 5.10006

(4.16)

A 4 =−9.86643 × 10−2

(4.17)

A 5 = 3.80369

(4.18)

B 0 =−7.01577 × 10−3

(4.19)

−3

(4.20)

B 2 =−1.13864 × 10−2

(4.21)

B 3 =−9.51519 × 10

−3

(4.22)

C 0 =−2.75915 × 10

−7

(4.23)

B 1 =−7.70028 × 10

The used equation was based on the published formula
∗
2
3
4
5
lnC O
= A 0 + A 1 TS + A 2 TS2 + 
A 3
T
S + A 3 TS + A 4 TS + A 5 TS +
2
¡
¢
S B 0 + B 1 TS + B 2 T 2S + B 3 T 3S +C 0 S 2

(4.24)

¡
¢
TS = ln (298.15 − T ) (273.15 + T )−1

(4.25)

with

by omitting the for a polynomial development unintuitive term A 3 T 2S to achieve the
published check-values for the calculation of oxygen solubility at 10 ◦C and a salinity of
33 0/00 of 274.610 µmol kg−1 . The temperature-transformation TS thereby improves the
fit specifically at low T and S. See Garcia and Gordon (1992) and references therein for
further details.
Potentiometry Potentiometric raw data was converted into potentiometric units by
µ
¶
142 [bit]
U [V]
1
U pot [V] = x[bit] −
× 2
×
2
14 [bit] G ai n

(4.26)

where x is the measured raw value in bit, 142 is the resolution of the A/D-converter in
bit, U is the convertible voltage-range of the A/D-converter of ±5 V, and G ai n is the
amplification factor of 6 set by high-precision resistors within the recommended INA116 circuitry-setup (Burr-Brown, 1995). Laboratory-based measurements (17. Aug. 2010)
showed that channels 1 to 5 deviated by less than 2.2 % from the theoretical conversion
factor of 0.101725 with an offset of less than 4 % from the theoretical value at ±0 V of
142 bit × 2−1 = 8195 bit.
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4.4.3.3 Analysis of optode-data: PIA_CALIB_TRACE_OPT
The script PIA_CALIB_TRACE_OPT provided oxygen concentrations based on the optode’s raw
data, temperature, and provided calibration-constants.
For oxygen concentrations below 35 µmol L−1 and at constant temperature, the used dye type
TOS7 shows a linear relationship between the oxygen partial pressure and the fluorescence
decay time in the Stern-Volmer-Plot (pers. com. Christian Huber, PreSens, Germany). The
relation between the luminescence intensity I and the oxygen concentration C (here expressed
as air saturation) is given by Stern and Volmer (1919) as
¡ ¢
CO
I 0 τ0 tan φ0
¡ ¢ = 1 + K SV × ∗ 2
=
=
I
τ
CO
tan φ

(4.27)

2

where I and I 0 are the luminescence intensities, and φ and φ0 are the phase angles in the
presence and absence of oxygen, respectively (Fig. 1.6). K SV is the Stern-Volmer or quenching
coefficient (Fig. 1.5). The same equation is valid for life-time measurements, only the intensity
has to be replaced by the respective luminescence lifetime parameters τ0 and τ (Holst et al,
2000).
Temperature has two well-known effects on the microoptode’s response at constant oxygen partial pressure citepHolst2000 which were corrected according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations:
First, the excited state of the luminescence indicator is thermally deactivated, which results in
a decrease of the luminescence lifetime with increasing temperature (Holst et al, 2000):
¡
¢
¡
¡
¢¢
2
tan φ0, τm = tan φ0, τ0 + ∆φ1 × (T0 − Tm ) + ∆φ2 × T02 − Tm

(4.28)

where φ0, τm and φ0, τ0 are the phase angles in the absence of oxygen at the temperature of the
actual measurement Tm and during anoxic calibration T0 , respectively. ∆φ1 and ∆φ2 are the
manufacturer provided TOS7 coating-specific compensation constants of 5.3 × 10−2 ◦C−1 and
8.04 × 10−4 ◦C−2 , respectively.
Second, an increase in temperature results in an increase of the quenching efficiency which
decreases the luminescence lifetime. This is caused by the increase in oxygen permeability
of the polymer used to immobilize the fluorophore with increasing temperature (Holst et al,
2000):
¡
¢
2
K SV, Tm = K SV, Tx − ∆K SV1 × (T x − Tm ) + K SV2 × T x2 − Tm

(4.29)

where K SV, Tm and K SV, Tx are the Stern-Volmer constants calculated at the temperature of the
actual measurement Tm and during the oxic calibration T x , respectively. ∆K SV1 and ∆K SV2 are
the manufacturer provided TOS7 coating-specific compensation constants of 8.62 × 10−3 ◦C−1
and 8.43 × 10−5 ◦C−2 , respectively.
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To account for these temperature-induced effects on the microoptode’s response, both the
phase angle at anoxic conditions and the Stern-Volmer constant needed to be recomputed for
any temperature-changes during measurements. Based on the provided sensor constants, the
calibration temperatures, and oxic and anoxic calibration values provided in the dimensionless
unit air saturation at standard pressure p ∗ , the routine PIA_CALIB_TRACE_OPT therefore first
¡
¢
computed the expected phase-angle at anoxic conditions tan φ0, Tx at the temperature of
the oxic calibration T x . A two-point calibration then allowed the calculation of the SternVolmer constant K SV, Tx at the temperature of the oxic calibration T x based on equation 4.27.
However, for comparison of different sensors and calibrations, the Stern-Volmer constant
at 4 ◦C was automatically calculated from the input-calibration values and saved within the
dataPIA-structure.
Actual oxygen concentrations expressed as air saturation at standard conditions were then
calculated based on equation 4.27 by computing both, the temperature-compensated phase¡
¢
angle at anoxic conditions tan φ0, Tm and the temperature-compensated Stern-Volmer constant K SV, Tm at the temperature of the measurement Tm using equations 4.28 and 4.29, respectively.
The non-surficial water-body of lakes represents a closed system without (gas-) exchange
with the atmosphere. The manufacturer-provided microoptode calibration function, however,
targeted ex-situ measurements in open systems and therefore considers exchange with the
surrounding atmosphere. Since closed-system approaches tend to simplify the system’s
boundary conditions, the oxygen solubility at the measured temperature and salinity could
be directly used to convert the calculated oxygen saturation values at standard conditions
into actual oxygen concentrations in µmol kg−1 . These concentrations were converted into
µmol L−1 using a density of 1 kg L−1 .
The script PIA_MOLPLOT_TRACE plotted the microoptode-data and facilitated the analysis
of the microoptode’s anoxic offset in µmol L−1 which was subsequently converted into the
temperature-independent air saturation using the local oxygen-solubility OxSol extractable
e.g. from the dataPIA-structure (Fig. 2.2 c).
An iterative call to PIA_CALIB_TRACE_OPT with provided and activated anoxic offset-correction
then subtracted the anoxic offset from calculated optode-values in air saturation and thus prior
to the temperature- and salinity-dependent conversion into µmol L−1 concentration-values.
4.4.3.4 Amperometric oxygen sensor calibration: PIA_CALIB_AMPOX_GX
Besides using Winkler-derived oxygen values, the in situ calibration of the amperometric
oxygen sensors can be based on microoptode-derived oxygen data at relative low oxygen
values, profiting from the microoptode’s good drift stability over time (Tengberg et al, 2003,
2006) and the increased gain factors and thus increased amperometric resolution at low
oxygen concentrations.
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Table 4.1: Hardware-provided gain factors in 2010.
Preamp switch

Position 1

Position 2 (default)

Position 3

5

10

100

Preamp gain

The best suited amplification channel for a given oxic calibration value was selected within the
PIA_TRACEANALYZER script according to a specifiable preferred gainfactor (variable G ai nc al )
and the highest resolution available for a given oxic calibration value (variable Oxi cC al ):
Oxi cC al ≥ 150 µmol L−1

→ amplification channel G1, resolves full oxic range

Oxi cC al ≥ 150 µmol L−1
and preselector G ai ncal ≡ 2

→ amplification channel G2, resolves >10.5 µmol L−1

Oxi cC al ≥ 150 µmol L−1
and preselector G ai ncal ≡ 3

→ amplification channel G3, resolves <10.5 µmol L−1

PIA_TRACEANALYZER then called the selected subroutine PIA_CALIB_AMPOX_GX (with GX =
G1, G2, G3 defining the amplification channel to use for the oxic in situ calibration). The
finally applied total gain was set by the hardware-switchable preamplification setup (Table 4.1)
and the channel-specific gains of the second amplification stage as fixed by the installed
high-precision resistors (±0.1 %) (Table 4.2).
The resolution in I bit−1 (pA bit−1 ) was calculated from the total gain G ai n total and the installed
resistor R (1000 MΩ) which converted the amperometric signal into a potential U (V) to
simplify the electrical pathway:
I
U
= 2
bit 14 ×G ai n total × R

(4.30)

Alternatively, the script GAINTEST allowed estimating the amplification factors directly from
in situ data by comparing the raw-signal evolution of the different amplification channels
for different oxygen concentrations sampled at differing depth. The script calculated the
Table 4.2: Resolution of the amperometric setup used in 2010.
Gainchannel

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Amplification
(Switch Pos. 2)
Gaintotal
pA bit−1
Range of 142 bit
(expressed in pA)

10

10 × 10

10 × 10 × 10

10×10×46.81

10 × 10 × 200

10
0.061 03
1000

100
0.006 10
100

1000
0.000 61
10

4681
0.000 13
2.1

20000
0.000 03
0.5
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individual relative amplification-factor based on the spread between two channels determined
by a two-point analysis:
G ai n n =

y 2,G ai nn − y 1,G ai nn

(4.31)

y 2,G ai nn−1 − y 1,G ai nn−1

where y 1,G ai nn and y 2,G ai nn correspond to the measured raw data in bits at gain n, and
y 1,G ai nn−1 and y 1,G ai nn−1 are the measured raw data recorded at gain n − 1. The total gain
factors are thus calculated according to Table 4.3.
Signal slopes m were calculated based on the oxic and anoxic raw-signals x and the in situ
∗
oxygen solubility C O
:
2

m=

=
where

O2 oxi c
C O∗

2 oxi c

O

− C ∗2 anoxi c
O

2 anoxi c

(4.32)

x oxi c − x anoxi c
ai r sat oxi c − 0
x oxi c − x anoxi c

O2 oxi c
C O∗

(4.33)

is the in situ air-saturation ai r sat oxi c and the anoxic calibration point is set to

2 oxi c

zero (O2 anoxi c = 0).
The anoxic offset b (Fig. 2.2 b) is then calculated by
b=

O2 anoxi c
∗
CO

− m × x anoxi c

(4.34)

2 anoxi c

Due to the limited range of the A/D-converter, for higher amplifications the oxic calibrationvalue might be outside the resolvable input-range. The slopes for these amplification channels
can be calculated based on the individual gain factors (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) due to the
linear parallel amplification principle:
mG ai nn =

mG ai ncal i br at ed
Gain factorG ai ncal i br at ed

(4.35)

× Gain factorG ai nn

Table 4.3: Gain factors calculated from raw data for the setup used during campaigns in 2009. In 2010,
gains were fixed by replacing the potentiometers by high precision resistors.
Gain channel

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G ai n total

G1 = 10

G1 ×
G2

G1 ×
G2 ×
G3

G1 ×
G2 ×
G3 ×
G4

G ai n total

10

100.276

1004.103

4614.157

G1 ×
G2 ×
G3 ×
G4 ×
G5
19 499.132
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The anoxic offset, however, is derived for each channel individually.
Actual oxygen concentration-profiles in µmol L−1 were then calculated based on the channel∗
specific slope mG ai nn , the determined anoxic offset b and the local oxygen solubility C O
:
2

¡
¡
¢¢
∗
C O2 [µmol kg−1 ] = mG ai nn × xG ai nn − mG ai nn × x anoxi c ×C O

2

(4.36)

Oxygen concentrations in µmol L−1 were calculated using a density of 1 kg L−1 . If stored calibrations values are loaded (e.g. no profile with oxic and anoxic calibration point exists), oxygen
concentration-profiles are calculated according to equation 4.36 using the supplied channelspecific slope mG ai nn . The anoxic offset b and the local oxygen solubility is still determined
from the actual cast-data. This approach relies on the inherent stability of the dynamic part of
the signal from Clark-type microsensors (Reimers, 1987; Gundersen et al, 1998), i.e. it assumes
that the slope of the sensor is only weakly affected by drift and does not change significantly
over time, whereas the anoxic offset might be stronger influenced by anoxic drift and thus
should be individually compensated for each cast.
Finally, calibrated amperometric oxygen concentrations were plotted against depth by the
script PIA_MOLPLOT_OXAMP. Table 4.4 lists major routines, scripts and variables used to analyze PIA’s data-sets from the optode, the amperometric microsensor and the auxiliary sensors.

4.4.4 Recording high-resolution oxygen profiles with PIA’s amperometric and
optical sensors
This section describes a typical workflow for a measuring campaign as documented in chapter 2 with PIA. The profiling device is best deployed using an electrical winch to maintain
steady dive speeds.

4.4.4.1 Setup of PIA
Selected sensors are installed together with their protective tubing. Anoxic solution (0.1 mol L−1
sodium ascorbate mixed with (0.1 mol L−1 sodium hydroxide, solutions prepared from degassed water) is freshly prepared and filled into the protective tubing of the amperometric
oxygen sensors. After operation for 18 hours or directly before an extended transport, the
anoxic solution is replaced with fresh solution.
For amperometric oxygen microsensors, total incubation time should be at least 48 hours
prior to first measurements. Sufficient duration of the incubation is indicated by a stabilized,
drift-reduced sensor signal (Fig. 2.4, chapter 2). Sensors can be stored several days in anoxic
solution to e.g. between subsequent field days.
Depending on in situ conditions and dive speeds, the distance of the sensor-tips to other
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Table 4.4: Description of major routines, scripts and variables (in italics) used to analyze PIA’s data-sets.

Name

Description

PIA_TRACEANALYZER

structures the initial post-processing and the subsequent calls
to major data specific scripts and functions
loads, handles and processes PIA-raw data, input-variables,
sensor-variables
calculates the T , S-corrected in situ calibration of the trace
optode based on sensor constants, calibration temperatures,
oxic and anoxic calibration points
calculates the in situ calibration for the amperometric sensor based on optode-data, Winkler-data or stored calibrationvalues (calibData)
plots raw-data of trace optode (depth vs. °phase-angle)
plots calibrated oxygen data of the trace optode (depth vs. oxygen). This plot can be used to iteratively estimate the optodeoffset from zero-oxygen
plots raw-data of amperometric microsensor (depth vs. bits)
plots calibrated oxygen data of the amperometric microsensor
(depth vs. oxygen)
plots calibrated amperometric and optical oxygen
data, but omits the highest gain. Differing depths of
the sensing systems can be corrected by the variable
dataPIA.OptodeInput.OptDepthCorr
plots CTD-data (depth vs. κ25 , depth vs. temperature)
plots potentiometric data like pH, Redox and other potentiometric sensors (depth vs. mV)
plots raw-data of amperometric H2 S microsensor (depth vs.
bits)
plots the sample-positions into a depth vs. raw signal graph
and into a depth vs. time plot which facilitates dive speed calculations. Sample positions are stored together with time and
data index in the text-file 'identifier_profile'_syr.txt
removes doubled entries in optode data since only unsynchronized data is delivered at 1 Hz but stored at 0.5 Hz. Typical
removal-rates are 55 %
stores sample information as legible text strings
stores syringe-data, sample-data and text comments
stores calibration data of cast and sensors
stores the loaded and processed data of cast

PIA_INPUT
PIA_CALIB_TRACE_OPT
PIA_CALIB_AMPOX_GX
PIA_PHASEPLOT_TRACE
PIA_MOLPLOT_TRACE
PIA_BITPLOT_OXAMP
PIA_MOLPLOT_OXAMP
PIA_MOLPLOT_OXYGEN

PIA_AUXPLOTS_CT
PIA_AUXPLOTS_POT
PIA_BITPLOT_H2S
PIA_SAMPLEPLOT

PIA_OPTODE_CLEAR_1HZ

sampleData
stringData
calibData
dataPIA
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sampling equipment can be adjusted to allow a preview of oxygen concentrations prior to
sample-activation. However, due to the currently anticipated spatial heterogeneity of the
oxygen-concentration in the water column, larger distances between other sampling devices
and the oxygen sensor-tips might degrade the informative value of the oxygen measurements. Depth-differences between oxygen sensors-tips and other sampling-equipment are
correctable during post-processing. Averaged fill-time of syringes at 4 ◦C was about 5 s in
laboratory experiments.

4.4.4.2 Ex situ and in situ sensor calibration
The optode can be calibrated ex-situ as described in chapter 2 due to its drift-stability over
time (Tengberg et al, 2003, 2006). Since optodes are temperature-sensitive, accuracy can be
increased if sensors are calibrated at the expected water-temperature of the in situ oxic/anoxic
interface. To compare calibrations performed at different temperatures, the Stern-Volmer
constant at 4 ◦C is automatically computed during post-processing. The in situ recalibration
(Fig. 2.2, chapter 2) corrects then for any anoxic in situ offset and should be performed for
each individual cast.
The amperometric system resolves the full range of aquatic oxygen concentrations but offers
high resolution and thus good calibration-properties specifically at low oxygen concentrations.
Thus, the amperometric system should be calibrated in situ based on optode-derived oxygen
concentrations (see chapter 2). Calibrations performed at low oxygen concentrations might
be additionally verified by relating amperometric oxygen-data to Winkler-derived oxygenvalues at higher concentrations. Calibrating the oxygen sensor array to Winkler-derived
oxygen concentrations ¿10 µmol L−1 close to the oxic/anoxic interface appears currently
not advisable due to the anticipated heterogeneity of the oxygen-distribution in proximity
to this interface. In addition, it should be noted that differing response-characteristics of
both measuring systems might reduce accuracy if dive speeds change significantly during a
calibrated cast.

4.4.4.3 Field procedures
With sensors-tips adjusted to the desired distance to other sampling equipment, the protective
tubes filled with anoxic solution should be carefully removed and the sensor-tips rinsed with
clean water. Oxygen-exposure of the amperometric sensors should be limited by fast transfer
through the oxic water column. Drift-stabilization of the amperometric signal in the anoxic,
preferable H2 S-free water column should then be monitored online and might last several
hours.
When acceptable signal-drift is reached, the amperometric offset can be compensated by
the trimming potentiometers. Profiling should be performed by slow upcasts limited to low
oxygen concentrations (preferable below 5 µmol L−1 to 20 µmol L−1 ) followed by controlled
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horizontal repositioning of the profiler (e.g. by payout of buoyant anchoring-line) and slow
downcast. The continuous downcast should cover several meters of the anoxic water column
to check for oxic pockets and to provide a good estimation of the anoxic offset.
It has been observed that the position of the oxic/anoxic interface changed by up to several
meters if estimated from both, (fast) up- and downcasts at a fixed position. This is most
probably caused by water-drag during (fast) upcasts. With the current design, amperometric
microsensors should not be mounted upside-down as small air-bubbles present in the inner
electrolyte might interrupt electrical connectivity to the sensing cathode placed in the thin
tip-capillary. Thus, amperometric upcast-data should be discarded due to the water-drag of
the profiler. However, optical microsensors might be placed in any position. This would allow
using both, upcast- and downcast-derived data by employing multiple microoptodes or by
spatially separating both sensing systems. Positions should then be changed after downcasts,
too.

4.4.4.4 Data-processing
The atmospheric pressure can be derived from CTD-data above lake-level. Further inputvariables like calibration-specific sensor-values and offset-corrections for the spatial separation of sensors and sampling-equipment can be specified in the software-routines. Some
cast-specific values like the specified depth-interval for anoxic offset-correction and the calibration of the amperometric system by optode-derived oxygen concentrations need iterative
runs of the post-processing software. Due to the amount of data-points processed and some
nonlinearities in the calibration-routines, extracted values and general results should be
manually checked if they are still meaningful in the measurement’s context.
Data-control can be sped up by subroutines e.g. analyzing dive-speeds, mean-values of
different parameters over depth or time or estimating surface-wave induced deviations from
the set dive speeds or depths. Subroutines are thus powerful, time-saving tools and help to
standardize data-quality checks.

4.5 Development of the Profiling In situ Analyzer PIA - Experiences
and future improvements
The purpose-built Profiling In-situ Analyzer PIA reached operational capability in 2010 while
the data-processing software delivered first calibrated results in 2011 (Kirf et al, 2011). But
developments are still ongoing, and especially the flexible embedded computing platform
provides multiple opportunities to improve the handling of the analyzer in the field as well as
providing additional data for post-processing purposes.
Accessibility to limnological field sites might be critical, and high portability of the equipment
is thus beneficial. PIA’s relatively small dimensions and low mass still allow for transportation
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in small cars and handling in the field by a single person. However, for usage without the
load-carrying data-cable and the heavy electrical winch, software-controlled autonomous
operation modes for PIA might be desirable. Especially for known field conditions, the release
of syringes could easily be event-triggered by preprogrammed depth-limits, at regular depthrelated intervals or with respect to low-oxygen thresholds.
Automated profiling and sampling could as well enhance the consistency of datasets obtained
with the electrical winch. A feedback-loop from the depth-sensor to the potentiometric
controlled electrical winch could ensure similar dive speeds for all casts. Even more important,
this feedback could trigger automatic stops at given depths or close to the surface or lake
bottom. This would minimize manual operation faults in the field, thus enhancing safety for
the probe.
Time-consuming low profiling speeds are desirable for high spatial resolution, thus automated
profiling parallel to manual processing of retrieved samples could significantly reduce timeconstraints in the field. Our experience showed that the processing of retrieved samples
restricted cast-frequencies, and especially on small boats available manpower is often limited.
The individual advantages of the amperometric and optical microsensors are discussed in
chapter 2, but the out-of-the-box profiling capability of the microoptode makes it the current
instrument of choice especially for sampling operations. Oxygen sensing capabilities were
already improved by the addition of a second optode-channel (Jan Fischer, MPI-Bremen). In
parallel use, the commercially available optodes TOS7 and PSt1 (PreSens, Germany) provide
high drift-stability, high sensitivity and resolution at low oxygen concentrations (TOS7) and
cover the full oxic range at somewhat lower sensitivity and resolution (PSt1), respectively. Two
optical channels equipped with trace optodes would allow to record oxygen profiles during
up- and downcasts, if the optodes are placed at the upper and lower side of the profiler.
Two or even multiple optical channels equipped with trace optodes could be used to further
investigate relevant scales for spatial and temporal changes in the oxygen distribution close to
the oxic/anoxic interface (Fischer and Koop-Jakobsen, 2012). To further investigate if small
signals of extremely low oxygen concentrations as observed in the deep anoxic water column of
Lake Rot are induced by backscattered fluorescence e.g. from particles, optically shielded and
unshielded optodes might be applied in parallel. In addition, multiple optodes would improve
foresight which is important for best-targeted sampling. Modern electronics would allow
to achieve faster sampling rates or to add multiple channels. In addition, new technologies
yielding much more oxygen sensitive fluorescent coatings are emerging (Chipman et al, 2012;
Mayr et al, 2009) and are expected to realize in situ detection limits in the picomolar range.
The work of Chipman et al (2012) demonstrated that fast optodes can be used for the eddycorrelation technique (Berg et al, 2003), which by principle allows as well to assess oxygen
transport in high temporal and spatial resolution.
Post-processing of the amperometric channels could be enhanced if the potentiometer used
to trim the anoxic signal-offset (see Fig. 4.8) are exchanged against potentiometer which allow
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Fig. 4.13: Example of a simple pressure-resisting central signal-connector (68 pins) mounted into one
of PIA’s bulkheads equipped with slits with towards the interior decreasing width.

a read-out of their actual position. If their resistivity is known, the precise zero-currents of
the amperometric sensors could be calculated for each amplification-channel, enhancing
quality control of the sensing equipment. However, already with the current potentiometer an
automated and thus much faster offset-correction could be programmed.
Finally, a huge advantage of the PIA-approach results from its flexibility in both hard- and
software. Therefore, the further development or the acquisition of dry connector systems
instead of oil-filled pressure-compensated connections is highly recommended. On one hand,
seeping oil from faulty joints is not desirable in aquatic environments. On the other hand,
incorporating full ocean depth rated commercial connectors e.g. from SubConn (USA) is not
only rather expensive and unnecessary for freshwater systems, but strongly limits changes
of the wiring and thus equipment both in the field or during a development phase in the
laboratory. Since the data-acquisition board is software-controlled, full flexibility of the setup
is only realized if all signal-carrying connections are readily accessible. Due to safety-reasons
in the field, this means that all connectors should be accessible from outside the board’s
pressure-resisting housing, and the addition of a second pressure-resisting stage where all
connections are collected is highly recommended. See Fig. 4.13 for a simple realization of a
central signal-connector outside the pressure-resisting main-housing. The connector could
be housed in a second pressure-resisting collecting stage, e.g. a cylindrical or hemispherical
polyamide-body with numerous bore holes. Any type of wiring could then be directly supplied
to the central signal connector by fixing an O-ring-equipped dry connector as sealing gasket
recessed onto the wire. See chapter 4 and Kirf et al (2010) for a simple, similar example of
a cheap, lightweight and pressure-resistant dry-connector (here equipped with an internal
jack) successfully deployed in lake Kivu to depths >300 m. However, the increasing options of
cost-effective rapid prototyping and 3D-printing allows for a multitude of creative, flexible
solutions.
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4.5.1 Factors possibly contributing to the drift of the amperometric signal at low
oxygen concentrations
Some factors possible contributing to the drift of the amperometric signal at low oxygen
concentrations have been identified in this work: Analogue to the STOX-design, the guardcathode in an amperometric microsensor does not cover the whole cross section of the
diffusive path between the bulk-electrolyte and the sensing-cathode either. It is rather placed
at a distance from the sensing cathode on one side of the microsensor casing (Revsbech, 1989).
Thus, traces of oxygen might pass and cause drift if this undesired supply is not steady over
time. The prolonged clean-up phase might limit this back-diffusion by decreasing oxygenloads in the bulk-electrolyte via the consuming cathodes. Simultaneously, any resupply of
oxygen (e.g. via the tip) is effectively blocked by the sensors deployment in anoxic solution or
under anoxic conditions.
However, even an ideally oxygen-free bulk-electrolyte would not necessarily lead to a drift-free
sensor if intermittently exposed to oxic conditions in profiling applications: The sensing
cathode does not completely cover the whole cross-sectional area of the capillary but is rather
surrounded by the electrolyte. Thus, oxygen might pass and diffuse towards the oxygendepleted bulk-electrolyte, especially at prolonged exposure to higher oxygen concentrations.
If returned to anoxic conditions, these locally enhanced oxygen concentrations within the
sensor are consumed by the sensing cathode and the guard-cathode and might simultaneously
diffuse out of the tip into the anoxic water as well as into the oxygen-depleted bulk-electrolyte.
Thus, at anoxic conditions, oxygen supply to the sensing cathode might change fast over
time, causing the strong drift as observed after transfer of the cleaned-up sensor through the
oxic water column. In addition, the drift might be unstable and persist over time as oxygen
gradients, formerly pointing towards the bulk electrolyte, might now inverse.
Eventually, any trace-oxygen level maintained around the sensing cathode at anoxic conditions, e.g. by diffusion out of the bulk-electrolyte, might influence the sensor’s detection limit
and response-time. In contrast to the used cleaned-up sensor, an unconditioned sensor with
elevated oxygen concentrations in the bulk-electrolyte would support a continuous and rather
steady supply of oxygen to the sensing cathode. At anoxic conditions, this would cause a more
stabilized zero-oxygen signal with lower, but prolonged drift. These assumptions can explain
both, the observed strong drift after the transfer of the cleaned-up sensor through the oxic
water column as well as the excellent low drift after the clean-up.
As discussed in chapter 2, the cleaned-up amperometric microsensor provides several advantages: A broad concentration range can be measured due to the customizable postamplification, a fast t9 0-response-time can be realized with commercial in situ amplifiers
and dense data-sets can be sampled due to its continuously supplied signal output. On the
other hand, the clean-up procedure takes several hours until it provides stable zero-oxygen
signals. The stability of the zero-oxygen signal is sensitive to the oxygen exposure time and
the oxygen level. As known from common oxygen microsensors, the amperometric signal
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might be disturbed by free H2 S and electromagnetic fields like those produced in situ by PIA’s
syringe-sampler.
However, if the backside-diffusion is the main reason for the observed drift, a more effective
design of the sensing cathode and the guard cathodes of amperometric oxygen microsensors
could significantly reduce anoxic incubation time and could increase the stability during
measurements.
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This chapter has been developed in collaboration with Gastón Crespo and Prof. F. Xavier Rius
Ferrús (Universitat Rovira I Virgili, Tarragona, Spain).

5.1 Robust potentiometric sensors for dissolved ions
Potentiometric chemical sensors can detect in-situ ion concentrations in aquatic environments. Although the focus of this work lies on the measurement and visualization of traceoxygen concentrations, a robust field-going potentiometric sensing system for the measurement of ions like e.g. NH4+ , NO3– , NO2– , H+ , K+ and Ca2+ has been developed in parallel. The
idea that the observed drift in amperometric microsensors might be caused by trace-oxygen
concentrations in the bulk electrolyte was partly sparked by the observation that the "classical
detection limit" of some liquid inner contact potentiometric sensors was set by a local enrichment of ions around their outer membrane phase which originated from their own inner
electrolyte (Sokalski et al, 1997).
Potentiometric ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) have a long history of successful applications
even in complex natural samples, e.g. in clinical blood analysis or investigations of the signaltransmission in nerves (Bakker et al, 1999; Gupta et al, 2005; Cornwall et al, 1970). In aquatic
environments, the ubiquitous pH-measurements are a good example for the importance of
potentiometry, and ion-selective microsensors contributed to a refined understanding of
fine-scale processes e.g. in aquatic biofilms and sediments (Wenzhöfer et al, 2001; Altmann
et al, 2003; Gieseke et al, 2001). For a potentiometric Ca2+ microsensor-based visualization of
the Brinkman-flow in porous sandy sediments, which could contribute significantly to relieve
transport constraints in highly productive porous sediments (Cook and Røy, 2006), see (Kirf,
2006).
Measurements in potentiometry are conducted in a two electrode galvanic cell under zero
current conditions as potential difference (E cell 1 ) between e.g. an ISE and a reference electrode.
1 The limiting value of E
cell for zero current flowing through the cell, all local charge transfer and chemical
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The selectivity of membrane-based ISEs can be tuned on the basis of host-guest chemistry
principles using ion-specific receptors (Bakker et al, 1997; Bühlmann et al, 1998).
Selected characteristics of potentiometric sensors are discussed below together with the
recent technological advances due to the elimination of the inner electrolyte by solid-contact
(SC) technology, the introduction of nanostructured carbon materials like carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and the establishing of new membrane-compositions. Good introductions into the
basic principles and the recent improvements are given by Morf (1981), Bakker and Pretsch
(2007) and Perez-Lopez and Merkoci (2012).

5.2 Phase-boundary potential
In an ideal ISE measuring-setup, the phase-boundary potential E P B at the sample-membrane
interface is the only sample-dependent potential. It can be described based on the Nernstequation by a simple phase-boundary potential model as
E P B = E I° +

a I (aq)
RT
ln
zI F
a I (org)

(5.1)

with
E I° =

µ°I (aq) − µ°I (org)
zI F

(5.2)

where E I° is the standard potential of the ion I , expressed as function of the chemical standard
potentials in the organic (org) or aqueous (aq) phases, R, T and F represent the universal gas
constant, the absolute temperature and the Faraday constant, respectively, a I (aq) stands for
the activity of the primary ion I (the desired analyte, with charge z I ) in the indicated phase and
µ° denotes the chemical potential under standard conditions. The phase boundary-potential
model neglects the diffusion potential within the membrane-phase and assumes localized
equilibrium across the interfaces (Chumbimuni-Torres et al, 2006). A detailed introduction
can be found in Bakker et al (2004).
Given that the activity of the ions in the organic phase can be set constant, the response
function of an ISE is linear:
E I = E I° + s I log a I (aq)

(5.3)

where E I° summarizes all constant potential differences in the measuring cell and corresponds to the intercept, and s I = zRT
ln 10 is the Nernstian slope of the ISE response function
IF
¡
¢−1
59.16
( z I mV log a I
at 25 °C).
equilibria being established, was formerly called emf (electromotive force). The name electromotive force and the
symbol emf are no longer recommended, since a potential difference is not a force (McNaught, 1997)
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Potentiometric sensors can therefore directly resolve concentration-changes over several
orders of magnitude and show increasing resolution at decreasing concentrations. In theory,
they are thus ideal tools for the direct trace-measurement of ions especially across steep
gradients. In natural samples, however, their lower detection limit is seldom realized due to the
phenomenon of cross-selectivity against other, especially in natural waters often ubiquitous,
ions.

5.3 Selectivity
Although often highly specific to the activity of the primary ion I , the potential across ISEmembranes might be influenced by other ionic species in natural samples. The selectivity of
an ISE-membrane reflects its capability to discriminate between various permeating species
(Morf, 1981) and is a parameter of utmost importance for the assessment of realizable in-situ
detection limits, as natural samples often include a considerable amount of such so called
interfering ions J . The selectivity behaviour is characterized by the potentiometric selectivity
pot
coefficient K I J :
pot

log K I J =

pot

log K I J =

E J° − E I°
sI

E J − EI
zI
+ log a I − log a J
sI
zJ

(5.4)

(5.5)

It is derived by relating the Nernst-equation for the primary ion I (Equ. (5.2)) to the Nernspot
equation of the interfering ion J (Bakker et al, 2000). K I J -values below 1 imply better selectivity for the primary ion. The Nicolskij-Eisenman equation can then be used to estimate the
response to mixed solutions based on selectivity coefficients:
E P B = E I°

Ã
!
X pot zz IJ
RT
+
ln a I + K I J a I
z1 F
J

(5.6)

Unbiased selectivity coefficients can be determined according to the separate solution method
(SSM, (Bakker, 1997)), although other methods like the fixed interference method (FIM)
have been proposed (Bakker et al, 2000). Note that older selectivity coefficients are often
biased due to drawbacks of the previously recommended methods (Bakker and Pretsch, 2007).
pot
K I J -values for different membrane-matrices are tabulated by IUPAC (Umezawa et al, 1995,
2002a,b).
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Ecell

upper detection
limit

lower detection
limit

log ai
Fig. 5.1: Upper and lower detection limits of ISEs according to 1994 IUPAC recommendations (Buck
and Lindner, 1994)

5.4 Detection limits
ISEs show an upper and lower detection limit. According to the 1994 IUPAC recommendations
(Buck and Lindner, 1994), the corresponding upper and lower detection limits are defined as
the intersections of the extrapolated linear mid-range and final high or low activity levels of
the calibration curve (Fig. 5.1).
The upper detection limit is caused by coextraction of primary ions together with their counterions into the membrane due to the loss of permselectivity. The lower detection limit can be
dictated by two processes. In the first process, the detection limit is set by interferences from
other ions J contained in the sample. If the activity a J of the interfering ion J in the solution is
known, the lower detection limit can be calculated from the selectivity coefficients by
pot

zI
z

a I (DL) = K I J a J J

(5.7)

where a I (DL) is the activity of the primary ion I at the lower detection limit. In most environmental matrices, the effective detection limit is set by such, often ubiquitous, interfering ions, e.g. for NH4+ measurements often by the K+ concentration. However, the IUPACpot
tabulated K I J -values allow estimating such detection limits beforehand, if interfering ionconcentrations are known or assessable. Above this detection limit, interfering ions do still
contribute to the membrane-potential, e.g. as offset if calibrations were performed in pure
primary ion solutions. But the concentration of interfering ions can be monitored and their
contribution to the measured potential can be compensated.
The second process is the leaching of primary ions from the membrane phase into the sample. Due to the diffusive boundary layer, the activity of the primary ion next to the membrane||sample interface is consequently higher than in the bulk solution. Especially ion-fluxes
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Fig. 5.2: Scheme of the undesired effect of local primary ion enrichment (red dots) due to outward
directed ion-flux form the inner electrolyte (orange) through the membrane at very low sample concentration. Due to the elimination of the inner liquid contact, solid contact sensors can show improved
detection limits. Blue: analyte-inert reference electrode.

from inner solutions with high concentrations of the primary ion I through the membrane
were only recently accepted as major obstacle for improving lower detection limits (Sokalski
et al, 1997; Mathison and Bakker, 1998; Szigeti et al, 2006). The inner electrolyte used in
the classical liquid ISEs was replaced with new solid-state ion-to-electron transducers. This
eliminated the outward flux of primary ions contained in the inner electrolyte at low sampleactivities (Bobacka et al, 2003) (Fig. 5.2). Along with new calibration protocols, the “classical
detection-limit” of liquid ISEs from around 10−6 mol L−1 was improved by more than 3 orders
of magnitude (Bakker and Pretsch, 2005; Chumbimuni-Torres et al, 2006). The development
of functional SC-ISEs thus reduced the reservoirs potentially contributing to a local primary
ion enrichment at the membrane||sample interface (see below).
The initially rather high detection limits of the first CNT-based SC-ISEs similar to the classical
detection limit (Crespo et al, 2008) were caused by a non-optimal conditioning-protocol of the
membranes. To function properly, sensing membranes must be dotated with primary ions,
which might either be directly added to the membrane during production, or, after application
of the membrane, brought into them by diffusion in a conditioning step.
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Fig. 5.3: Signal response (a, b) and calibration curves (c, d) for Ca2+ (left) and H+ (right) sensitive
SC-ISEs based on spray-deposited CNTs covered with the acrylic membrane n-butyl acrylate and
methyl methacrylate (nBA-MMA). The detection limit close to 10−8 mol Ca2+ L−1 was realized with an
optimized conditioning protocol. Modified from Kirf et al (2010).

A typical conditioning-protocol first promotes diffusion of primary ions along a steep concentration gradient into the membrane established by a high concentration (e.g. 10−3 to 10−2
mol L−1 ) of primary ions in the conditioning solution. In a second step, the concentration
gradient should be reversed with only trace-amounts of the primary ion in the conditioning solution left (e.g. 10−9 mol L−1 ), so that any excessive primary ions in the membrane
are leached out again, and ideally a constant primary-ion activity within the membrane is
achieved. Chumbimuni-Torres et al (2006) indicated that plasticizer-free membranes (see below) can have significantly lower diffusion coefficients when compared to the well-investigated
PVC-systems. She demonstrated that significantly longer conditioning steps are needed until
a nearly constant activity of primary ions in the membrane is established.
Crespo et al (2008) applied rather high primary ion concentrations, but omitted the removal of
excessive amounts in the second step of the conditioning procedure. The achieved detection
limit for a K+ -electrode with 10−5.5 mol L−1 was therefore higher than expected for solid contact
sensors, most probably due to local enrichment of K+ -ions leached from the membrane.
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During a cooperation with Gastón Crespo and F. Xavier Rius at the University of Tarragona to
develop submersible, water-proof and pressure-resistant SC-ISEs, the conditioning protocol
was changed according to the recommendations of Chumbimuni-Torres et al (2006). Typical
detection limits for CNT-based SC-ISEs were achieved, e.g. ∼ 10−8 mol Ca2+ L−1 for a Ca2+
sensitive SC-ISE based on the Ca2+ ionophore IV (N,N-Dicyclohexyl-N’, N’-dioctadecyl-3oxapentanediamide, ETH 5234, Fluka) and ∼ 10−8 mol H+ L−1 for a pH-sensitive SC-ISE based
on the proton-ionophore II (4-Nonadecylpyridine, ETH 1907, Fluka) (Fig. 5.2). See Kirf et al
(2010) for further details.

5.5 t90 -response time
The t90 -response time is a critical parameter for profiling applications. This time interval starts
when the activity of the primary ion in a solution is changed and stops when the measured
potential has changed to a value corresponding to 90 % of the activity change. SC-sensors are
expected to show faster t90 -response times when compared to PVC-based ISEs, especially at
low concentrations (Sutter et al, 2004; Crespo et al, 2008; Crespo, 2010).

5.6 Membrane components
The ion-sensitive polymeric membrane is ideally a water-immiscible liquid of high viscosity
based on 4 to 5 components. Detection-limits and selectivities may be influenced by most
components and the composition of the membrane is therefore important:
The polymeric matrix provides mechanical stability to the membrane. Ideally, it is chemically
inert and shows no interaction with sensed or interfering ions. The traditional polymer is
polychloroethene (PVC). PVC-based membranes need a plasticizer to reduce viscosity and
ensure a high mobility of other membrane constituents. The search for more inert plasticizerfree membranes promoted e.g. the copolymer methyl methacrylate-decyl methacrylate (MMADMA) as promising matrix. The MMA thereby improves the film-forming properties of the
polymer, while DMA reduces the glass-transition temperature, thus acting as a so called
internal plasticizer (Qin et al, 2002). Plasticizer-free membranes provide additional advantages
like improved signal stability, lower detection-limits and longer life times for ISEs, since ionic
impurities are often reduced and lower diffusional constants can be achieved with these
materials.
The theoretical Nernstian response-function of the ISE relies on a constant activity of the
primary ion I in the organic phase. A significant co-extraction of primary ion I together with
counter ions of opposite charge must be prevented. The addition of a lipophilic ion-exchanger
ensures this permselectivity by Donnan-exclusion. Cation-selective ISE-membranes normally
contain a tetraphenylborate-salt as lipophilic anionic site, anion-selective membranes a
tetraalkylammonium derivate. An empiric quantitative relationship between lipophilic sites
and ionophores for mono- and divalent ions has been established (Bakker et al, 1997).
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organic solvents (Zhu et al. 2009). Crespo (2010) chose to disperse CNTs in an aqueous
solution by adding sodium dodecyl sulfate and sprayed this solution with a common
airbrush mostly on polished glassy carbon rods contained in Teflon-bodies (Fig. 5.6).

5.7. Ion-to-electron transducer

Fig. 5.5: Influence of light on the potential of spray-deposited CNT SC-sensors: Potential of single
wall CNT SC-ISE with H+ -selective MMA-DMA membrane recorded in pH standard buffer solution
of pH 4 changes only ∼1 mV between exposure (a) to ambient room light (238 mV) and (b) to direct
sunlight (237 mV). Both voltage-drops observed in the CNT SC-ISE signal during light-exposure are
most probably caused by light-induced effects at the Ag/AgCl reference-electrode which was shaded
from most light with aluminum foil.

often a wet silver/silver chloride redox-element into the detectable electric potential. In
order to eliminate the inner electrolyte and to build all solid-state ISEs, a more direct ion-toelectron transduction is desired. Many approaches make use of conducting polymers (CPs)
like poly(3-octylthiophene) (POT), poly(pyrrole) (PPy), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
(PEDOT) and poly(aniline) (PANI) (see Lindfors (2009) and references therein). However, for
field applications severe problems arouse since most CPs used as ion-to-electrode transducers
show a strong sensitivity to changing light-conditions. Light can induce a significant additional,
undefined electric potential (see Fig. 5.4 and Lindfors (2009)). The application of such sensors
under field-condition is therefore problematic without additional protective measures to
shield the conducting polymers from light, e.g. by adding finely dispersed carbon or gold
nanoparticles to the membrane.
Furthermore, the interfaces in the electrode structure often showed poor mechanical stability
and/or an undesired water layer developed between the membrane and the CPs and/or the
CPs and the underlying sensor substrate, e.g. Au, Pt or glassy Carbon (Fibbioli et al, 2000). A
water layer can affect sensor performance by enhanced signal drift, low reproducibility and
elevated detection limits (Veder et al, 2008; De Marco et al, 2008). A redox half-cell might be
formed by membrane-permeable redox-active gases like O2 (Cattrall et al, 1974; Hulanicki and
Trojanowicz, 1976), or the water layer’s pH could be changed by permeating CO2 (Vazquez
et al, 2004).
Another important leap forward was therefore the recognition and utilization of the extraordinary capacity of carbon nanotubes, and in general of nanostructured carbon materials, to
promote electron transfer between heterogeneous phases (Perez-Lopez and Merkoci, 2012).
This made the presence of electro-active polymers or any other ion-to-electron transfer pro97
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Fig. 5.6: (a) Scheme of CNT-based SC-ISE production by spray-deposition with an airbrush followed by
drying with a hot-air gun (intermediate rinsing-step with Nanopur water dispersed with the airbrush is
not shown) (Düzgün, 2008). (b) Sensor-bodies after finished CNT-deposition, still contained in their
protective sleeves.

moter unnecessary (Crespo et al, 2008; Lai et al, 2007; Zhu et al, 2009). The effect is attributed
to the high capacitance of these materials due to their high surface area (Lai et al, 2009; Crespo
et al, 2008). Of major importance for field applications, however, was the observation that
even intense sunlight does not induce significant potential-changes in CNT-based sensors
(see Figs. 5.4 and 5.5).
In the beginning, the production of CNT-based sensors was an extremely time-consuming
task. Only limited techniques existed to dispense CNTs in either aqueous or organic solvents
(Zhu et al, 2009). Crespo (2010) chose to disperse CNTs in an aqueous solution by adding
sodium dodecyl sulfate and sprayed this solution with a common airbrush mostly on polished
glassy carbon rods contained in Teflon-bodies (Fig. 5.6).

Fig. 5.7: (a) Array of field-going SC-ISEs manufactured according to Crespo et al (2009) by spraydeposition of CNTs and covered with clear ion-selective MMA-DMA membrane; Lake Kivu, Ruanda,
2010. (b) Array of field-going SC-ISEs manufactured according to Zhu et al (2009) by drop-casting of
CNTs dispersed directly in the (then blackened) ion-selective PVC membrane; Lake Rot, Switzerland,
2010.
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Fig. 5.8: Scheme (a) and realization (b) of a pressure-resistant, submersible SC-ISE together with the
purpose-developed dry-connector (Kirf et al, 2010). A glassy carbon (GC) rod with polished surface
(length: 50 mm, diameter: 3 mm, Sigradur G, HTW Hochtemperatur-Werkstoffe, Germany) was pressed
into a Teflon tube (length: 80 mm, outer diameter: 6 mm, inner diameter: 3 mm). The inner backside
of the tube was threaded and pressure-sealed with a male single gold connector underlain with an
O-ring. The internal contact between the gold connector and the GC-rod was realized by copper-braid
attached with a drop of silver varnish (EPO-TEK H20E, Epoxy Technology, USA). Watertight, pressureresistant and detachable connection to the coaxial cable of the measuring-setup was provided by the
dry-connector: A female single gold connector was soldered to a coaxial cable and screwed into a Teflon
tube (length: 50 mm, outer diameter: 15 mm, inner diameter: 6.6 mm) which was backfilled with high
resistance poly-urethane (UR51, Electrolube, UK). The front was fitted with a radial mounted O-ring
(diameter: 8.5 mm, gauge: 1.5 mm) which acted as watertight seal by pressing against an inserted
electrode-body. This simple setup was successfully pressure tested to 21 bar.

After spray-deposition, the CNT-layer had to be dried, thoroughly washed with water to
remove the dispersant, and thoroughly dried again before another layer could be deposited.
To achieve a properly working CNT-layer, this cycle needed at least six, but preferably many
repetitions, since experiments showed that the homogeneity of the layer strongly increased if
the deposition-interval was kept rather short. Finally, the ion-selective membrane could be
applied e.g. by drop-casting.
The manual CNT-deposition alone required about 2-3 man-hours per sensor. However,
computer-controlled automating of this process was easy, and the required man time was
reduced to about 5 minutes per sensor. In our laboratory, the developed LabView-controlled
spray-robot “Roberta” coordinated the CNT-deposition and the washing-steps by activating a
preset air-flow to two airbrushes preloaded with dispersed CNTs and Nanopure water, respectively. These steps were interrupted by drying steps using a hot-air gun. The simple solution
allowed applying numerous deposition-steps with prolonged drying-times in between, and
overnight depositions with up to 90 cycles allowed achieving extremely homogeneous, still
thoroughly rinsed and dried CNT-surfaces. However, since any water layer should be avoided
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Fig. 5.9: (a) NH4+ -profile (red) recorded on October 19, 2010 with a SC-ISE manufactured with multiwalled CNTs dispersed in NH4+ -selective (Nonactin) PVC-membrane (Zhu et al, 2009). No redoxinduced potential-change was observed across the oxic/anoxic transition, but signal peaks were caused
by electrical noise emitted from the syringe sampler collecting water samples for laboratory-based
analysis of NH4+ (full circles), NO2– (grey circles) and NO3– (empty circles) concentrations. The oxygen
profile (blue) was recorded with the trace-microoptode (see chapter 2). (b) Direct calibration of the
NH4+ -ISE against in-situ NH4+ concentrations as derived from the water samples. The in-situ detection
limit is defined by interfering ions, e.g. K+ .

in SC-ISEs, the usage of an aqueous solution is non-ideal. Indeed, a reduced water layer was
detected by Crespo et al (2008).
Another strong improvement was therefore the description of a block-polymer which allowed
the direct dispersion of nanostructured carbon materials in most of the utilized polymer matrices. With this technique, nearly all established ionophore – membrane combinations can be
used and Crespo’s complex two-step manufacturing-processes could be further simplified to a
direct drop-casting approach (Zhu et al, 2009). In addition, several membrane-properties are
positively affected by the addition of CNTs, most notably the hydrophobicity of the membrane
is increased and the electrical resistivity is reduced. The latter is specifically advantageous
for plasticizer-free membranes. These very pure polymers often show an extremely high
resistivity.
This can cause severe interference-problems in the measuring setup due to the often limited
impedance of the electronic components. Figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show an example of such
drop-casted sensors, the purpose built waterproof and pressure-resistant dry-connectors,
and a with this technique successfully resolved NH4+ concentration-gradient in Lake Rot in
autumn 2010, respectively. As described by Zhu et al (2009) for laboratory conditions, no
redox-induced potential-change was observed across the natural redox-cline.
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5.8 Conclusions
Today, CNT-based sensors are thus simpler to produce than ever before. Established membrane components can be used, and since the added CNTs are rather inert with respect to
the sensing-membrane’s chemistry, sensor-performance parameters like potential limits of
detection and selectivities can be deducted from the IUPAC-tabulated selectivity-coefficients
for traditional matrices (Zhu et al, 2009).
Compared to such ISEs, modern submersible wet-chemistry based in situ analyzers can still
offer substantial advantages in natural waters like a lower in-situ detection limit e.g. for
ionic N-components due to sample preparation and/or highly analyte-specific reactions, the
detection of P-gradients currently not satisfyingly assessable with ISEs due to the lack of highly
specific ionophores. Furthermore, such analyzers provide (nearly) real-time online data-flow
as well.
However, SC-ISEs are an extremely simplified way to generate real-time concentration- estimations in natural aquatic environments. The all solid-state construction now strongly facilitates
field-going sensor designs capable of full ocean depth rating, since no pressure equilibration
is needed anymore. Pressure compensation was necessary e.g. to compensate for temperature
induced volumetric changes of the inner electrolyte of liquid inner contact ISEs. The lack of
inner electrolyte now not only allows for real miniaturization, but its elimination prevents any
leaching of important membrane components during storage. Thus, specifically for microsensors with their limited membrane-volume a strongly improved shelf-life and reproducibility
could be realized, and stock-production of SC-ISE (micro)sensors appears feasible.
The direct addition of conducting CNTs and the subsequent reduction of the electrical
membrane-resistance leads to a lower total resistivity which helps to relief electrical constraints in the measuring setup especially in miniaturized applications and reduces the induction of electrical noise. Finally, a specific potential of plasticizer-free polymeric membranes
lies in the controlled definition of the glass-transition temperature and/or the diffusional
constants, which allows adapting sensors to a broad range of physical conditions.
In strong contrast to submersible wet-chemistry based in situ analyzers, multiple channels for
parallel measurements are inexpensively realized with SC-ISEs. The improved sensors and
microsensors will help to further investigate the importance of nutrient and ion-fluxes on
relevant scales, and to visualize nature’s dynamic and heterogeneity in time and space.
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Understanding global biogeochemical cycles is essential for the scientific perception of our
world. These cycles connect the pathways for the transport and transformation of matter
within and between the earth’s biosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and atmosphere. Oxygen
is a key element in biogeochemical cycling, and we are used to subdivide the biosphere
based on oxygen availability in space or time into an oxic and an anoxic sphere. Most of the
redox-processes at oxic/anoxic transitions are mediated by microorganisms which might be
either dependent on or inhibited by oxygen. Of particular interest for redox-cycling in any
given aquatic system is hence the oxic/anoxic interface, which translates into one of the main
questions in analytical biogeochemistry: Is there oxygen present or not?
This works aims to contribute to a refined understanding of the habitat and the associated
biogeochemical processes along the oxic/anoxic transition, basically an interface where two
biogeochemical very different worlds meet. First results are presented of a conceptually
different way to investigate the oxic/anoxic interface in the water column which was initiated
and developed in 2008/2009. The core-idea is to directly resolve the major player obviously
connected to the oxic/anoxic transition, oxygen, online with strongly improved resolution and
sensitivity. This allows to examine the small-scale properties of the transition and to target the
oxic/anoxic interface as an “anchor point” for further biogeochemical studies.

6.1 High resolution oxygen profiling across the oxic/anoxic interface
Chapter 2 visualizes the previously inaccessible submicromolar oxygen gradient at the oxic/anoxic transition of three Swiss lakes with differing stratification. It describes the analytical
difficulties which made the submicromolar oxygen concentration range not accessible across
steep gradients so far with common continuous oxygen measurement techniques. To overcome these limitations, the Profiling In situ Analyzer PIA, an online-controlled measuring and
sampling platform, was developed. The technical concept of PIA and its basic features are
introduced.
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It is then demonstrated that common amperometric microsensors as well as microoptodes,
and thus two completely different oxygen sensing systems, allow reliable resolution of the fine
scale structure of the oxic/anoxic interface down to the 10 nmol L−1 range if the oxygen free
water column is used as in situ calibration point and if the sensor-drift of the amperometric
system is carefully reduced. The excellent match of the profiles in the submicromolar oxygen range during parallel use corroborates that the observed patterns are caused by actual
concentration gradients and not by problems of the sensing systems or measuring principles.
The high-resolution oxygen profiles revealed hitherto unnoticed extensive submicromolar
zones in lakes with strongly differing vertical stratification. The zones extended up to several
meters and were found even below a steep oxycline. The spatial extension of this transition
zone, the considerable variability of the oxygen profiles and the strongly differing depths
of the oxic-anoxic interface were unexpected features of this lower boundary of the oxic
zone. The common linear extrapolation from micromolar oxygen gradients to zero oxygen
underestimated the thickness of the submicromolar zone severalfold and cannot account for
the small scale variability. Since oxygen was thus clearly traced in previously assumed oxygen
free water bodies, the results underline the need of a precise localisation of the oxic/anoxic
interface (at least) on a submicromolar scale in order to better constrain the relevant aerobic
and anaerobic processes.

6.2 High resolution redox profiling across the oxic/anoxic interface
Chapter 3 provides evidence that submicromolar oxygen concentrations are significant for
biogeochemical cycling in the investigated stratified lakes and that the applied sensors can
resolve the relevant range of oxygen concentrations. Although the depth of the oxic/anoxic
interface varied significantly between dives, the online-provided oxygen data from the microoptode allowed targeted sampling of the oxic/anoxic transition which greatly facilitated
this study. Together with the water sample-derived redox-profiles, the oxygen measurements
with high temporal resolution and sensitivity down to ∼10 nmol L−1 O2 showed that oxygen
indeed controls the biogeochemical cycling of N, Mn and CH4 in dynamic layers with low to
submicromolar oxygen concentrations.
The profiles demonstrate that apparent gaps between the oxic zone and the sites of CH4 and
Mn oxidation are bridged by submicromolar oxygen zones and thus that CH4 and Mn oxidation
occur at oxic conditions. Below the steep oxycline in shallow Lake Rot, a broad low oxygen zone
was detected between 6 m to 7.5 m, within which the previously overlooked oxygen-increase
during daylight was comparable to the oxygen flux along the oxycline. This zone clearly
separates the reduction of N-components and the oxidation of Mn and CH4 . N-components
were reduced at low oxygen conditions directly below the oxycline, while dissolved Mn2+ and
CH4 -oxidation occurred in parallel at the much deeper (true) oxic/anoxic boundary. The
oxygen-increase in the low-oxygen zones found above the oxic/anoxic interface is apart from
underlying transport and mixing processes explainable by deep oxygenic photosynthesis
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below the oxycline, which appears responsible for a significant part of the chemotrophic
oxidation processes at the oxic/anoxic interface in Lake Rot.
In the absence of oxygenic photosynthesis, the broad submicromolar zone at the oxic/anoxic
interface detected in the deep, dark hypolimnion of Lake Zug was driven by transport and
mixing processes. The kinetics of oxygen consuming processes might further shape the submicromolar zone, since the rates of various oxygen consuming processes should be increasingly
affected according to their different apparent half saturation constants. The data indicates
that a significant part of the redox-turnover of CH4 , Mn2+ and (most probably) NH4+ occurs
within the submicromolar zone. These reduced components are thereby oxidized in parallel
at oxic conditions close to the nanomolar oxic/anoxic interface.
The observed dynamics challenged our traditional view of the oxic/anoxic transition as a stable
and uniform environment with a sharp, stationary, and two-dimensional oxic/anoxic interface.
Parts of the previously described "suboxic" zones with missing O2 and H2 S might in fact
belong to the realm of oxic processes if characterized with submicromolar sensitivity, which
expands the oxic zone with respect to the location of previously investigated and described
biogeochemical redox-cycling significantly downwards. Investigations at proper scales are
therefore needed to elucidate microbial pathways and their significance for element cycling at
the oxic/anoxic transition.
Further research should focus on the potential of chemotrophic reactions occurring at or below
submicromolar oxygen concentrations (Blees et al, 2014), on the physical transfer of oxygen to
the lowest end of the oxic zone and on the potential of deep oxygenic photosynthesis in shallow
aquatic systems (Milucka et al, 2014). With their broad range of redox-conditions, lakes are
excellent test system for such studies, and might contribute to a deeper understanding of the
coupling of carbon and nutrient cycles at redox boundaries.

6.3 Development of the Profiling In situ Analyser PIA and of the
potentionmetric in situ sensors
Chapter 4 describes the most relevant features of the Profiling In situ Analyser PIA and its
oxygen sensing systems, the key-technology developed for this approach.
As discussed in chapter 2, the microoptode is the preferred sensor for sampling-applications
due to its out-of-the-box applicability and excellent drift stability which allows laboratorycalibrations. The in situ anoxic recalibration then minimizes any deviations due to in situ
temperatures or other (environmental) factors.
The main advantage of the pursued conceptual approach for a refined understanding of the
oxic/anoxic transition lies in the online-visualization of the governing parameter, oxygen, at
a relevant resolution and sensitivity. Efficiency in the field is dramatically increased, since
expensive or time-consuming, complex in situ or ex-situ experiments targeting the redox105
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transition can be directed to the significant depth-interval. Since the optode is unaffected by
electrical noise emitted e.g. during sampling, it allows direct monitoring of the potentially
varying oxygen concentrations close to the interface, which supports proper interpretation of
the obtained results.
Although the achieved detection limits allow to associate the observed redox-transition closely
to the variable depth of the oxic/anoxic interface and thus indicate that the relevant concentration range is resolved, the PIA-concept is still in a pioneering state. Based on the gained
experience, significant improvements in e.g. the detection limit, the response time, the robustness and in the number of (optical) parallel sensing channels are available or can be
anticipated for the applied technologies.
However, the recorded data provides strong indications that traces of oxygen in the bulkelectrolyte of amperometric oxygen microsensors contributes to the amperometric drift at
low oxygen concentrations that restricted the accepted detection limit to ∼1 µmol O2 L−1 for
decades. The realizable detection-limit might therefore be partly a function of the oxygen
loads in the bulk-electrolyte of amperometric microsensors in the absence of quantitative
guard-electrodes.
Chapter 5 summarizes the new developments in the field of in situ potentiometry with a focus
on carbon-nanotubes based approaches. In the recent years, numerous new technologies,
ideas and designs have been developed, and the continuous efforts of multiple research teams
have contributed to significant improvements in the field of potentiometry. In an inspiring
collaboration with Gastón Crespo and Prof. F. Xavier Rius Ferrús (Universitat Rovira I Virgili,
Tarragona, Spain), a field-worthy version of solid contact ion selective electrodes (SC-ISEs)
based on carbon-nanotubes has been developed. The new class of SC-ISEs now supports simple and cost-effective online-visualization of bulk ion-gradients like N-components. Although
one of the main advantages of the SC-ISE technology, the strongly improved detection limit, is
of minor importance in most natural samples due to interfering ions, field-applications will
still benefit from significantly stabilized signals at lower primary ion concentrations and from
the good reproducibility between sensors due to the standardizable manufacturing-process.
Furthermore, these technologies provide very promising features for miniaturization and the
development of highly desired storable and sturdy ion-selective microsensors.
Still, in the long run the emergence of ion-sensitive optodes will provide significant additional
value for field-applications similar to those of the oxygen optode, since optical signals are
unaffected by electrical noise and are capable to transmit multidimensional information in a
single measurement. For example, the oxygen-optode’s signal carries information about the
oxygen concentration (° phase-angle) and the sensor properties (signal amplitude) in parallel,
which strongly enhances adequate interpretation of the derived data.
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6.4 Outlook: Implications of temporal and spatial dynamics at the
oxic/anoxic interface
“On a ship are 26 sheep and 10 goats. So how old is the captain?”

The often observed human impulse to state an answer to this unsolvable kind of questions by
applying and thus trusting trained and therefore familiar techniques (Baruk, 1989) are one
of the underlying reasons that surprising results can still be found even in apparently wellunderstood areas, which might contribute to the intrinsic fascination of fundamental research.
Similarly intricate, although on a more complex level, is knowledge gained from some of the
often applied “black box” approaches necessary to interpret those scientific observations for
which only input- and output- variables are accessible, but where the transforming process
itself occurs on (currently) inaccessible scales (Holst et al, 2000). Often, the transforming
process can only be assumed to be more or less directly driven by changes in these parameters.
The observation of extensive low to submicromolar oxygen zones now provides a simple explanation for some of the previously described gaps between oxidized and reduced components
in the water column of aquatic systems. The production and the removal of climate-active
compounds like CH4 and N2 O are related to oxygen-induced changes in the terminal electron acceptor along the now bridged oxic/anoxic transition, and further investigations of the
dynamics, rates, the importance of oxygen availability and the general circumstances of the
associated processes deserve attention.
Assessing e.g. the in situ photosynthesis rates is important to estimate the total contribution
of deep oxygenic photosynthesis below the oxycline or in the anoxic water body to the overall
redox-budget in shallow systems, since the oxygen production and consumption occur in
parallel during daylight. Nevertheless, the studies indicate that a refined characterization of
shallow systems is needed, since sinking but still functional phytoplankton could provide an
efficient and thus important, but yet not quantified oxic microhabitat below the oxic/anoxic
transition. Evidence for local aerobe redox-cycling is found at even with nanomolar detection
limit still apparently anoxic over-all conditions in Lake Cadagno (Milucka et al, 2014). The
potential local availability of oxygen from sinking, functional phytoplankton provides an additional reason for it being a prime-site for microbial settlement. Classic ex-situ investigations
with microsensors will allow assessing the importance and the contributions of deep oxygenic
photosynthesis to redox-cycling in anoxic waters down to the aggregate-level.
The importance of trace-oxygen concentrations for bulk redox-cycling is underlined by the
observation that in Lake Zug CH4 , Mn and most probably NH4+ are (microbial) oxidized in
parallel and in close association to the depth of the oxic/anoxic interface despite its strongly
varying depth. In line with Bethke et al (2011), the distribution and functioning of (anaerobe)
microbial life cannot be understood in e.g. terms of thermodynamics alone, due to the importance of ecological and physiological factors as well as due to microbial interaction (Nielsen
et al, 2010). Especially for oxygen it is well known that microbial life does not only respond
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Fig. 6.1: Spatial fine structure of the submicromolar oxygen distribution in the deep hypolimnion:
To test if a spatial fine structure of the submicromolar oxygen distribution existed in Lake Zug, the
two oxygen sensing systems were horizontally separated by 25 cm during vertical profiling. Profiles
obtained on July 7, 2010 now showed similar, but not identical oxygen distribution at depth, strongly
contrasting the well matching submicromolar oxygen profiles obtained with closely spaced (<1 cm)
sensors (see Fig. 2.5).

to oxygen availability, but is also very capable to shape its environment according to desired
thresholds (Poole and Hill, 1997). It seems therefore important to address both the origin as
well as the functional implications of the observed strong heterogeneity within the submicromolar zones at the oxic/anoxic transition. Although even very small scale spatial and temporal
heterogeneity has been accessible before with physical sensors (temperature, salinity), these
properties are of conservative nature and cannot fully reflect the biogeochemical realities for
microbial life in transient habitats (see Jørgensen and Revsbech (1985) for a stunning example
on the microscale).
First experiments have demonstrated previously unnoticeable strong heterogeneity of the
oxygen distribution in time and space even if sensors are separated only on the decimeter
scale (Fig. 6.1). With respect to the relevant time-scales, the observed strong variations in the
submicromolar oxygen range exactly at the location of major redox-cycling might translate
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6.4. Outlook: Implications of temporal and spatial dynamics at the oxic/anoxic interface
into a wide variety of microhabitats with a strong diversity in their abiotic and biotic settings,
eventually contributing to a similar functional diversity in microbial life and/or influencing
reaction rates. Spatial and temporal heterogeneity could therefore constitute an important
functional characteristic of the water-column based oxic/anoxic transition.
The concepts established in this work might contribute to a refined biogeochemical understanding of the oxic/anoxic transition in stratified aquatic systems by enabling the fast visualization, sampling and interpretation of oxygen and associated biogeochemical properties on
refined scales.
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B Digital appendix

(1) Chapter 4 Fig. 4.14DA:

Chapter4_Fig4-14DA_PIA_Execution_VS_7_3.pdf
(Block diagram of the embedded ZBrain program)
(2) Chapter 4 Fig. 4.15DA:

Chapter4_Fig4-15DA_PIA_Shipboard_Frontend.pdf
(Frontend and block diagram of the PIA shipboard user interface)
(3) Chapter 4 Fig. 4.16DA:

Chapter4_Fig4-16DA_Trace_Optode.pdf
(Block diagram of the online trace optode data precalculation)
(4) Chapter 4 Table 4.4:

PIA_TRACEANALYZER.m
PIA_INPUT.m
PIA_CALIB_TRACE_OPT.m
PIA_CALIB_AMPOX_GX.m
PIA_OPTODE_CLEAR_1HZ.m
(selected MATLAB-files)

The digital appendix was archived in the ETH Data Archive under following link:
http://www.library.ethz.ch/search/action/display.do?fn=display&vid=DADS&doc=
data_archiveIE157607.
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